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Adaptive MCMC for hierarchical Bayesian models applied to biomass data of
fishes

Antonio Abbruzzo Tuesday, June 28
Department of Economics, Business and Statistics
International bottom trawl survey in the Mediterranean Programm (MEDITS) collects data concern-ing biomass of several fishes’ species in the area extending from the southern coasts of Sicily. Theavailability of such spatially referenced data, given by the constant technological refinement, leadsto a strong interest in developing statistical models that deal with spatial processes. We adopt ahierarchical Bayesian model that considers the spatial domain.
The model consists of three parts which identify the variability due to the explanatory variables,the variability due to the spatial processes (seen as a Gaussian Process) and the noise component.The hierarchical Bayesian model suffers identifiability problems of the parameters, reduced byprior information. Finally, we explore adaptive MCMC algorithms, which allow convergence tohigh-dimensional target distributions much more quickly than straightforward methods such asrandom walk Metropolis or Gibbs sampling.
INLA+ : A Computationally Efficient Method for Fitting Intrinsic Spatiotemporal
Models

Esmail Abdul Fattah Tuesday, June 28
PhD Candidate
The massive growth of spatiotemporal datasets partly due to advanced technologies, emphasizeson the increased demand for developing new and computationally efficient statistical models foranalyzing big data. When we account for the space-time interactions in these statistical models,inference becomes more useful in revealing unknown patterns in the data. However, when thenumber of locations and/or number of time points are large, the inference gets computationallychallenging due to the high number of required constraints necessary for precise inference, andthis holds for various inference architectures including Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Gilkset al. (1997) and Integrated Nested Laplace Approximations (INLA) Rue et al. (2009). INLA is stilla promising approach in many cases, although it is restricted to a certain dependence structurebetween the canonical parameter and the linear additive predictor. The computational complexityincreases when the ratio of the number of constraints and the number of paramaters exceeds acertain threshold. Based on INLA methodology, we propose a new efficient approach for modelswith many constraints on the parameter space, time and their interactions using hybrid parallelmethod.
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Intuitive Joint Priors for Bayesian Multilevel Models: The R2D2M2 prior

Javier Enrique Aguilar Romero Tuesday, June 28
SimTech University of Stuttgart
Regression models are ubiquitous in the quantitative sciences making up a big part of all statisticalanalysis performed on data. In the quantitative sciences, data often contains multilevel structure,for example, because of natural groupings of individuals or repeated measurement of the sameindividuals. Multilevel models (MLMs) are designed specifically to account for the nested structurein multilevel data and are a widely applied class of regression models. From a Bayesian perspective,the widespread success of MLMs can be explained by the fact that they impose joint priors over aset of parameters with shared hyper-parameters, rather than separate independent priors for eachparameter. However, in almost all state-of-the-art approaches, different additive regression termsin MLMs, corresponding to different parameter sets, still receive mutually independent priors. Asmore and more terms are being added to the model while the number of observations remainsconstant, such models will overfit the data. This is highly problematic as it leads to unreliableor uninterpretable estimates, bad out-of-sample predictions, and inflated Type I error rates. Theprimary objective of our project is thus to develop, evaluate, implement, and apply intuitive jointpriors for Bayesian MLMs. We hypothesize that our developed priors will enable the reliable andinterpretable estimation of much more complex Bayesian MLMs than was previously possible.
Bayesian Functional Emulation of CO2 Emissions on Future Scenarios

Luca Aiello Tuesday, June 28
University of Milano Bicocca - DEMS
We propose a statistical emulator for a climate-economy deterministic model ensemble, based ona functional regression framework. Inference on the unknown parameters is carried out through aMixed Effects Hierarchical Model using a fully Bayesian framework with a prior distribution on thevector of all parameters. We also suggest an autoregressive parameterization of the covariancematrix of the error, with matching marginal prior. In this way, we allow for a functional frameworkfor the discretized output of the simulators that allows their time continuous evaluation.
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Modeling Renewable Energy Consumption in Africa Using Bayesian Model Aver-
aging

Olalekan Akintande Tuesday, June 28
University of Ibadan
The increasing concern over global warming and energy security has rejuvenated the renewableenergy option as the most vibrant option to sustain future energy needs. This paper developeda renewable energy consumption model using annual data spanning between 1996 and 2016 inthe five most populous countries (Ethiopia, South Africa, Nigeria, DR Congo, and Egypt) in Africa.Following the existing literature on the subject, the driving factors investigated were categorizedinto three broad areas. These include macroeconomic, socioeconomic, and institutional variables.Altogether, thirty-four predictor variables are analyzed. The study employed Bayesian Model Aver-aging (BMA) procedures to account for the uncertainty associated with model choice and variableselection. The results of the analysis indicate that population growth, urban population, energyuse, electric power consumption, human capital are the main determinants of renewable energyconsumption in the selected countries. Also, an increase in any of these determinants (populationgrowth, urban population, energy demand/use, electricity power demand/consumption) causesan increase in renewable energy consumption.
Trade-off between farm production and flood alleviation using tillage as natural
flood management (NFM) strategy.

Qaisar Ali Tuesday, June 28
University of Reading, United Kingdom
Tillage is practiced for management of crop production and additionally adept as NFM strategy tocreate soil surface roughness across local gradient, and resistance in generating runoff throughefficient water absorption, and infiltration. However, mechanical working with soils can hardlylimit soil structural changes which may cause unavoidable consequences beyond impacting farmproduction. Soil compaction, erosion, depletion of soil organic carbon, and soil structural loss arefew of them which reduce soil water permeability, water retention and storage in soil profile inlonger run hampering sustainable production. Later, these bring adverse soil conditions with lackof evidence with the changing climate in due course. Bayesian approach provides an exceptionaltool to highlight interacting variables with causation, and their strength of effects in involvedphenomena. Hence, a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) model was developed to eminence theimpacts of tillage on flood alleviation and farm production to quantify their influence amongvarious interacting variables potentially in a diverse fashion. This study discovered a trade-offbetween farm production and flood alleviation using tillage as NFM strategy. Model can help usersin decision support against certain choices. Model contains the potential for the improvementtowards customized adjustment from farm level to catchment scale.
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Estimating capital asset price model with many instruments

Cássio Alves Tuesday, June 28
University of Sao Paulo
We propose a Bayesian approach to estimate the capital asset price model (CAPM) using a large setof instruments and shrinkage priors over the parameters associated with the instrumental variables.The CAPM model suffers from the error-in-variables problem since market return is unobservable,and a proxy, such as SP500, is used instead, introducing measurement errors in the regressor. Whenusing the instrumental variable approach to estimate the CAPM, the challenge is to find "strong"instruments to the market return. The data-rich environment available in finance allows us to usemany-instrument settings. We use regularization priors to deal with a large number of instrumentalvariables. Using simulated data with 20, 80, and 140 instruments and 300 observations, we findthat our approach may reduce the average bias caused by error-in-variables up to 90% concerningthe traditional two-stage least square. This reduction, however, is attenuated as the number ofinstruments increases.
A Zero-Inflated Poisson model with spatio-temporal varying coefficients

Alaa Amri Tuesday, June 28
The University of Edinburgh
We propose, in a Bayesian context, a zero-inflated Dynamic Generalized Linear model wherethe coefficients vary both spatially and temporally to account for the excess of zeros in discretespatio-temporal data while reasonably forecasting non-zero counts. We particularly allow thezero-inflation probability to vary temporally in order to make the model more flexible. An inferencealgorithm, that is based on Particle Gibbs, is described. Our approach is compared with otherexisting models, and it is illustrated with both simulated and real datasets where observations areobserved at different points in space and time. The real dataset is about cycling counts in the Cityof Glasgow collected from Strava and automated bike counters.
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Bayesian hierarchical modeling to account for complex patterns of measurement
error in cohort studies. Application in radiation epidemiology.

Sophie Ancelet Tuesday, June 28
IRSN
Despite its deleterious consequences for statistical inference and its ubiquity in observationalresearch, exposure measurement error is rarely accounted for in epidemiological studies. Basically,standard correction methods, like regression calibration or SIMEX, often lack the flexibility toaccount for complex patterns of exposure uncertainty. However, in occupational cohort studies,for instance, changes in the methods of exposure assessment can lead to complex error structures.Moreover, a strategy of group-exposure assessment and individual worker characteristics may leadto error components that are shared between or within individuals. In this work, we thus proposeand fit several Bayesian hierarchical models, combining survival models with time-dependentcovariates, measurement and exposure models, to obtain a corrected estimate of the potentialassociation between exposure to radon and mortality for several cancer types in the Frenchcohort of uranium miners. A simulation study is under progress to assess the impact of modelmisspecification on risk estimates.
Optimal lower bounds for logistics likelihoods

Niccoló Anceschi Tuesday, June 28
Bocconi University
The use of logit mapping in binary regression models notoriously hinders tractable analytical infer-ence. Within the Bayesian framework, data-augmentation strategies addressing this problem havereceived considerable attention. Conversely, unconstrained and penalized maximum likelihoodestimation typically exploits quadratic approximations of the logistic log-likelihood, either arisingfromNewton’s method or from tangent lower bounds. As the former does not guarantee stable con-vergence, we focus on the latter showing that the lower bound corresponding to the Polya-Gammadata-augmentation scheme is optimal among quadratic bounds. Furthermore, we derive a noveltangent minorizer dominating the Polya-Gamma one, by adding a piece-wise linear contributiondepending on the L1-norm of the linear predictors. Such novel lower bound still allows for a simplecoordinate-wise minimization algorithm, as routinely implemented in the literature for lasso andelastic-net penalized logistic regression. Empirical results confirm that an optimization procedureexploiting the novel minorization scheme benefits from an improved convergence rate.
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The flexible Dirichlet-multinomial regression model

Roberto Ascari Tuesday, June 28
University of Milano-Bicocca
Count compositions are vectors of non-negative integers summing to a fixed constant. Theyare widespread in biomedical research, especially in microbiome data analysis. A widespreaddistribution for human microbiome data is obtained by compounding the multinomial distributionwith the Dirichlet; this approach leads to the Dirichlet-multinomial (DM). The DM distribution fitsreal data better than the multinomial one, but its covariance structure may still be too rigid to dealwith real data.
This work aims to propose a new distribution for count compositions and to develop a regressionmodel based on it. The new distribution can be expressed as a structured finite mixture with partic-ular DM components. Thanks to this mixture structure and the additional parameters introduced,the new distribution can provide a better fit and an interesting interpretation in terms of latentgroups. Inferential issues are dealt with by a Bayesian approach through the Hamiltonian MonteCarlo algorithm.
Trees of random probability measures and Bayesian nonparametric modelling

Filippo Ascolani Tuesday, June 28
Bocconi University
We introduce a way to generate trees of random probability measures, where the link betweentwo nodes is given by a hierarchical procedure: starting from a common root, each node of thetree is endowed with a random probability measure, whose baseline distribution is again randomand given by the associated node in the previous layer. The data can be observed at any nodeof the tree and different branches may have different length: the split mechanism can be alsoconsidered random or based on covariates of interest. When the branches have the same lengthand the observations are linked only to the leaves, we recover the well known family of discretehierarchical processes.
We prove that, if the distribution at each node is given by the normalization of a completely randommeasure (NRMI), the model is analytically tractable: conditional on a suitable latent structure, theposterior is still given by a tree of NRMIs. Furthermore, the asymptotic behaviour of the numberof clusters is derived, when either the sample size at a particular layer diverges or the number oflevels grows. Finally, applications to real data are discussed.
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Bayesian Multilevel Analysis of Determinants of Acute Respiratory Infection in
Children under the Age of Five Years in Ethiopia

Tilahun Asena Tuesday, June 28
Arba Minch University
Background: Acute respiratory tract infection (ARI) is one of the causes for morbidity and mortalityin children under the age of 5 years in the world. Pneumonia, which is caused by respiratorytract infection, accounts for approximately 1.9 million deaths globally in children under the ageof five years. Among these deaths majority occurs in the developing world. In Ethiopia, theprevalence rate of ARI was 7% according to 2016 Ethiopia Demographic and Health Survey (EDHS)estimates. Method: Bayesian multilevel approach was employed to assess factors associated withthe prevalence of ARI among children under five in Ethiopia. The data was collected from 10,641children under the age of five years out of which 9,918 children were considered in this study.Result: The ARI prevalence rate for children under five years was estimated as 8.4%, which wasslightly higher than the estimated prevalence level of the country. The highest proportion of theprevalence of ARI was observed for children whose mothers had no education. The major health,environmental and nutritional related background characteristics of the proportion of childrenwho had ARI varied from one region to another. The highest prevalence of ARI was observed inTigray (15.31%) followed by Oromia (14.40%) as opposed to the low prevalence which was recordedin Benishangul Gumuz (2.58%). The utilization of vitamin A was analyzed and the results showsthat about 43.10% who received vitamin A had the lowest proportion on the prevalence of ARI(7.75%) compared to not having vitamin A. About 11.13% of children under five had Diarrhea withthe highest prevalence of ARI (24.64%) and the highest prevalence of ARI was observed for thechild whose source of drinking water were unprotected/unimproved (9.39%). Conclusion: The ageof the child, household wealth index, mother educational level, and vitamin A supplement, historyof diarrhea, maternal work, stunting and source of drinking water was found to be significantlyaffecting the prevalence of ARI among children under five years. Furthermore, the study revealedthat there is a significant variation of incidence of ARI between and within the regions of Ethiopia.Attention should be given to those predictor variables while planning to increase the health statusof children in Ethiopia.
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Hierarchical Bayesian modeling under covariate shift in supernova cosmology

Maximilian Autenrieth Tuesday, June 28
Imperial College London
Supernova type Ia (SNIa) are an essential tool to constrain cosmological parameters, includingdark energy, thought to make up 70% of the energy density of the universe. In order to identifytransients as SNIa, upcoming large surveys will rely on supervised classification from low-resolutionphotometric data given a non-representative set of confirmed SNIa from high-quality spectra.To account for uncertainties and contamination from the probabilistic classification of SNIa, wediscuss a fully hierarchical and pragmatic Bayesian framework to improve accuracy and precisionof cosmological parameters estimates. Missing a scientifically justified model for the contaminateddata, the pragmatic approach circumvents the need of a contamination model, while the fullyBayesian approach relies on correct model specification. The pragmatic approach further preventspotential complications of using data twice by not updating class probabilities. To obtain classprobabilities, our framework includes a new general-purpose method to improve supervisedlearning from non-representative training sets (covariate shift). Exploiting methodology fromcausal inference, we show that the effects of covariate shift can be reduced or eliminated byconditioning on propensity scores through stratification, leading to balanced covariates and much-improved target prediction.
Leveraging External Data in Bayesian Adaptive Platform Designs

Alejandra Avalos Pacheco Tuesday, June 28
University of Florence
There is growing interest in trial designs that incorporate non-concurrent trial data with the goal ofincrease power. However, if the outcome distributions of the external and internal data differ, theintegration of external data may lead to biased treatment effects estimates, reduced/increasedpower/type I error rates. We introduce novel designs that leverage external data via a Bayesianmodel averaging approach. Our main contributions are two-fold, we provide: (i) ethical designsthat reduce the amount of patients assigned to control, thus maximizing the possible benefit topatients, (ii) flexible procedures to test the effectiveness of novel treatments, which satisfy a setof constraints on the operating characteristics required by regulators. We discuss the asymptoticcharacteristics of the test statistic, and study the finite-sample operating characteristics. Weillustrate the performance of our proposed designs in several simulation studies based on datafrom real phase II/III trials of cancer therapies for glioblastoma.
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Bayesian additive tree random measures

Naoki Awaya Tuesday, June 28
Duke University
Bayesian additive regression trees (BART) is a powerful predictive model widely used in supervisedlearning. Given the recent development of Polya tree (PT)models equippedwith flexible partitioningpriors, which is analogous to Bayesian CART in the supervised setting, a natural question that arisesis whether the Bayesian additive tree-based approach can be adopted as a nonparametric priorfor unsupervised learning. We introduce such a random measure based on an additive ensembleof PT base learners. This new random measure is constructed through adding up a sequence ofPT measures under a recently introduced notion of addition on probability measures involvingcompositions of the so-called “tree-CDFs". To avoid overfitting this random measure, we propose anew regularizing prior for the base PT learners so that each PT works as a weak learner. We alsointroduce a stochastic back-fitting algorithm for posterior inference. The performance of the newmodel is evaluated in extensive numerical experiments, and it shows the drastic improvement inthe fit to i.i.d. observations than the state-of-the-art single-tree based models.
Bayesian Covariance Structure Modeling of Multi-Way Nested Data

Stef Baas Tuesday, June 28
University of Twente
A Bayesian multivariate model with a structured covariance matrix for multi-way nested data isproposed. This flexiblemodeling framework allows for positive and for negative associations amongclustered observations, and generalizes the well-known dependence structure implied by randomeffects. A conjugate shifted-inverse gamma prior is proposed for the covariance parameters whichensures that the covariance matrix remains positive definite under posterior analysis. A numericallyefficient Gibbs sampling procedure is defined for balanced nested designs, and is validated using twosimulation studies. For a top-layer unbalanced nested design, the procedure requires an additionaldata augmentation step. The proposed data augmentation procedure facilitates sampling latentvariables from (truncated) univariate normal distributions, and avoids numerical computation ofthe inverse of the structured covariance matrix. The Bayesian multivariate (linear transformation)model is applied to two-way nested interval-censored event times to analyze differences in adverseevents between three groups of patients, who were randomly allocated to treatment with differentstents (BIO-RESORT). The parameters of the structured covariance matrix represent unobservedheterogeneity in treatment effects and are examined to detect differential treatment effects.
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Posterior Concentration Rates for Bayesian Penalized Splines

Paul Bach Tuesday, June 28
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Despite their widespread use in practice, the asymptotic properties of Bayesian penalized splineshave not been investigated so far. We close this gap and study posterior concentration rates forBayesian penalized splines in a Gaussian nonparametric regression model. A key feature of theapproach is the hyperprior on the smoothing variance, which allows for adaptive smoothing inpractice but complicates the theoretical analysis considerably as it destroys conjugacy. Our maintool for the derivation of posterior concentration rates is a novel spline estimator that projectsthe observations onto the first basis functions of a Demmler-Reinsch basis. Our results show thatposterior concentration at near optimal rate can be achieved if the hyperprior on the smoothingvariance strikes a fine balance between oversmoothing and undersmoothing. Overall, our resultsare the first posterior concentration results for Bayesian penalized splines and can be generalizedin many directions.
CausalMediation inWeightManagement Trials using Bayesian Nonparametrics

Woojung Bae Tuesday, June 28
University of Florida
In weight management trials, it is of interest to understand how interventions are effective. In arecent trial, we examine how the number of days calorie goals are met mediates the effect of abehavioral intervention onmaintaining 18-month weight loss (after a 4-month weight loss program).To do this, we use a flexible Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) method and assume all confoundersof the mediator-outcome relationship are measured. We present results from the analysis of thistrial and compare them to simpler parametric and BNP approaches. Simulation studies are alsoconducted to examine the frequentist operating characteristics of this approach.
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Calibrating generalized Bayesian posteriors for inverse problems

Youngsoo Baek Tuesday, June 28
Duke University
We propose a general framework for calibrating generalized Bayesian posteriors in inverse problems.The complex non-linear operators involved in many forward model simulations lead to intractablelikelihoods, hence diverse proposals for approximate Bayesian computations in the literature. Weinstead adopt a non-generative, loss-based framework as in Bissiri, Holmes, and Walker (2016) todevelop a principled approach to calibrating generalized posteriors, as follows. First, we proposea sequential Monte Carlo-based gradient descent for choosing a tuning parameter that weightsthe prior against the loss by cross-validation. Second, we formulate a joint variational principle onthe space of posteriors and predictive distributions that avails model comparison, for which theappropriate cross-validation statistic is computable. Finally, we suggest guidelines for designingvaried loss functions in presence of significant non-linearity in the forward model. We support themerits of our method through simulated experiments and ultrasound vibrometry application.
Informed Bayesian survival analysis

František Bartoš Tuesday, June 28
Department of Psychological Methods, University of Amsterdam
Parametric survival analysis is a powerful method for parameter estimation, hypothesis testing, andsurvival extrapolation of censored event history outcomes. We outline and implement a Bayesianmodel-averaging framework for parametric survival analysis that allows us to incorporate historicaldata, test informed hypotheses, continuously monitor evidence, and incorporate uncertainty aboutthe true data generating process. We illustrate the Bayesian framework by re-analyzing data froma colon cancer trial. In a simulation study, we compare the Bayesian framework to maximumlikelihood estimation of survival models with AIC/BIC model selection in fixed-n and sequentialdesigns. We find that the Bayesian framework (1) produces faster decisions in sequential designs,(2) has slightly higher statistical power and false-positive rates in fixed-n designs, and (3) yieldsmore precise estimates of the treatment effect in small and medium sample sizes. We did not finda clear advantage in predicting survival.
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Bayesian optimal designs for choice experiments involving mixtures of ingredi-
ents and process variables

Mario Becerra Tuesday, June 28
KU Leuven
Discrete choice experiments are frequently used to quantify consumer preferences. Choice ex-periments involving mixtures of ingredients and process variables have been largely overlookedin the literature, even though several products can be described as mixtures of ingredients. Forexample, the ingredients to make up a fruit cocktail and the temperature at which it is served.As experiments in general are expensive and time-consuming, efficient experimental designs arerequired to provide reliable statistical modeling. Two optimality metrics have usually been studied:D-optimality and I-optimality. The Bayesian version of these metrics is obtained by assigning aprior distribution to the parameters of the model and averaging over the prior. We will show andcompare the properties of Bayesian D- and I-optimal designs.
Scalable Bayesian generalized linear mixed models using stochastic gradient
MCMC

Samuel Berchuck Tuesday, June 28
Duke University
Generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) are used to analyze correlated and longitudinal dataand are used extensively in many application areas, including biomedical settings, where datasetsare becoming larger and larger. Standard posterior sampling algorithms, such as Markov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) procedures, are not inherently scalable and have limited utility in largedatasets. To overcome this limitation, we introduce a stochastic gradient MCMC (SGMCMC)algorithm that uses mini-batch samples to approximate the true gradient over the whole dataset.Our algorithm uses a gradient computed using Fisher’s Identity, which bypasses the intractablemarginal likelihood associated with GLMM. A sampling convergence criterion is introduced that isbased on the empirical relationship between the SGMCMC algorithm and an underlying stochasticdifferential equation. Through simulation, we show that our method scales to large data settingswhile maintaining parameter estimation performance. Finally, we apply the method to a largeelectronic health records database.
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Gaussian processes at the Helm(holtz): A better way to model ocean currents

Renato Berlinghieri Tuesday, June 28
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Understanding the behavior of ocean currents has the potential to improve ecosystemmanagement,forecasting of oil spill dispersion, and the comprehension of ocean transportation. Since weexpect current dynamics to be smooth but highly non-linear, Gaussian processes (GPs) offer anattractive model. However, existing naive approaches fail to capture real-life current structure,such as continuity of currents and the shape of vortices. By contrast, these physical properties arecaptured by divergence and curl-free components of a vector field obtained through a Helmholtzdecomposition. In this paper, we thus propose instead to model these components with a GPdirectly. We show that, because this decomposition relates to the original vector field just viamixed partial derivatives, we can still perform inference given the original data with only a smallconstant multiple of additional computational expense. We illustrate our method on simulatedand real oceans data.
Optimal Conformal Prediction for Small Areas

Elizabeth Bersson Tuesday, June 28
Duke University
Existing inferential methods for small area data involve a trade-off between maintaining area-levelfrequentist coverage rates and improving inferential precision via the incorporation of indirectinformation. In this article, we propose a method to obtain an area-level prediction region fora future observation which mitigates this trade-off. The proposed method takes a conformalprediction approach inwhich the conformitymeasure is the posterior predictive density of aworkingmodel that incorporates indirect information. The resulting prediction region has guaranteedfrequentist coverage regardless of the working model, and, if the working model assumptions areaccurate, the region has minimum expected volume compared to other regions with the samecoverage rate. When constructed under a Normal working model, we prove such a predictionregion is an interval and construct an efficient algorithm to obtain the exact interval. We illustratethe performance of our method through simulation studies and an application to EPA radon surveydata.
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Approximations of piecewise deterministic Markov processes and their conver-
gence properties

Andrea Bertazzi Tuesday, June 28
TU Delft
Piecewise deterministic Markov processes (PDMP) received substantial interest in recent yearsas an alternative to classical Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms. The applicability of PDMP toreal world scenarios is currently limited by the fact that these processes can be simulated onlywhen specific properties of the target distribution are known beforehand. In order to overcomethis problem, we introduce an Euler-type discretisation scheme for PDMP which does not needsuch pre-requisite knowledge. For the resulting scheme we study both pathwise convergence tothe continuous process as the step size converges to zero and convergence in law to the targetmeasure in the long time limit. (This is a joint work with Paul Dobson and Joris Bierkens.)
Forecasting Models for Predictive Crime Mapping in South Asian Countries

Dila Ram Bhandari Tuesday, June 28
Nepal Commerce Campus, Tribhuvan University
South Asian countries facing the big challenges of various cases of crime. While the use of mappingin criminal justice has increased over the last 30 years, most applications are retrospective thatis, they examine criminal phenomena and related factors that have already occurred. While suchretrospective mapping efforts are useful, the true promise of crime mapping lies in its ability toidentify early warning signs across time and space, and inform a proactive approach to policeproblem solving and crime prevention. Recently, attempts to develop predictive models of crimehave increased, and while many of these efforts are still in the early stages, enough new knowledgehas been built to merit a review of the range of methods employed to date. This chapter identifiesthe various methods, describes what is required to use them, and assesses how accurate theyare in predicting future crime concentrations, or hot spots. Factors such as data requirementsand applicability for law enforcement use will also be explored, and the chapter will close withrecommendations for further research and a discussion of what the future might hold for crimeforecasting.
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fiBAG: Functional Integrative Bayesian Analysis of High-dimensional Multiplat-
form Genomic Data

Rupam Bhattacharyya Tuesday, June 28
University of Michigan
Large-scale multi-omics datasets offer complementary, partly independent, high-resolution viewsof the human genome. Modeling and inference using such data poses challenges like high-dimensionality and structured dependencies but offers potential for understanding the complexbiological processes characterizing a disease. Wepropose fiBAG, an integrative hierarchical Bayesianframework for modeling the fundamental biological relationships underlying such cross-platformmolecular features. Using Gaussian processes, fiBAG identifies mechanistic evidence for covariatesfrom corresponding upstream information. Such evidence, mapped to prior inclusion probabil-ities, informs a calibrated Bayesian variable selection (cBVS) model identifying genes/proteinsassociated with the outcome. Simulation studies illustrate that cBVS has higher power to detectdisease-related markers than non-integrative approaches. A pan-cancer analysis of 14 TCGA cancerdatasets is performed to identify markers associated with cancer stemness and patient survival.Our findings include both known associations like the role of RPS6KA1/p90RSK in gynecologicalcancers and interesting novelties like EGFR in gastrointestinal cancers.
Semiparametric Variational Inference for sparse time-varying parameter model

Nicolas Bianco Tuesday, June 28
University of Padova
Time-varying parameter models are widely used in statistics for the analysis of dynamical systems.They link observed variables and state variables to draw statistical inference about the unobservedstates. Here we consider time-varying regressions within a Bayesian context. Since the risk ofover-parametrization is high, sparsity is a desired property in such a models. The latter is definedover two directions: over the parameter vector at a fixed time and across the timeline for a givenvariable. However, the formulation of the parameter as a latent process makes estimation morecomplicated. Approximate inference can be helpful in this scenario to reduce the computationaleffort. We propose a variational Bayes approach for parameter estimation and signal extractionthat relies on a global flexible approximation of the latent states through a non-stationary GaussianMarkov random field.
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Estimating the potential to prevent locally acquired HIV infections in a UNAIDS
Fast-Track City, Amsterdam

Alexandra Blenkinsop Tuesday, June 28
Imperial College London/AIGHD
Amsterdam and other UNAIDS Fast-Track cities aim for zero new HIV infections. A milestone is tocharacterise the number of HIV infections acquired from sourceswithin cities. We located diagnosedHIV infections in Amsterdam postcodes. Infection dates were estimated from biomarker data(Pantazis, 2019), and used to estimate the proportion of undiagnosed individuals at population level.Transmission chains were phylogenetically reconstructed from routinely available pol sequences.To account for missing data, Bayesian branching process models were used to model growthof transmission chains. An estimated 516 of diagnosed infections in Amsterdam were acquiredbetween 2014-2018, and over 20% of infections remained undiagnosed by May 2019. 68% [61-74%] of infections in Amsterdam MSM, and 57% [41-71%] in heterosexuals, were estimated tobe locally acquired, with 43% [37-49%] of local infections in foreign-born MSM. Our analysesindicate potential to further curb local transmission, with foreign-born MSM benefitting most fromintensified interventions.
Modelling Populations of Path-observed Networks via Distance Metrics

George Bolt Tuesday, June 28
Lancaster University
Network data arises through observation of relational information between a collection of entities.In this talk, a new Bayesian modelling framework will be introduced to analyse a particular (andcurrently unconsidered) type of network data where (i) we observe not a single but multiplenetworks, and (ii) within each network paths are the units of observation, e.g. page visits toa website for a sample of users. Through use of distance metrics between observations, weconstructmodels based on location and scale parameters, akin to aGaussian distribution. Parameterinference subsequently provides analogues of the mean and variance respectively, permittingoutput of statistical summaries respecting the data structure. This is supplemented with MCMCalgorithms to sample from the models and their associated posterior distributions; a task madenon-trivial thanks to our target space including discrete objects with variable dimensions and thepresence of intractable normalising constants in the likelihood.
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Alternatives for approximation in likelihood-free inference: Box-ABC

Elena Bortolato Tuesday, June 28
Department of Statistical Sciences, University of Padova
For some statistical models, the likelihood function is intractable, or a considerable amount of timecould be necessary for it to be evaluated. Likelihood-free inference and in particular ApproximateBayesian Computation methods avoid the problem of evaluating the likelihood by comparingactual to some simulated data according to distances. In this context, we propose algorithms thatavoid the choice of distances and tuning parameters, aiming at reducing the arbitrariness of theapproximation. The acceptance rule implicitly makes use of a pseudo-likelihood that inherits somedesirable properties from confidence distributions, such as median unbiasedness, and consistencyguarantees of the related pseudo-posterior. A corrected version of the pseudo-likelihood thatmakes use of Efron’s implied likelihood (1993) can also be retrieved.
Bayesian extrapolation from multi-source and multi-species pre-clinical data to
human

Sandrine Boulet Tuesday, June 28
Inserm, Centre de Recherche des Cordeliers, Sorbonne Université, Université de Paris
The development of a new drug requires a preclinical trial phase that includes in vitro, in vivo and insilico experiments. These experiments allow to determine a safe and effective starting dose range forthe first-in-human study. Nevertheless, usually each experiment is analyzed independently, withoutusing previous analysis results, and the final doses are often chosen based on one experience only.We propose a Bayesian framework for the extrapolation (from preclinical to clinical) of multi-sourceand multi-species data to predict the doses of interest (e.g. the minimum effective dose, themaximum tolerated dose, etc.) in human. A full Bayesian approach, divided in four main steps,is built to deal with the sequential estimation nature, the extrapolation, the commensurabilitychecking and the information merging. The new framework is evaluated via an extensive simulationstudy, inspired by a real-life example in oncology, the inhibition of TGF-beta signaling to blocktumor growth.
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Trans-dimensional histogram kernel for the discrete-time self-exciting process

Raiha Browning Tuesday, June 28
Queensland University of Technology
Hawkes processes are a self-exciting stochastic process first introduced as a continuous-time pointprocess to describe phenomena whereby past events increase the probability of the occurrenceof future events. This work presents a flexible approach for modelling a variant of these, namelydiscrete-time Hawkes processes (DTHP). These are less well studied than their continuous-timecounterparts, but occur frequently in practice. Most standard models of Hawkes processes relyon a parametric form for the function describing the influence of past events, referred to as thetriggering kernel. This is likely to be insufficient to capture the true excitation pattern, particularlyfor complex data. By utilising trans-dimensional MCMC inference techniques, our proposed modelfor the triggering kernel can take the form of any step function, affording much more flexibilitythan a parametric form.
Through a comprehensive simulation study, we illustrate the situations inwhich the proposedmodelperforms well or otherwise. Initially, a univariate DTHP is considered followed by multivariatescenarios where there are multiple interacting Hawkes processes. In particular, the bivariateprocess that we consider demonstrates the multivariate case and is an exemplar for extending tohigher dimensions where sufficient data and computational resources are available. Moreover,a key finding is how the balance between prior informativeness and the informativeness of thedata affects inference in a high-dimensional parameter space. At least one of these is required toproduce reliable inference. For higher-dimensional problems, this is of particular importance.
We also apply the proposed model to real-world data for several case studies. First, we modelthe interaction between two countries during the COVID-19 pandemic, taking France and Italy asan exemplar of two countries that are likely to have an interaction due to spatial proximity. Werecover excitation patterns between these countries that align with what occurred historically.We then capture the interaction of terrorist activity in two countries of close spatial proximity,Indonesia and The Philippines. We find that excitation mainly occurs within each region ratherthan cross-excitation between areas.
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Inferring Transmission Structure from HIV Sequence Data via Latent Spatial Pois-
son Processes

Fan Bu Tuesday, June 28
University of California, Los Angeles
Viral deep-sequencing technologies are finding increasing use toward understanding disease trans-mission networks and population-level transmission flows, but the phylogenetic analysis outcomesare accompanied with uncertainties. To utilize such rich data to uncover HIV transmission flowpatterns between different age groups, we develop a spatial Poisson process model to characterizepoint patterns of multiple types where the type labels are latent variables that represent theunobserved transmission statuses between potential sources and recipients. In contrast to existingmethods, our framework does not require pre-classification of the transmission statuses of datapoints, instead learning them probabilistically through a fully Bayesian inference scheme. Suchan approach jointly leverages the deep-sequencing information as well as spatial structures indisease transmission. Moreover, our model makes direct use of continuous processes, and thusenjoys improved computational efficiency compared to previous methods that rely on discretiza-tion. Through simulations and a real data case study, we demonstrate that our framework cancapture age structures in HIV transmission and bring new insights into valuable epidemiologicalquestions.
Bayesian Design On River Network Systems

Katie Buchhorn Tuesday, June 28
QUT
Monitoring of the environment, more specifically river networks, provide us with important ecolog-ical information to maintain healthy ecosystems and inform subsequent decision-making and policy.Increasingly, ’in-situ’ sensors are being deployed to collect data across river networks. Optimal de-sign offers a framework for the placement of such sensors to provide maximum information aboutthe state of the river network (i.e., maximising prediction certainty, and/or minimising uncertaintyof model parameters, and/or increasing the reliability of data...). However, river networks posestatistical challenges due to the branching network topology and the directionality and volume offlow. Recently, a suite of spatial statistical models has been proposed for such purposes. For this,we propose to consider Bayesian design methods and apply these to design a real river networkmonitoring program in the north-western USA. To address practical constraints of collecting datain natural environments, we propose an algorithm to find Bayesian sampling windows (rather thansampling points) to identify regions of high sampling efficiency. We also propose a non-parametricversion of a known coordinate exchange algorithm to locate our Bayesian designs.
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Spatially-Varying Bayesian Predictive Synthesis for Flexible and Interpretable
Spatial Prediction

Danielle Cabel Tuesday, June 28
Temple University
We consider model uncertainty and predictive synthesis for spatial data. Spatial data are charac-terized by their spatial dependence, which are often complex, non-linear, and difficult to capturewith a single model. This leads to significant model uncertainty that cannot be resolved by simpleensemble methods. We propose a novel method to deal with model uncertainty in spatial data bydeveloping a spatial version of the Bayesian predictive synthesis framework by defining a latentfactor spatially varying coefficient model as a synthesis function. This specification, using a Gaussianprocess, captures spatially dependent biases and dependencies amongst models and effectivelylearns spatially varying synthesis weights. We implement an MCMC strategy for full uncertaintyquantification, as well as a variational inference strategy for fast point inference. Several simulationexamples and two real data applications are presented. Our proposed spatial Bayesian predic-tive synthesis outperforms standard and state-of-the-art approaches in point and distributionalpredictions.
Transformed Elliptical Slice Sampler

Alberto Cabezas Tuesday, June 28
Lancaster University
A Bayesian model can be viewed as a collection of connected components, where the complexityof the overall posterior model, and the challenge of interfering the model’s parameters, dependson which components are chosen. Replacing simple linear components with nonparametric terms,nonlinearities, or hierarchies, leads to more complex posterior geometries. This is usually alleviatedusing reparameterization techniques, marginalization, increasing prior information and/or gettingmore data, depending on the specific model at hand. These techniques can, however, impact thequality of the model, constrain the researcher to using a simpler model or force him to includearbitrary prior information. In this research we generalize the Elliptical slice sampler of Murray,et. al. (2010) to allow for general priors in the modelling as a method to sample with minimaltuning parameters from a general posterior distribution. Furthermore, we use reparameterizationsderived from notions of optimal transport to alleviate the problem of complex geometries on theseposterior distributions and allow the generalized elliptical slice sampler to efficiently sample fromcomplex geometries. We study specific situations arising from funnel geometries in the case ofhierarchies or Gaussian processes with scarce data and/or correlated length scales, arithmeticallyunstable tail geometries, geometries arising from highly correlated groups of parameters andmultimodal geometries.
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Controlling the flexibility of non-Gaussian models

Rafael Cabral Tuesday, June 28
KAUST
The normal inverse Gaussian (NIG) and generalized asymmetric Laplace (GAL) distributions canbe seen as skewed and heavy-tailed extensions of the Gaussian distribution. Models driven bythese more flexible noise distributions are then regarded as generalizations of simpler Gaussianmodels. Inferential procedures tend to overestimate the degree of non-Gaussianity in the dataand we propose controlling the flexibility of these non-Gaussian models by adding sensible priorsin the inferential framework that contract the model towards Gaussianity. The methods arederived for a generic class of non-Gaussian models that include non-Gaussian spatial Matérn fields,autoregressive models for time series, and simultaneous autoregressive models for aerial data.The results are illustrated with a simulation study, where priors that penalize model complexitywere shown to lead to more robust estimation and give preference to the Gaussian model, whileat the same time allowing for non-Gaussianity if there is sufficient evidence of asymmetry andleptokurtosis in the data. We also propose a new method for assessing if there is enough supportin the data for choosing the non-Gaussian model over the simpler Gaussian model, and show howto determine which time points or regions in space the Gaussian model lacks flexibility.
Developing dynamic latent process methodology for high-dimensional biomarker
data with correlated latent biological processes

Jiachen Cai Tuesday, June 28
MRC Biostatistics Unit, University of Cambridge
The increasing availability of high-dimensional biomarker measurements taken longitudinally canfacilitate analysis of the biological mechanisms underlying disease and clustering of patients, asrequired for precision medicine. Existing approaches can only deal with part of the data structurebut fail to jointly model all of them: specifically, Bayesian Latent Factor Analysis (BLFA) [Carvalhoet al, 2008] can be used to uncover the latent structure, drastically reducing the dimension;whereas, treating the longitudinal factors as functional data, Dependent Gaussian Processes (DGP)constructed through kernel convolutions [Shi & Choi, 2011] may be appropriate for modelingtime-dependent factor trajectories and correlation between factors simultaneously. We proposedan integrative model combining BLFA and DGP to address this gap, and developed an EmpiricalBayes/Gibbs Sampler [Casella, 2001] for estimation and inference. We assessed the model per-formance in simulations, and applied it to longitudinal high-dimensional gene expression data asdescribed in [Chen et al, 2011].
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An Efficient Approach for Computation and Interpretation of Bayesian Credibility
Models for Experience Rating

Sebastian Calcetero Tuesday, June 28
University of Toronta
Credibility models for insurance are mathematically intractable due to their complex structure,and therefore the calculation of credibility premiums must be obtained via simulations from thepredictive distribution using MCMC. However, such simulations are computationally expensive andprohibitive for large portfolios. In addition, the computations end up being "black-box" procedures,as there is no clear expression to know how the observed experience is used to upgrade premiums.Here, we address these two challenges. At first, we propose an efficient simulation setup in whichsimulations are drawn from the prior distribution, instead of the posterior one. Secondly, wepropose a methodology to estimate a closed-form credibility formula from which approximatedBayesian credibility premiums can be computed for any model, therefore allowing for practicalinterpretations of how the previous claim experience of a policyholder can be used to derivecredibility premiums.
Bayesian Mediation Analysis Methods to Explore Racial Disparities in the diag-
nostic age of breast cancer

Wentao Cao Tuesday, June 28
LSU Health - New Orleans
A mediation effect refers to the effect transmitted by a mediator intervening the relationshipbetween an exposure variable and a response variable. Mediation analysis is widely used to identifysignificant mediators and to make inference on mediation. Bayesian method allows researchers toincorporate prior information from previous knowledge into the analysis, deal with the hierarchicalstructure of variables, and estimate the quantities of interest from the posterior distributions. Inthis research, we propose three Bayesian mediation analysis methods to make inferences on themediation effects. Through a series of simulations, we compare the accuracy and efficiency ofthe estimates of mediation effects using three Bayesian mediation methods. We apply the threeBayesian mediation methods to explore the racial disparity in the diagnostic age of breast cancerpatients in Louisiana. The purpose of this study is to identify contributing factors in explaining theracial disparity in the diagnostic age of breast cancer from a large pool of potential risk factors.
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BayesDLMfMRI: Bayesian Matrix-Variate Dynamic Linear Models for Task-based
fMRI Modeling in R

Johnatan Cardona Jiménez Tuesday, June 28
Institución Universitaria Pascual Bravo
Thiswork introduces a newRpackage for task-based fMRI data analysis to perform statistical analysisat individual and group levels. The analysis to detect brain activation at the individual level is basedon modeling the fMRI signal using Matrix-Variate Dynamic Linear Models (MDLM). Therefore, theanalysis for the group stage is based on posterior distributions of the state parameter obtainedfrom the modeling at the individual level. In this way, this package offers several R functions withdifferent algorithms to perform inference on the state parameter to assess brain activation forindividual and group stages. Those functions allow for parallel computation when the analysis isperformed for the entire brain and analysis at specific voxels when it is required.
A joint dynamic linear model for the time series of hospitalizations and ICU
admissions due to COVID-19 in Quebec

Mariana Carmona Baez Tuesday, June 28
McGill University
Quebec is one of the provinces in Canada that has been greatly affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.We have daily data by age group on the number of hospitalizations and ICU admissions due toCOVID-19 in Quebec. We model the number of hospitalizations and ICU admissions, from March2020 until October 2021, as following a bivariate dynamic generalized linear model. In particular,we assume that hospitalizations and ICU admissions, conditioned on a set of parameters, followindependent distributions. We focus on the evolution of both the risk of being admitted to thehospital given a positive test for COVID-19, and the probability of being admitted to the ICU. Weuse covariates such as the proportion of hospitalized males and the proportion of fully vaccinatedpeople in Quebec. Our model provides estimates of the probability of hospitalizations and of thecorrelation between hospitalizations and ICU admissions.
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Approximating the clusters’ prior distribution in Bayesian nonparametric mod-
els

Daria Bystrova Tuesday, June 28
Inria Grenoble Rhone Alpes
In Bayesian nonparametrics, knowledge of the prior distribution induced on the number of clustersis key for prior specification and calibration. However, evaluating this prior is infamously difficulteven for moderate sample size. We evaluate several statistical approximations to the prior distribu-tion on the number of clusters for Gibbs-type processes, a class including the Pitman–Yor processand the normalized generalized gamma process. We introduce a new approximation based onthe predictive distribution of Gibbs-type process, which compares favourably with the existingmethods. We thoroughly discuss the limitations of these various approximations by comparingthem against an exact implementation of the prior distribution of the number of clusters.
Synergistic Interaction Modeling

Shounak Chattopadhyay Tuesday, June 28
Duke University
There is abundant interest in assessing the joint effects of multiple exposures on human health.This is often referred to as the mixtures problem in environmental epidemiology and toxicology.Classically, studies have examined the adverse health effects of different chemicals one at a time,but there is concern that certain chemicals may act together to amplify adverse health effects.Such amplification is referred to as synergistic interaction, while chemicals that inhibit each other’seffects have antagonistic interactions. Current methods for assessing the health effects of chemicalmixtures do not explicitly consider synergy or antagonism in themodeling, instead focusing on eitherparametric or unconstrained nonparametric dose response surface modeling. The parametriccase can be too inflexible, while nonparametric methods face a curse of dimensionality thatleads to overly wiggly and uninterpretable surface estimates. We propose a Bayesian methodthat decomposes the response surface into additive main effects and pairwise synergistic orantagonistic interactions, while providing a methodology for variable selection for each component.This Synergistic Interaction Modeling (SIM) framework is evaluated relative to existing approachesusing simulation experiments and an application to data from NHANES.
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Bayesian Inference for a Common Coefficient of Variation from Inverse Gaussian
Distributions

Yogendra Chaubey Tuesday, June 28
Concordia University
In agricultural research, the coefficient of variation (CV) is used to measure the field heterogeneityand stability in genotype x environment interaction, where it could be common across fields orgenotypes. The datasets in the associated experiments contain valuable information on parameterssuch as CV that can serve the purpose of obtaining prior information on these parameters (seeSingh et al., 2015, Crop Science, 55(2), 501-513). This paper discusses the posterior distribution ofthe common CV from inverse Gaussian (IG) distributions when the prior distribution of the CV hasbeen derived from some empirical distributions; the priors formeans are assumed to be generalizedinverse Gaussian (GIG) as studied in Chaubey et al. (2021, Applied Statistics and Data Science:Proceedings of Statistics 2021 Canada, New York: Springer, 97–114). We present the methods ofevaluation and discuss the results of the application on multi-environment international yield trialsin small-seeded lentils.
Modeling Neural Population Coordination via a Block Correlation Matrix

Yunran Chen Tuesday, June 28
Duke University
How neural population preserves multiple simultaneously presented stimuli is a fundamentalquestion, but has not yet been fully understood by neuroscientists. Related studies suggest asingle neuron may present a trial-wise multiplexing and a time division ‘Mixture’ dynamic underdual stimuli, where a single neuron may encode information by fluctuating between two stimulifrom trials to trials. Here we are interested in whether or how such turn-taking activities maypresent a coordination pattern in neural population. We define a fluctuate weight to measureselection preference for a single neuron at a trial by a Poisson mixture model. To capture theneural population coordination, we introduce a block correlation matrix of fluctuating weights by aGaussian copula model. We estimate the block correlationmatrix with unknown cluster assignmentin a Bayesian framework. Specifically, we consider a canonical representation of a block matrix tofacilitate the prior specification and design a MCMC sampling scheme.
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Fast Approximate Inference for Spatial Extreme Value Models

Meixi Chen Tuesday, June 28
University of Waterloo
The generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution is a popular model for analyzing and forecastingextreme weather data. To increase prediction accuracy, spatial information is often pooled viaa latent Gaussian process on the GEV parameters. Inference for such hierarchical GEV models istypically carried out using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. However, MCMC can beprohibitively slow and computationally intensive when the number of latent variables is moderateto large. In this paper, we develop a fast Bayesian inference method for spatial GEV models basedon the Laplace approximation. Through simulation studies, we compare the speed and accuracy ofour method to both MCMC and a more sophisticated but less flexible Bayesian approximation. Acase study in forecasting extreme wind speeds is presented.
PDMP Monte Carlo methods for piecewise-smooth densities

Augustin Chevallier Tuesday, June 28
Lancaster university
There has been substantial interest in developing Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms based onpiecewise-deterministic Markov processes. However existing algorithms can only be used if thetarget distribution of interest is differentiable everywhere. The key to adapting these algorithms sothat they can sample from to densities with discontinuities is defining appropriate dynamics for theprocess when it hits a discontinuity. We present a simple condition for the transition of the processat a discontinuity which can be used to extend any existing sampler for smooth densities, and givespecific choices for this transition which work with popular algorithms such as the Bouncy ParticleSampler, the Coordinate Sampler and the Zig-Zag Process. Our theoretical results extend and makerigorous arguments that have been presented previously, for instance constructing samplers forcontinuous densities restricted to a bounded domain, and we present a version of the Zig-ZagProcess that can work in such a scenario. Our novel approach to deriving the invariant distributionof a piecewise-deterministic Markov process with boundaries may be of independent interest.
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Approximate inference for stochastic kinetic models from multiple data sources
for joint estimation of infection dynamics from aggregate reports and virological
data

Oksana Chkrebtii Tuesday, June 28
The Ohio State University
Acute respiratory infections (ARI) are infections of the upper and lower respiratory tract causedby multiple etiological agents. Prior to the current pandemic, influenza and respiratory syncytialvirus (RSV) were the leading etiological agents of seasonal ARI around the world, and were largelydiagnosed based on symptoms alone, without the use of virological tests necessary to identifyindividual viruses, limiting the ability to study the interaction between multiple pathogens andmake public health recommendations. We develop an approximate marginal sampling approachbased on the Linear Noise Approximation to fit a stochastic kinetic model (SKM) for a system ofinteracting ARI pathogens circulating in a large population to data on aggregate infection reportsfrom six epidemic seasons collected by the state health department, and a subset of virologicaltests from a sentinel program at a general hospital in San Luis Potosi, Mexico.
Phylogeny from matricial datasets: application to sign languages history

Grégoire Clarté Tuesday, June 28
University of Helsinki
We propose a phylogenetic bayesian inference based onmatricial datasets where lines and columnsare correlated. We apply this model to sign language phylogenies, with a generative model describ-ing jointly the phonological and lexical evolution of the language. The computational techniquesinclude SMC algorithm with exotic tempering. The results on simulated data are satisfying, and onreal data confirm some of the linguists’ hypotheses while confronting others.
Hierarchical neutral to the right priors

Riccardo Cogo Tuesday, June 28
University of Milano-Bicocca
The Beta-Stacy process introduced by Walker and Muliere (1997) is a well-known Bayesian non-parametric prior for survival functions, which is typically used in presence of censored survivaltimes. Such a process belongs to the more general class of neutral to the right priors, whichare suitable for a single group of homogeneous, i.e. exchangeable, survival times. We aim atintroducing a hierarchical version of neutral to the right priors, tailored for heterogeneous, thoughrelated, groups of survival times. In particular, we introduce a hierarchical version of the Beta-Stacyprocess, we investigate its properties and characterize its posterior distribution. We finally provideBayesian estimators of the random survival functions highlighting the connections with well-knownfrequentist estimators. The model is applied to a real data example.
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A semi-supervised Bayesian mixture modelling approach for joint batch correc-
tion and classification

Stephen Coleman Tuesday, June 28
University of Cambridge
Systematic differences between batches of samples present significant challenges when analysingbiological data. Such batch effects are well-studied and are liable to occur in any setting wheremultiple batches are assayed. Many existing methods for accounting for these have focused onhigh-dimensional data such as RNA-seq and have assumptions that reflect this. Here we focuson batch-correction in low-dimensional classification problems. We propose a semi-supervisedBayesian classifier based on mixture models that jointly predicts class labels and models batcheffects. Our model allows observations to be probabilistically assigned to classes in a way thatincorporates uncertainty arising from batch effects. A simulation study demonstrates that ourmethod performs well compared to popular off-the-shelf machine learning methods. We applyour model to two datasets collected in 2020 to measure seropositivity for SARS-CoV-2. We use ourmodel to estimate seroprevalence in the populations studied.
Impacts of random effects misspecification on statistical Inference for spatial
processes

Kiswendsida Julien Compaore Tuesday, June 28
Université Laval
Studies have highlighted the consequences of correlation structure misspecification in spatialprocesses modelling, nevertheless there are hardly any studies on the impacts of misspecificationof spatial latent processes distribution. Our work is directed towards the latter aspect. Indeed, itis common in spatial statistics to make assumption of a Gaussian distribution of random effects.However, this hypothesis is not always verified, random effects can have a heavy tailed distribution.It is therefore necessary to diagnose how a misspecification of random effects distribution affectsestimation and inference. This work is part of Fisheries Oceans Canada’s fish stock assessmentproject. It is carried out in collaboration with Louis-Paul Rivest from Laval University (UniversitéLaval) and Hugues Benoît from Fisheries Canada.
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Automatic Zig-Zag Sampling in Practice

Alice Corbella Tuesday, June 28
University of Warwick
The formulation of special continuous-time processes exploitable for Bayesian computation, namelyPiecewise Deterministic Markov Processes (PDMPs), is developing into its own research branch,populated by works that prove their important properties (e.g. invariant distribution, ergodicity)and some convenient features (e.g. super efficiency). Nevertheless, practice has not caught up withthe theory in this field yet. This is due mainly to the several implementation challenges that PDMP-based samplers present with. These challenges affect different types of PDMP-based samplersin various measure/form; however, here one of the most promising ones, the Zig-Zag sampler,is considered as motivating example. After an explanation of the key elements of the Zig-Zagsampler, its implementation challenges are faced and addressed. Specifically, the formulationof an algorithm that allows to draw samples from a target distribution of interest is provided.Notably, the only requirement of the algorithm is a closed-form function to evaluate the targetdensity of interest, and, unlike previous implementations, no further information on the targetis needed. Moreover, the performance of the algorithm is evaluated against competitive, wellestablished, samplers and it is proven to be competitive, both in simulation settings and in real-dataexamples.
Posterior Representation of Compound RandomMeasures

Riccardo Corradin Tuesday, June 28
University of Nottingham
Dependent random measures have been studied extensively over the past decades. Amongthe possible way to define a vector of dependent random measures, a remarkable strategy isgiven by the family of compound random measures. We derived a posterior representation forcompound randommeasures. Such a characterization is fundamental to define conditional samplingstrategies, e.g., a Ferguson and Klass algorithm. We further embedded a vector of compoundrandom measures in a nested structure. By normalizing these random measures, we can easilyobtain a class of prior distributions that can be used to perform clustering among distributions andobservations simultaneously, in a mixture framework. We further applied the proposed model tocluster the main towns in Lombardy, with respect to their distributions of the daily concentrationof particulate matter.
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Inducing high spatial correlation with randomly edge-weighted neighborhood
graphs.

Danna Lesley Cruz Reyes Tuesday, June 28
Grupo de Investigación Clínica, Escuela de Medicina y Ciencias de la Salud, Universidad del Rosario,Bogotá, Colombia.
Traditional models for areal data assume a hierarchical structure where one of the componentsis the random effects that spatially correlate the areas. The conditional autoregressive (CAR)model is the most popular distribution to jointly model the prior uncertainty about these spatialrandom effects. One limitation of the CAR distribution is the inability of producing high correlationsbetween neighboring areas. We propose a robust model for areal data that alleviates this problem.We represent the map by an undirected graph where the nodes are the areas and randomly-weighted edges connect nodes that are neighbors. The model is based on a multivariate Student-t distribution, spatially structured, in which the precision matrix is indirectly built assuming amultivariate distribution for the random edges effects. The edges effects’ joint distribution isa spatial multivariate Student-t that induces another t distribution for the areas’ spatial effectswhich inherit its capacity to accommodate outliers and heavy-tail behavior. Most important, it canproduce a higher marginal correlation between the spatial effects than the CAR model overcomingone of the main limitations to this model. We fit the proposed model to analyze real cancer mapsand compared its performance with several state-of-art competitors. Our proposed model providesbetter fitting in almost all cases.
Clustering activation patterns of spatially-referenced neurons

Laura D’Angelo Tuesday, June 28
University of Milano-Bicocca
Estimation of groups of co-activating neurons in calcium imaging studies is a challenging problemdue to the need to deconvolve the activations and, then, to cluster the latent binary time series ofactivity. These time series describe, at each time point, the presence or absence of a spike, whichcorresponds to the active or resting state of neurons, respectively. We describe a nonparametricmixturemodel that allows for simultaneous deconvolution and clustering of binary time series basedon common patterns of activity. The model makes use of a latent continuous process for the spikeprobabilities to identify groups of co-activating cells. Neurons’ spatial dependence is introduced byinforming the mixture weights with their location, following the common neuroscience assumptionthat neighboring neurons often activate together. The model’s performance is illustrated onsimulated data and a real dataset of hippocampal neurons.
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Bayesian nonparametric change point detection for multivariate time series with
missing observations

Luca Danese Tuesday, June 28
University of Milano-Bicocca
Time series are a commonly observed type of data. Among the possible analysis which can beperformed on such a data, change points detection aims to describe patterns in the underlyingstructure of time-indexed observations. Within a Bayesian nonparametric framework, we proposea model to detect multiple change point in multivariate time series, by extending one of the mainstate-of-the-art approaches. The approach mainly relies on a model-based clustering approach todetect the change points, combined with a multivariate kernel for time-dependent realizations.Our studies are motivated by detecting possible changes among the compositions of COVID-19daily new cases among different areas in Italy. Our findings are consistent with the breakdowns ofthe pandemic and the government’s policies.
Fitting Structural Equation Models via Variational Approximations

Khue-Dung Dang Tuesday, June 28
The University of Melbourne
Structural equation models are commonly used to capture the relationship between sets of ob-served and unobservable variables. Traditionally these models are fitted using frequentist ap-proaches but recently researchers and practitioners have developed increasing interest in Bayesianinference. In Bayesian settings, inference for these models is typically performed via Markov chainMonte Carlo methods, which may be computationally intensive for models with a large numberof manifest variables or complex structures. Variational approximations can be a fast alternative;however, they have not been adequately explored for this class of models. We develop a meanfield variational Bayes approach for fitting elemental structural equation models and demonstratehow bootstrap can considerably improve the variational approximation quality. We show that thisvariational approximation method can provide reliable inference while being significantly fasterthan Markov chain Monte Carlo.
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Analysis of bias-variance trade-off in estimators for variational inferencing

Niladri Das Tuesday, June 28
Sandia National Laboratories
Variational inference (VI) is a method that approximates probability densities through optimization.VI has been used in many applications and tends to be faster than classical methods, such asMarkov chain Monte Carlo sampling. Traditionally, instead of KL divergence, the evidence lowerbound is used as a cost function. We then optimize the parameters of a variational distribution. Weexplore the technicalities in using KL divergence in such a scenario, synthesizing estimators, andleveraging upon the delta method to study the bias-variance trade-off. Our objective is to study thegradient space of the KL divergence with respect to the variational parameter and to understandhow we can tune the bias and variance by optimizing importance sampling. With lower variance inthe gradient information, we can achieve larger optimization steps, lower the number of samplesneeded, which we compare against the ELBO based optimization.
Generalizing Impacts of Voluntary Interventions Using Bayesian Nonparametric
Regressions

Irina Degtiar Tuesday, June 28
Mathematica Policy Research
Impact evaluation participants may not be representative of the population to whom the inter-vention may eventually be scaled, leading to uncertainty regarding the relevance of evaluationfindings to future decisions. Generalizability is further challenged by voluntary policy scale-ups,as future volunteers are not enumerable. We present a novel approach for estimating targetpopulation average treatment effects among the treated (PATT) by generalizing results from anobservational study to target population volunteers. Our approach accommodates flexible outcomeregressions such as Bayesian Causal Forests (BCF) and Bayesian Additive Regression Trees (BART),and propagates uncertainty regarding who will volunteer into the posterior credible intervals toreflect the uncertainty of scaling up a voluntary intervention. In a simulation based on real data,we estimate the PATT of a national scale-up of a voluntary health policy model and demonstratethat nonparametric approaches (BCF and BART) improve performance over estimators that rely onparametric regressions.
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Multivariate Hawkes Processes with Inhibition

Isabella Deutsch Tuesday, June 28
University of Edinburgh
Hawkes processes are point processes that model data where events occur in clusters through theself-exciting property of the intensity function. This model can be extended two ways. First weconsider a multivariate setting where multiple processes can influence each other. Second, wemodify the intensity function to allow for excitation and inhibition, bothwithin and across processes.We present a summary of this multivariate Hawkes model where we focus on the specification ofthe influences in the intensity function that also allows for sparsity. We highlight difficulties in theestimation procedure caused by a potentially negative intensity function and provide approximateand exact solutions. Moreover, we leverage the notion of direct offspring events to examine thenumber of general offsprings and demonstrate its usefulness for prior predictive checks in theBayesian workflow. These concepts are then showcased in a novel Bayesian application of Hawkesprocesses for fashion wholesale data.
Robust Bayesian inference using coarsenedposteriors computed via data reweight-
ings

Miheer Dewaskar Tuesday, June 28
Duke University
Bayesian inference typically assumes that the data generating density belongs to a chosen modelclass. However, particularly as sample size increases, even a small violation of this assumptioncan have a large impact on the outcome of the Bayesian procedure. To address this problem,Miller and Dunson (2018) introduce the coarsened posterior, where rather than condition on thedata exactly, one conditions on a neighborhood of the empirical distribution of the observed data.Under suitable relative-entropy neighborhoods, the previous authors show that the coarsenedposterior can be approximated by simply raising the likelihood to a fractional power. In this work, forneighborhoods of a fixed size based on integral-probability-metrics (IPM), we use Large Deviationtheory to show that the coarsened posterior can be asymptotically approximated by solving avariational optimization problem at each point in the model. For an IPM like Maximum MeanDiscrepancy, this allows us to construct a coarsened-likelihood that is robust to outliers in thedata, and which is computed by solving convex-optimization to find optimal weights for the datapoints.
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Joint Modeling of Sepsis Outcomes and Subtypes Using a Mixed-Data Grade of
Membership Model

Alex Dombowsky Tuesday, June 28
Duke University
Identifying subtypes of life-threatening conditions such as sepsis is critical for designing effec-tive therapies. Clinical data–consisting of readily measurable patient signs upon presentation tohospital–have been modeled in past studies for determining sepsis subtypes. While hard clusteringis appealing in this setting, assigning each patient a cluster label may be too simplistic, as the patho-physiology and clinical features of sepsis can be heterogeneous and dynamic throughout the courseof illness. This work proposes instead to use a joint model on clinical data, which simultaneouslyinfers illness phenotypes using a Grade of Membership model and validates them by predictingpatient outcomes. The model incorporates three common clinical data types: continuous, binary,and ordinal. We develop an MCMC algorithm for computation and provide code to implement it.The approach is applied to the Sepsis Characterization in Kilimanjaro study, which aims to definesepsis subtypes present in sub-Saharan Africa.
Zero-state coupledMarkov switching countmodels for spatio-temporal infectious
disease spread

Dirk Douwes-Schultz Tuesday, June 28
McGill University
Spatio-temporal counts of infectious disease cases often contain an excess of zeros. With existingzero-inflated count models applied to such data it is difficult to quantify space-time heterogeneityin the effects of disease spread between areas. Also, existing methods do not allow for separatedynamics to affect the reemergence and persistence of the disease. As an alternative, we developa new zero-state coupled Markov switching negative binomial model, under which the diseaseswitches between periods of presence and absence in each area through a series of partially hiddennonhomogeneous Markov chains coupled between neighbouring locations. When the diseaseis present, an autoregressive negative binomial model generates the cases with a possible zerorepresenting the disease being undetected. Bayesian inference and prediction is illustrated usingspatio-temporal counts of dengue fever cases in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. This is joint work withAlexandra M. Schmidt.
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A Bayesian Competition-Density Model of Forest Structure

Mark Ducey Tuesday, June 28
University of New Hampshire
Quantifying the upper frontier of tree size and density in forests is critical for understandingpotential future carbon sequestration in forests, and for benchmarking current conditions andpractices. Nearly all work on this problem has used frequentist approaches that require a largeamount of species-specific data, including numerous samples close to the upper frontier. Suchdata are unavailable for many species in regions with complex forests. An alternative model,Sterba’s competition-density framework, allows use of samples away from the frontier, but ithas four free parameters that lack obvious interpretation. A Bayesian approach seems promising.Reparameterization of the model allows more intuitive specification of priors, including informativepriors, and it also suggests possible simplifications to the model. Application is illustrated withhistoric data on hemlock (Tsuga canadensis), an ecologically-important species currently threatenedby an invasive insect.
Using Variational Bayes to correct Laplace Approximations

Shourya Dutta Tuesday, June 28
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)
Variational Bayes (VB) and Laplace Approximations (LA) are two well known remedies to provide ap-proximate Bayesian inference. In the poster, we will discuss how to combine these two approachesso that VB can act as a correction to the initial estimates provided by the LA. The justification forour two-step approach follows from the Zellner (1988) variational formulation of Bayes theorem asthe optimal information processing rule. I will present some examples within the class of LatentGaussian models for which the LA provides reasonably good estimates but the VB corrections areshown to enhance the estimates without adding essentially any computational burden.
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Approximate Bayesian Computation with Path Signatures

Joel Dyer Tuesday, June 28
University of Oxford
Simulation models of scientific interest often lack a tractable likelihood function, precluding stan-dard likelihood-based statistical inference. A popular likelihood-free method for inferring simulatorparameters is approximate Bayesian computation, where an approximate posterior is sampled bycomparing simulator output and observed data. However, effective measures of closeness betweensimulated and observed data are generally difficult to construct, particularly for time series datawhich are often high-dimensional and structurally complex. Existing approaches typically involvemanually constructing summary statistics, requiring substantial domain expertise and experimenta-tion, or rely on unrealistic assumptions such as iid data. Others are inappropriate in more complexsettings like multivariate or irregularly sampled time series data. In this paper, we introduce the useof path signatures as a natural candidate feature set for constructing distances between time seriesdata for use in approximate Bayesian computation algorithms. Our experiments show that such anapproach can generate more accurate approximate Bayesian posteriors than existing techniquesfor time series models.
Spatial Power Prior Elicitation: a new approach for Brain TMS

Osafu Augustine Egbon Tuesday, June 28
University of São Paulo, Brazil
This study proposed a spatial power prior distribution for spatial mapping and hotspot findings inspatial data. The proposed prior distribution mines information from finitely available historicalspatial data to elicit informative prior knowledge in the current spatial mapping task. It takesthe relationship between the current and historical data into account, technically preventing thehistorical data from overshadowing the current inference. Spatial projection over the currentstudy site was achieved using defined basis functions constructed with a finite element methodgiven a triangular mesh representing the spatial domain. The proposed framework was applied totranscranial magnetic stimulation data to find the hotspot on a patient’s scalp that produces thehighest motor evoked potential.
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Joint cohort and predictive modelling

Samuel Emerson Tuesday, June 28
Durham University
Bayesian logistic regression models are common for binary response data, although in manycircumstances the predictive performance and interpretability can be improved with multiplelogistic regression models on some partition of the data. These partitions represent natural clustersin the covariate space where the model may systematically differ. For example, in health modellingsettings there may be natural patient cohorts, where interest would often lie in any differenceseach model reveals between cohorts. We propose a method to jointly find these cohorts and fit theBayesianmodel by constructing a graph in covariate space, which is explored by a scheme proposingcuts that form cohorts. A sequential Monte Carlo sampler for the model marginal enables efficientgrowth and shrinkage of cohorts, making alternatives to logistic regression an easy extension ofthis work. There are links to related methods such as mixture of experts models and model basedclustering.
Machine Learning Techniques of Analyzing Spectroscopy Data for Age Grading of
Mosquito

MdManzur Farazi Tuesday, June 28
Marquette University
Older mosquitoes have higher chances of carrying infectious parasites that cause malaria. Hence,mosquitoes’ age is very important to understand the capability of the mosquito to spread diseases,for assessing the risk of breaking out a mosquito-borne disease near future, and for evaluatingthe effectiveness of mosquito control interventions. We develop a statistical model based Near-Infrared (NIR) spectroscopy that measures the amount of light absorbed by the head or thoraxof mosquitoes at different wavelengths is expected to be easier and quick. Machine learningtools such as partial least squares regression (PLSR) and Neural Network has been used widely inliterature to forecast age and age categories. However, these methods do not appropriately takeinto account the physiological changes mosquito go though as they age. This change point hasbeen well established in medical literature. In this study, we proposed a change-point statisticalmodel. We, first, use some pre-processing techniques on NIRS data and develop a new algorithmto predict age. Change-point technique is applied to estimate age from spectra using PLSR model.We compare the result with standard machine learning methods. The change-point PLSR modelshows better performance in terms of age estimation of the mosquitoes.
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A Bayesian Semiparametric Approach to Treatment Effect Variation with Non-
compliance

Jared Fisher Tuesday, June 28
Brigham Young University
Estimating varying treatment effects in randomized trials with noncompliance is inherently chal-lenging since variation comes from two separate sources: variation in the impact itself and variationin the compliance rate. In this setting, existing Frequentist andML-based methods are quite flexiblebut are highly sensitive to the so-called weak instruments problem, in which the compliance rateis (locally) close to zero, and require pre-specifying subgroups of interest. Parametric Bayesianapproaches, which account for noncompliance via imputation, are more robust in this case, but aremuch more sensitive to model specification. In this paper, we propose a Bayesian semiparametricapproach that combines the best features of both approaches. Our main contribution is to embedBayesian Additive Regression Trees (BART) in a broader Bayesian noncompliance framework inwhich we repeatedly impute individuals’ compliance types. This allows us to flexibly estimatevarying treatment effects among compliers while mitigating the weak instruments problem. Wethen apply our method to the Oregon health insurance experiment and show that analyses thatonly focus on a single source of variation can miss important heterogeneity.
The Bernstein-von Mises theorem for semiparametric mixtures

Stefan Franssen Tuesday, June 28
TU Delft
Many semiparametric models can be reformulated as a mixture model. Notable examples are thesymmetric location mixtures, exponential frailty and errors-in-variables. In a mixture model, themixture density is defined, given a kernel pθ(x|z) and a mixing distribution F , by:

pθ,F (x) :=
∫

pθ(x|z)dF (z).

We focus on the semiparametric inference of the parameter of interest θ. Following Bayesianmethodology, we equip θ and F with priors and then study its frequentist properties: we prove asemiparametric Bernstein-von Mises theorem which shows that, under conditions, the posteriordistribution is asymptotically normal and efficient for the parameter θ. When themixing distribution
F is equipped with a Dirichlet process prior, we can verify these conditions in the exponentialfrailty and the symmetric location mixture models. Extending the result to errors-in-variables is awork in progress. Joint work with Minh-Lien Jeanne Nguyen and Aad van der Vaart.
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Scalable automated Bayesian inference for databases with InferenceQL

Cameron Freer Tuesday, June 28
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
InferenceQL is a probabilistic programming framework for scalable automated Bayesian inferencefrom database tables. InferenceQL is designed to help make Bayesian approaches to data analysisand predictive modeling accessible to a much broader audience, and to assist experts in auditingand improving quality of data, models, and inferences.
Unlike Stan and Gen, InferenceQL provides automation for learning models online, via non-parametric Bayesian structure learning of probabilistic programs. Experts can override thesemodels with custom learning algorithms and custom probabilistic programs for specific subsetsof variables and conditional distributions. For a broad class of models, InferenceQL also auto-mates calculation of exact conditional probabilities, marginal probabilities, and conditional mutualinformations, as well as generation of posterior samples.
Finally, InferenceQL broadens access to rigorous Bayesian approaches to model criticism (viaposterior predictive checking), data quality screening (via conditional probability calculation),fairness auditing (via conditional probability ratios), and synthetic proxy data generation (as a privacyenhancing technology). This is accomplished via constructs that interleave ordinary databasequeries with Bayesian inference.
Exploring the determinants of aortic stenosis treatments across geographical
regions in Quebec

Jingyan Fu Tuesday, June 28
McGill University
First introduced in 2002 and standardized two years later, the trans-catheter aortic valve replace-ment (TAVR) is a new treatment to cure aortic stenosis (AS) without opening the chest, resulting inlower mortality rates. However, only a limited number of cardio centers in hospitals are capableof this costly operation, and the number of TAVR operations undergone is not enough comparedto the AS patients diagnosed each year. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that the treatmentdecision of aortic stenosis is made transparently. In this research, we intended to find if thereexisted any influential regional or social-economic factor that made a potential AS patient morelikely to receive TAVR operation. After studying the baseline characteristics, we used a latent spatialeffect to model the regional difference with variance depending on the contiguous neighbourhoodstructure. We compared it to another model that incorporated the spatial information throughthe shortest distance between patients and TAVR operation centers. Due to the multi-collinearityamong predictors, we applied the regularized horseshoe prior to the logistic regression, includingpersonal, social-economic, and clinical variables, and drew the posterior samples through HamiltonMonte Carlo. Based on the estimates, female patients and patients with severe diseases hada higher chance of receiving TAVR than patients in metropolitan areas. Though not significant,signs of inequality existed among patients with social-economic burdens, making them the newtreatment’s least favourite.
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Joint Bayesian Inference of Phylogeny and Mutation Order in Cancer

Yuan Gao Tuesday, June 28
Allen Institute
Although the role of evolutionary process in cancer progression is widely accepted, increasingattention is being given to the evolutionary mechanisms that can lead to different clinical outcomes.Recent studies suggest that the temporal order in which somatic mutations accumulate duringcancer progression is important. Single-cell sequencing provides a unique opportunity to examinethe effect of mutation order during cancer progression. However, the errors associated with single-cell sequencing complicate this task. We propose a novel Bayesian method for jointly inferring thecancer phylogeny and the mutation order using noisy single-cell sequencing data that incorporatesthe errors from the data collection process. Through analyses of simulations and of real data fromcancer patients, we demonstrate that our method outperforms existing models.
Detecting Renewal States in Chains of Variable Length via Intrinsic Bayes Factors

Nancy Gaqrcia Tuesday, June 28
University of Campinas
Markov chains with variable length are useful parsimonious stochastic models able to generatemost stationary sequence of discrete symbols. The idea is to identify the suffixes of the past, calledcontexts, that are relevant to predict the future symbol. Sometimes a single state is a context, andlooking at the past and finding this specific state makes the further past irrelevant. These statesare called renewal states and they split the chain into independent blocks. In order to identifyrenewal states for chains with variable length, we propose the use of Intrinsic Bayes Factor toevaluate the plausibility of each set of renewal states. In this case, the difficulty lies in finding themarginal posterior distribution for the random context trees for general prior distribution on thespace of context trees and Dirichlet prior for the transition probabilities. To show the strength ofour method, we analyzed artificial datasets generated from two binary models models and oneexample coming from the field of Linguistics.
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A Bayesian joint modelling approach to analyzing irregular longitudinal data from
electronic health records: leveraging recommended visit intervals

Rose Garrett Tuesday, June 28
University of Toronto; the Hospital for Sick Children
Using routinely collected data from electronic health records offers a low-cost approach to investi-gating disease progression over multiple years of follow-up. However, this study design can leadto a biased sample since patients interact with the healthcare system more often when they areunwell and thus there is an overrepresentation of measurements on sicker patients. Althoughseveral analytic methods have been established to account for this, Bayesian approaches have beenlimited. We formulate a Bayesian joint model of the disease outcome and irregular visit processesthat relaxes some of the restrictive and often unrealistic simplifying assumptions about the visitprocess made by existing methods. To achieve this, we leverage information that has never beenused before but is often already recorded in patient charts: physician recommendations on whenthe next visit should occur. We illustrate our approach using data from a clinic-based cohort ofpatients with juvenile dermatomyositis.
Linear models with assumptions-free residuals: a Bayesian Nonparametric ap-
proach.

Valentina Ghidini Tuesday, June 28
Bocconi University
Linear models are ubiquitously employed, thanks to their simplicity and all their possible general-ized versions; however, assumptions on the residuals may be limiting, especially if the model issomehow misspecified. For this reason, this work proposes a Bayesian nonparametric approachto relax some common assumptions on errors (such as homoskedasticity and symmetry), exploit-ing a nonparametric prior on the space of distributions of residuals. In particular, we design amethodology aimed at creating a much more flexible model, yet retaining some desirable para-metric properties (such as interpretability). This modus operandi is general, and can be appliedto any model which is hypothesizing some residual distribution (for example linear regression,AutoRegressive models, Gaussian processes). Our proposal also naturally presents some usefulclustering properties which allow us to unveil hidden patterns in the data and to automaticallyrecognize outliers.
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Bayesian clustering of high-dimensional data via latent repulsive mixtures

Lorenzo Ghilotti Tuesday, June 28
University of Milan-Bicocca
We address the problem of clustering high-dimensional data. To this end, we propose a factor-analytic model whereby the clustering is performed at the latent factors level, similarly to the Lambmodel in Chandra et al. (2020). A matrix of loadings links the latent factors and the data. Ourproposal differs from the Lamb model in the prior for the cluster centers, that we assume to be ananisotropic repulsive point process. Anisotropy ensures that separation is induced between the high-dimensional centers of different clusters. In particular, we propose an anisotropic determinantalpoint process, since it guarantees analytical availability of its density, crucial for sampling purposes.We also design an efficient Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampling algorithm. The update of the matrixof loadings is problematic. Therefore, we suggest a derivative-based Metropolis-Hastings step,obtaining an analytical expression of such derivative. Finally, the methodology is compared toalternative models in the literature.
A Bayesian Method for Biclustering Multivariate Ordinal Data with Informative
Censoring

Alice Giampino Tuesday, June 28
Università di Milano-Bicocca
Multivariate ordinal data are extensively analyzed with several clustering approaches. These algo-rithms typically consider missing values as absent information, rather than a valuable element itselffor profiling consumers’ preferences. In this work, we propose a Bayesian nonparametric modelfor biclustering multivariate ordinal data. As a distinctive contribution, our approach considerscensored observations as informative. The ordinal nature of the data is handled by introducinglatent variables. Our model exploits the flexibility of two independent Dirichlet processes, allowingus to make inference on the number of clusters characterizing the latent structure. The largedimensionality is tackled by specifying a matrix factorization model. The conjugate specification ofthe model allows for an explicit derivation of the full conditional distributions of all the random ele-ments in the model. Posterior inference is then carried out by means of Gibbs sampling algorithm.The performance of the method is illustrated by analyzing movie rating data.
Bayesian change point models for cancer incidence trends

Lovedeep Gondara Tuesday, June 28
Simon Fraser University
Change point models are often used in cancer surveillance to show recent trends in cancer inci-dence/mortality (such as by using joinpoint software from National Cancer Institute). However,the focus has been on the Frequentist paradigm, in this poster we show that similar can be accom-plished in the Bayesian paradigm, which offers advantage over the Frequentist analysis of changepoint modelling.
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Structure induced by a multiple membership transformation on the conditional
autoregressive model

Marco Gramatica Tuesday, June 28
Queen Mary University of London
We investigate the theoretical properties of a new method for spatially misaligned areal data.The usual context for disease mapping is to model data aggregated at the areal level. When datais available at different (misaligned) resolution and where no spatial framework is available, itis possible to specify relative risks by using the multiple membership principle (MM). Using aweighted average of conditional autoregressive (CAR) spatial random effects is possible to embedspatial information for a misaligned outcome and estimate relative risks for both frameworks. Weinvestigate the theoretical properties of the application of the MM principle to the CAR prior interms of its parameterisation, properness and identifiability. Simulation results show that overallposterior samples are well calibrated for both frameworks across all simulation scenarios. Thespatial MMmodelling strategy is illustrated by an application to diabetes prevalence data for GPpractices in South London.
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Zero-inflated hierarchical generalized Dirichlet multinomial Bayesian regression
model with cyclic splines for analysis of TDP-43 on the ALS-FTD spectrum

Patrick Gravelle Tuesday, June 28
Brown University
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) are neurodegenerativediseases that are characterized by motor function impairment and by executive, cognitive, andbehavioral symptoms, respectively. The ALS-FTD disease spectrum can be characterized by theRNA-binding protein, TDP-43. Defining the role of TDP-43 in the neurodegeneration process mayhelp lead to treatment development of ALS-FTD.
Our study considers mouse behavior continuously recorded over 5 days. Mice were categorized intothe control (wild-type, WT) or TDP-43 mutation groups. Our goal was to gain understanding for thetime spent performing each behavior of the two groups. We investigated the appropriateness ofBayesian ANOVA methods and hierarchical normal Bayesian models. However, due to poor modelfits as a result of inappropriate assumptions of the data, we extended our analysis to hierarchicalnon-normal Bayesian models.
We developed a sophisticated model to appropriately and accurately model the time mice spendperforming a set of 9 behaviors. The zero-inflated hierarchical generalized Dirichlet multinomial(ZIHGDM) regression model with cyclic splines captures the relationships and characteristics of thedata that our preliminary models were unable to do.
The ZIHGDMmodel performed better than all previous models through the posterior predictivechecks. These checks indicated that the ZIHGDMmodel was able to accurately predict observedvalues at nearly every hour of the day, for every behavior, across all 5 test statistics, for both TDP-43and WT mice, with the greatest precision of all models considered. This lead to the identification ofseveral phenotypes expressions unique to TDP-43 mice which will aid future ALS-FTD research.
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Spying on the prior of the number of data clusters and the partition distribution
in Bayesian cluster analysis

Jan Greve Tuesday, June 28
WU Vienna University of Economics and Business
In applied Bayesian Model-Based clustering, it is common to deal with problems where the numberof clusters is unknown. Bayesian mixture models employed in such applications usually specifya flexible prior that takes into account the uncertainty with respect to the number of clusters.However, a major empirical challenge involving the use of these models is in the characterisationof the induced prior on the partitions. This work introduces an approach to compute descriptivestatistics of the prior on the partitions for three selected Bayesian mixture models developed inthe areas of Bayesian finite mixtures and Bayesian nonparametrics. The proposed methodologyinvolves computationally efficient enumeration of the prior on the number of clusters in-sample(termed as ‘data clusters’) and determining the first two prior moments of symmetric additivestatistics characterising the partitions. The accompanying reference implementation is madeavailable in the R package fipp.
Forecasting macroeconomic data with Bayesian VARs: Sparse or dense? It de-
pends!

Luis Gruber Tuesday, June 28
University of Klagenfurt
Vectorautogressions (VARs) are widely applied when it comes to modeling and forecasting macroe-conomic variables. In high dimensions they are prone to overfitting. Bayesian methods, moreconcretely shrinking priors, have shown to be successful in curing the curse of dimensionality. Inthe present paper we introduce the recently developed R2-induced Dirichlet-decomposition priorto the VAR framework and compare it to refinements of well-known priors in the VAR literature:Hierarchical Minnesota prior, Stochastic Search Variable Selection prior and Dirichlet-Laplace prior.We demonstrate the virtues of the proposed prior in an extensive simulation study and in an em-pirical application forecasting data of the US economy. Further we shed more light on the ongoingIllusion of Sparsity debate. We find that forecasting performances under sparse/dense priors varyacross evaluated economic variables and across time frames; dynamic model averaging, however,can combine the merits of both worlds. All priors are implemented using the reduced-form VARand all models feature stochastic volatility in the variance-covariance matrix.
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Mixture of Factor Analysers and Adaptive Telescoping Sampler for Automatic
Inference on Number of Clusters and Factors

Margarita Grushanina Tuesday, June 28
Vienna University of Economics and Business
Factor analyzers are a common tool for finding structure in high-dimensional data. While in mostapplications the number of clusters and latent factors within clusters is fixed in advance, in recentliterature models with automatic reference on both the number of clusters and latent factors havebeen introduced.
The current work contributes to the literature on mixtures of infinite factor analyzers (MIFA) withautomatic inference of the number of clusters and the number of latent cluster-specific factors.The model employs a dynamic mixture of finite mixtures (MFM) and a telescoping sampler forautomatic inference on the cluster structure of the data. Automatic inference on the cluster-specificfactors within each cluster is performed via the cumulative shrinkage process (CUSP) prior and anadaptive Gibbs sampler. The performance of the model is demonstrated on several benchmarkdata sets as well as the Eurozone inflation rates data.
A scalable algorithm for incorporating external judgement in Bayesian forecasts
via entropic tilting

Rishab Guha Tuesday, June 28
Amazon
We present a procedure which builds on the technique of entropic tilting in order to incorporateexternal judgement into forecasts produced by Bayesian state-space models. Our method avoidsthe problems of scalability and lack of support associated with classical implementations of entropictilting, and provides improved interpretability relative to hard / soft conditioning.
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Half Logistic-Truncated Exponential Distribution: Classical and Bayesian Estima-
tion Using Different Approaches

Ahtasham Gul Tuesday, June 28
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics
Gul and Mohsin (2020) developed a new modified form of renowned ""Half logistic"" distributionintroduced by Balakrishnan (1991) and named it Half Logistic-Truncated Exponential Distribution(HL-TEXPD). In this paper different approximation methods with squared error loss function (SELF)have been used to develop the bayes estimators for complete sample of the HL-TEXPD for unknownparameter. In classical setup, Monte Carlo simulations are performed using themaximum likelihoodestimates. Similarly, Metropolis–Hastings algorithm has been used to simulate sample from theposterior densities using informative priors as well as non-informative priors of the parameterunder different situations. To illustrate the usefulness and goodness of fit of HL-TEXPD distribution,we considered four real data sets. Additionally, TTT (total time on test) plot is drawn to study thefailure rate of the three data sets.
Data Driven Priors for Growth Mixture Models

Ofir Hanoch Tuesday, June 28
Maastricht University
Growth mixture models (GMM) are used in several application areas to assess dynamics of latentclasses. Examples of GMM applications range from the evolution of a disease in heterogeneousindividuals to the analysis of purchasing behavior of heterogenous customers over time, thekey point being heterogeneity represented with unobserved (latent) groups. In several GMMapplications, data information is weak due to a small time dimension, large number of explanatoryvariables, lack of time-dependent explanatory variables or high correlation between explanatoryvariables. We propose meta-analysis based priors for regularizing GMM in such cases aiming toenhance data information. We present a methodology to incorporate meta-analysis priors asinformative priors and show that particularly the dynamics of the latent groups are identified moreaccurately under the proposed priors.
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Modelling of aortic dissection as Beta random fields and uncertainty propagation
with a Bayesian variational auto-encoder

Sascha Ranftl Tuesday, June 28
Graz University of Technology
Aortic dissection is a dangerous disease that is linked to stochastic, spatially heterogeneous degra-dation of aorta tissue. Here, this degradation is modelled as a Beta random field. Based on this,the mechanical stresses in the tissue, in response to a mechanical load, are computed with FiniteElements. The computational effort of this latter step makes direct sampling infeasible, requiring asurrogate model instead. The structure of the input data, random field realizations, and the outputdata, mechanical stress fields, define a problem similar to image-to-image (I2I) regression. This I2Iproblem structure suggests a Bayesian Variational Auto-Encoder (B-VAE) as a surrogate. After train-ing with Stein Variational Gradient Descent, the B-VAE can subsequently faster predict approximatestress field samples from random field samples, and with non-parametric Variational Inferenceestimate the PDF of the predicted mechanical stress fields. A rigorous Bayesian formulation ispresented, and the biological implications of the results are discussed.
Development of a spatially regularized detector for emergent/re-emergent dis-
ease outbreaks

Cosmin Safta Tuesday, June 28
Sandia National Laboratories
We propose a Bayesian framework to detect outbreaks of emerging diseases. Our method triggerswhen the observed case-count data disagree significantly from forecasted levels. Existing detec-tors compare data to baseline levels, which are difficult to set for emerging diseases because ofnoisy/missing data. In contrast, forecasting allows us to use socioeconomic parameters and spa-tiotemporal data on disease prevalence to compensate for low-quality epidemiological information.The proposed framework incorporates Poisson statistics to accommodate low-counts and Markovrandom fields to account for spatio-temporal correlations in the disease spread rate. Posteriordistributions would be approximated with both via Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (at regional level)and variational inference (at the national level). Results computed with COVID-19 data from NeeMexico, US, will be used to demonstrate the method. A figure-of-merit will be the time/date atwhich the new method detects the start of the outbreak.
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Trace-classGaussian priors for Bayesian learning of neural networkswithMCMC

Torben Sell Tuesday, June 28
University of Edinburgh
This poster introduces a new neural network based prior for real valued functions on Rd which,by construction, is more easily and cheaply scaled up in the domain dimension d compared tothe usual Karhunen-Loève function space prior. The new prior is a Gaussian neural network prior,where each weight and bias has an independent Gaussian prior, but with the key difference thatthe variances decrease in the width of the network in such a way that the resulting function isalmost surely well defined in the limit of an infinite width network.The poster provides a high-leveloverview of the proposed prior, and shows theoretical results as well as numerical examples.
Modelling Hydrogen Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry Datasets using
Bayesian Nonparametric Pace Partitioning Processes

Hanwen Xing Tuesday, June 28
University of Oxford
In computational biology, biclustering is a popular method for revealing the structures of interac-tions between two covariates (i.e. rows and columns), and can be used to inform key decisions insmall molecule, antibody and vaccine RD. However, the biclustering models currently used by thecomputational biology community lack flexibility and do not provide measure of uncertainty ofthe results. These limitations are holding back important - potentially life-changing - discoveries.To address these issues, we propose a Bayesian nonparameteric biclustering model based on theMondrian process, a space partitioning process that produces hierarchical partitions on a boundedproduct space as a kd-tree. Comparing with the current state-of-the-art methods in the field ofcomputational chemistry, our new Bayesian nonparameteric approach is able to capture richerand finer structures in an automated fashion, and also provide natural uncertainty measures of theresulting biclusters.
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Wednesday Session

A loss discounting framework for model averaging and selection in time series
models

Dawid Bernaciak Wednesday, June 29
University College London
We introduce a Loss Discounting Framework for forecast combination which generalises andcombines Bayesian model synthesis and generalized Bayes methodologies. The framework allowslarge scale model averaging/selection and is also suitable for handling sudden regime changes.This novel and simple model synthesis framework is compared to both established methodologiesand state of the art methods for a number of macroeconomic forecasting examples. We find thatthe proposed method offers an attractive, computationally efficient alternative to the benchmarkmethodologies and often outperforms more complex techniques.
Order-based Structure Learning without Score Equivalence

Hyunwoong Chang Wednesday, June 29
Texas A&M University
We consider the structure learning problem with all node variables having the same error variance,an assumption known to ensure the identifiability of the causal directed acyclic graph (DAG). Wepropose an empirical Bayes formulation of the problem that yields a non-decomposable posteriorscore for DAG models. To facilitate efficient posterior computation, we approximate the posteriorprobability of each ordering by that of a “best" DAGmodel, which naturally leads to an order-basedMarkov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. Strong selection consistency for our model is provedunder mild high-dimensional conditions, and the mixing behavior of our sampler is theoreticallyinvestigated. Further, we propose a new iterative top-down algorithm, which quickly yields anapproximate solution to the structure learning problem and can be used to initialize the MCMCsampler. We demonstrate that our method outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms undervarious simulation settings, and conclude the paper with a single-cell real-data study illustratingpractical advantages of the proposed method.
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Feature extraction performance of the GD prior in high-dimensional spatiotem-
poral data

Garret Frady Wednesday, June 28
University of Connecticut
Due to vast advancements in technology, we frequently come across data in high dimensions.The literature is rich with proposed Bayesian methods to dictate inference in high-dimensionalproblems. We propose to extend the utility of the Gaussian and Diffused-gamma (GD) prior forfeature extraction when dealing with sparse high-dimensional spatiotemporal data. A case study ispresented with multisubject electroencephalography (EEG) data to identify active brain regionsfollowing exposure to some stimulus. One goal of EEG analysis is to extract information from thebrain in a spatiotemporal pattern and analyze functional connectivity between brain regions inresponse to a stimulus. Our application domain is predicting the risk of alcoholism. Performance ofthe GD prior under this paradigm is compared with existing methods used in literature. It’s worthnoting that we may apply our method to different domains such as fMRI measurements to analyzeearly-onset of mental-related illnesses such as dementia.
Joint estimation of signatures across mutation modalities using Multi-Modal
NMF

Kelly Geyer Wednesday, June 29
Boston University
Mutations to the genome can cause cells to divide uncontrollably and result in diseases like cancer.Exposures to carcinogens and intrinsic cellular processes can cause different patterns of mutationsin each tumor. Each tumor may have been affected by multiple mutational processes. Algorithmssuch as Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) are needed to deconvolute the combinationof mutations that are caused by different processes, as well as the level of each process in eachtumor. However, NMF does not have the capability to simultaneously deconvolute signatures acrossmulti-omic mutation modalities. We developed a hierarchical Bayesian model called Multi-ModalNMF (MM-NMF) that jointly estimates mutational signatures across multi-omic modalities. MM-NMF connects multi-omic data with a covariance term. Estimates of signature activities for eachmodality were more accurate when performing joint estimation than in comparison to runningdeconvolution on each modality separately. Thereby, MM-NMF better characterizes the genomicfingerprint of each mutational process.
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Bayesian flexible models for the analysis of factorial experimental designs

Luis Gutierrez Wednesday, June 29
Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile
This work presents flexible models for the analysis of factorial experimental designs. The literaturefor analyzing factorial experiments is antique and based on restrictive assumptions. Hence, availablemodels are inappropriate to analyze modern and diverse datasets correctly. We propose to useBayesian nonparametric inference and elements from the model selection literature to developa flexible model including the associated hypotheses tests. Specifically, our strategy considersthe definition of latent binary variables, which identify each experiment with different randomdistributions. The randomdistributions aremodeled via infinitemixturemodels. In our specification,the hypothesis space directly maps the binary variables. Then, the prior distribution on thehypothesis space is defined with a distribution over the binary vector. We relaxed the classicalanalysis of variance assumptions and produced models for data in different supports. The posteriorconsistency of the associated Bayes factor is studied. All the models are implemented in theR-package factorialDDP.
Bayesian Sparse Vector Autoregressive Approximate Hidden Semi-Markov Mod-
els

Beniamino Hadj-Amar Wednesday, June 29
Rice University
In neural data applications, it is of great interest to estimate hidden states of the brain as well astemporal and spatial dependencies between locations within these hidden regimes. We propose asparse vector autoregressive (VAR) hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) for modelling temporaland contemporaneous (e.g. spatial) dependencies in high-dimensional nonstationary time series.The HSMM’s generic state distribution is embedded in a special transition matrix structure, facili-tating efficient likelihood evaluations and arbitrary approximation accuracy. We deploy an l1-ballprojection prior, which combines differentiability with a positive probability of obtaining exact0’s to conduct variable selection within each different switching regime and facilitate posteriorestimation via HMC. Our proposed approach is able to identify both the dynamic properties andstationary structure of multiple signals by simultaneously identifying the active components of theswitching VAR matrices as well as the non-zero elements of the regime-specific covariances, whileflexibly modelling the general hidden state dwell distribution. We illustrate the performances ofour proposed approach via several simulation studies and a data application in neuroscience.
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Curvature Process: Directional Concavity in Gaussian Random Fields

Aritra Halder Wednesday, June 29
University of Virginia
Spatial process models offer a rich framework for modeling dependence in response variablesarising from diverse scientific domains. Analyzing properties of the resulting surface generatedthrough such modeling provides deeper insights into the nature of latent dependence within thestudied response. This manuscript contributes toward a Bayesian inferential framework for a novelstochastic process, termed as the directional curvature process, that quantifies variability in localsurface geometry for random surfaces. The resulting distribution theory produces inference ontrajectories or curves over the domain that track rapid changes on the response surface withthe aim of assessing directional curvature. Such trajectories or curves of rapid change, oftenreferred to as wombling boundaries, occur in geographic space in the form of rivers in a floodplain, roads, mountains or plateaus or other topographic features considered instrumental ineffecting high gradients. We demonstrate fully model based Bayesian inference on directionalcurvature processes to analyze differential behavior in responses along wombling boundaries.We illustrate our methodology with a number of simulated experiments followed by multipleapplications featuring the Boston Housing data; Meuse river data; and temperature data from theNortheastern United States.
Advancements in Characterizing Warhead Fragmentation

John Haman Wednesday, June 29
Institute for Defense Analyses
Fragmentation analysis is a critical piece of the evaluation of warheads. But the traditional meth-ods for data collection are expensive and laborious. Optical tracking technology is promising toincrease the fidelity of fragmentation data, and decrease the time and costs associated with datacollection. However, the new data will be complex, three dimensional ‘fragmentation clouds’. Thisraises questions about how testers can effectively summarize spatial data to draw conclusions forsponsors. In this poster, we will present the Bayesian spatial models that are fast and effectivefor characterizing the patterns in fragmentation data, along with several exploratory data analysistechniques that help us make sense of the data. Our analytic goals are to
– Produce simple statistics and visuals that help the live fire analyst compare and contrast warheadfragmentations;
– Characterize important performance attributes or confirm design/spec compliance; and
– Provide data methods that ensure higher fidelity data collection translates to higher fidelitymodeling and simulation down the line.
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Use of Approximate Bayesian Computation for Partial Discharge Analysis

Kai Hencken Wednesday, June 29
ABB Schweiz AG
Partial Discharge are short breakdown inside electrical equipment. As they indicate weaknesses ofthe insulation strength, they are seen as important precursors to a failure of the system. Thereforethe measurement and analysis of the patterns of instances in time and strength of the discharge isan important tool, that has been addressed already using different methods in the past. In thiswork we explore how a combination of a physics-based stochastic process can be combined withinApproximate Bayesian Computation as a newway to analyze them. Especially the ABC-SMCmethodwas found to be useful. Different summary statistics were explored and real Partial Dischargemeasurement data was used not only for parameter estimation, but also to do model comparisonin order to compare different physical models proposed in the literature.
Balanced tree stick-breaking priors for covariate-dependent mixture models

Akira Horiguchi Wednesday, June 29
Duke University
Stick-breaking priors are often adopted in Bayesian nonparametric mixture models for generatingthe mixture weights. When covariates influence the sizes of the clusters, stick-breaking mixturescan leverage Pólya-gamma data augmentation to ease the demands of posterior computation.However, despite this computational convenience, we show that in the presence of covariates,existing stick-breaking processes in fact often induce artificial correlation among the class ofrandom measures they model, and introduce excessive posterior uncertainty into inference on thecovariates effects on all but the largest of the clusters, which propagates into posterior uncertaintyon the cluster sizes and the number of clusters. We believe that these phenomena arise becauseexisting stick-breaking models are constructed based on continually breaking a single remainingpiece of a unit stick. This design results in an underlying one-sided unbalanced tree structure,which in turn leads to an inefficient representation of covariate effects that confounds with thestochastic ordering of cluster sizes. Instead, we propose to generalize the stick-breaking priorsto allow the continual breaking of all remaining pieces of a unit stick at each stage of the stickbreaking. This corresponds to a balanced tree along which random weights are generated. Whencovariates are incorporated, this model decouples the stochastic ordering of the cluster sizesfrom that of the effect of covariates, thereby circumventing the challenges faced by existing stickbreaking models. The computation under this new covariate-dependent model, however, remainsessentially identical to that of existing stick-breaking mixtures. We demonstrate through bothsimulated and a data set from flow cytometry that the new model induces more robust posteriorinference for both the number and size of clusters as well as the covariate effects on the clustersizes.
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On Statistical Inference in Factor Analysis: Polynomial-Time Verification of the
Anderson-Rubin Condition

Darjus Hosszijni Wednesday, June 29
WU Vienna
In sparse factor models, identifiability of the variance decomposition has received little attentionperhaps due to its difficulty. Anderson and Rubin (1956) famously establish identifiability under arank assumption on a large number of submatrices of the factor loading matrix. This number ispotentially exponential in the input dimensions and identifiability is therefore infeasible to verifyfor computers. In our paper, the computational complexity is reduced to the speedy inspectionof just one special rotation, the generalized lower triangular (GLT) form. As part of exploratoryfactor analysis, our method is deployed to avoid nonsensical models independently of observationordering in both Bayesian and frequentist contexts. Furthermore, a fully Bayesian sampling proce-dure is developed, which leverages on the GLT rotation while estimating the unknown numberof latent factors. The procedure is applied to financial and economic data. Joint work with SylviaFrühwirth-Schnatter.
Modeling Populations

Leanna House Wednesday, June 29
Virginia Tech
Applied areas such as, epidemiology, social policy, transportation, etc., often rely on complexsimulation models (e.g., agent-based) to assess the viability of potential mitigation and/or policystrategies. Among other inputs, these models tend to require specific, individual-level details forentire populations of interest; e.g., the number, age, and income for every home in a municipality.Yet, rarely is such detail available, or even possible to collect. Some success has resulted frompairing simulation models with synthetic population generators (e.g., iterated conditional modesand other imputation methods), but challenges remain in such cases. In particular, describing andaccounting for uncertainty in analyses imposed by the use of generated (not true) populationsremains a difficult task. When the uncertainty is ignored or estimated poorly, inferences derivedfrom complex simulation models are likely unduly dependent on random, unknown features ofsupplied input populations. In this talk, we develop approaches for generating realizations ofpopulations a posteriori, which can be incorporated directly into simulation-based analyses. Thisposter is co-presented by Leanna House and Dave Higdon.
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Goal-Oriented Optimal Experimental Design for Nonlinear Systems

Xun Huan Wednesday, June 29
University of Michigan
Optimal experimental design (OED) provides a systematic approach to quantify and maximize thevalue of experimental data. Conventional Bayesian OED maximizes the expected information gain(EIG) on model parameters, but often we are interested in predictive quantities of interest (QoIs)that depend on the parameters in a nonlinear manner. Goal-oriented OED (GOOED) thus seeks thedesign that provides the greatest EIG on the predictive QoIs. GOOED avoids unnecessary shrinkageof posterior in regions unimportant to the QoIs, and computes EIG on the posterior pushforwardthat is often lower dimensional than the parameter space. Under a double-loop Monte Carlostructure, observations are simulated in the outer loop and posterior pushforward samples aregenerated with MCMC in the inner loop. Kernel density estimation is then used to estimate theKullback-Leibler divergence. We demonstrate GOOED on a number of nonlinear applications, andillustrate the difference between optimal designs from conventional OED versus GOOED.
Change Point Detection of Transmission Rate in a Stochastic Epidemic Model

Jenny Huang Wednesday, June 29
Duke University
Throughout the course of an epidemic, the transmission rate of a disease is expected to fluctuate.These changes, however, are not expected to occur very often. We can thus model the change intransmission rate using a sparse binary vector. A Bayesian approach to change point detection hasbeen to use sparsity inducing priors to tease out signal from irrelevant noise. These priors, includingdiscrete mixture distributions like the spike-and-slab and single continuous distributions like thehorseshoe and double-exponential, have been well-studied within linear models. Considerablyless work, however, has been done to apply these priors within more complicated settings like thestochastic SIR. This study investigates the use of sparsity-inducing priors to locate and estimatechanges in transmission rate within a stochastic SIR model.
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Improved estimation of the mean of a Bernoulli with Monte Carlo

Mark Huber Wednesday, June 29
Claremont McKenna College
Consider the problem of estimating the mean p of a 0-1 (Bernoulli) random variable through MonteCarlo. The Gamma Bernoulli Approximation Scheme (GBAS) give a method with a user specifiedrelative error distribution, that is, the distribution of the relative error is independent of p. Thisallows for very precise targeting of the run time to achieve any desired relative loss. GBAS operatesby smoothing geometric random variables of mean 1/p into exponential random variables of mean
1/p. While the benefits of using scalable exponentials versus geometric random variables are clear,this does result in the elimination of a factor of 1− p in the variance. This can become significantfor problems where p is large. This work considers several different methods for addressing thisproblem. First, modifications to GBAS are considered, including the use of multiple intervals createdby using antithetic and lattice smoothing of the generated exponential random variables. Second,more precise bounds on sums of geometric random variables are developed than were used inearlier work.
A subsampling approach for Bayesian model selection

Aliaksandr Hubin Wednesday, June 29
University of Oslo
It is common practice to use Laplace approximations to compute marginal likelihoods in Bayesianversions of generalized linear models (GLM). Marginal likelihoods combined with model priors arethen used in different search algorithms to compute the posterior marginal probabilities of modelsand individual covariates. This allows performing Bayesian model selection and model averaging.For large sample sizes, even the Laplace approximation becomes computationally challengingbecause the optimization routine involved needs to evaluate the likelihood on the full set of data inmultiple iterations. As a consequence, the algorithm is not scalable for large datasets. To addressthis problem, we suggest using a version of a popular batch stochastic gradient descent (BSGD)algorithm for estimating themarginal likelihood of a GLM by subsampling from the data. We furthercombine the algorithmwithMarkov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) basedmethods for Bayesian modelselection and provide some theoretical results on the convergence of the estimates. Finally, wereport results from experiments illustrating the performance of the proposed algorithm.
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Mixture Representations for Likelihood Ratio Ordered Distributions

Michael Jauch Wednesday, June 29
Cornell University
In many statistical applications, subject matter knowledge or theoretical considerations suggestthat two distributions should satisfy a stochastic order, with samples from one distribution tendingto be larger than those from another. In these situations, incorporating stochastic order constraintscan lead to improved inferences. This poster will introducemixture representations for distributionssatisfying a likelihood ratio order. To illustrate the value of the mixture representations, I’ll addressthe problem of density estimation for likelihood ratio ordered distributions. In particular, I proposea nonparametric Bayesian solution which takes advantage of the mixture representations. The priordistribution is constructed from Dirichlet process mixtures and has large support on the space ofpairs of densities satisfying the monotone ratio constraint. With a simple modification to the priordistribution, we can also test the equality of two distributions against the alternative of likelihoodratio ordering. I’ll demonstrate the approach in two biomedical applications.
Network-based Trajectory Topic Interaction Map for Text Mining of COVID-19
Biomedical Literature

Ye Seul Jeon Wednesday, June 29
Yonsei University
Since the emergence of the worldwide pandemic of COVID-19, relevant research has been publishedat a dazzling pace, which makes it hard to follow the research in this area without dedicated efforts.It is practically impossible to implement this task manually due to the high volume of the relevantliterature. Text mining has been considered to be a powerful approach to address this challenge,especially the topic modeling, a well-known unsupervised method that aims to reveal latenttopics from the literature. However, in spite of its potential utility, the results generated from thisapproach are often investigated manually. Hence, its application to the COVID-19 literature is notstraightforward and expert knowledge is needed to make meaningful interpretations. In order toaddress these challenges, we propose a novel analytical framework for estimating topic interactionsand effective visualization for topic interpretation. Here we assumed that topics constituting apaper can be positioned on an interaction map, which belongs to a high-dimensional Euclideanspace. Based on this assumption, after summarizing topics with their topic-word distributionsusing the biterm topic model, we mapped these latent topics on networks to visualize relationshipsamong the topics. Moreover, in the proposed approach, we developed a score that is helpful toselect meaningful words that characterize the topic. We interpret the relationships among topics bytracking the change of relationships among topics using a trajectory plot generated with differentlevels of word richness. These results together provide deeply mined and intuitive representationof relationships among topics related to a specific research area. The application of this proposedframework to the PubMed literature shows that our approach facilitates understanding of thetopics constituting the COVID-19 knowledge.
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Bayesian Updating Rules for Entry and Exit of Forecasts

Matt Johnson Wednesday, June 29
Amazon
We develop coherent Bayesian rules for ensemble methods when forecasts, whether coming frompeople and/or models, enter and exit. While the literature of ensemble methods, including forecastcombination, model averaging, and ensemble learning, is vast, virtually none address the issue ofunbalanced ensembles. The issue is particularly pertinent for time series – especially economic –where the introduction and/or discontinuation of indices, models, forecasts, and forecasters arecommonplace. This fact motivates our macroeconomic application, where forecasts are removedand added based on macroeconomic conditions, mirroring real situations in economic decisionmaking. The updating rules build on the recently developed framework of Bayesian predictivesynthesis, and relies solely on the implicit prior/posterior updating of Bayes’ theorem, makingit applicable to any Bayesian ensemble procedure. Though the proposed rules are general, wespecifically discuss the cases for linear pooling (e.g. Bayesian model averaging) and dynamicBayesian predictive synthesis.
Using decoupled shrinkage and selection to produce sparse factor models for
non-Gaussian data

Beatrix Jones Wednesday, June 29
University of Auckland
Decoupled shrinkage and selection provides a framework for extending existing techniques tocontexts requiring sparsity. Here we take advantage of that strength to estimate sparse factormodels for two non-Gaussian settings. The first uses the copula framework in the existing packagebfa to extract “dietary patterns” (underlying factors) from a set of responses to a food frequencyquestionnaire. Conventionally, foods associated with a particular pattern are identified via anarbitrary cut-off on the factor loadings. Our analysis both accommodates the non-normality ofthis data and provides automatic selection by producing a sparse loading matrix. In the secondexample, we construct factors to explain the presence/absence of particular fish species at surveysites in the waters around New Zealand.
On a class of prior distributions accounting for uncertainty in the data

Chaitanya Joshi Wednesday, June 29
University of Auckland
A new class of prior distributions that can be used to assess the sensitivity of the Bayesian posteriorinference to uncertainty in the data is proposed. This class is derived starting from an initialdistribution and the likelihood function. We establish the mathematical properties of this classand the conditions under which ordering can be established within this class. We show how thesensitivity analysis can be performed using a standard MCMC procedure for any model whoselikelihood, or an approximation, is available in a closed form and illustrate using examples.
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Approximate Bayesian Computation with Guiding Principles for Stochastic Differ-
ential Equations

Petar Jovanovski Wednesday, June 29
Chalmers University of Technology and University of Gothenburg
Stochastic differential equations (SDE) are employed in many areas of science as a powerful toolfor modeling processes that are subject to random fluctuations. Bayesian inference for SDEs isproblematic because in the majority of cases the likelihood function is analytically intractable.Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) methods can be employed because forward simulationis made possible with numerical methods. By leveraging probabilistic symmetries in discretelyobserved Markov processes, we employ partially exchangeable neural networks (PEN) to learn thesummary statistics needed in ABC. The summary statistics are sequentially learned by exploiting anABC-SMC sampler, which provides new training data. Furthermore, we propose a new simulatorthat depends on the observation, as opposed to the standard forward simulator. Our ambition istherefore to provide a learning tool for the SDEs model parameters while simultaneously learningthe summary statistics needed in ABC.
Bayesian Cox Regression for Population-scale Inference in Electronic Health
Records

Alexander Wolfgang Jung Wednesday, June 29
EMBL-EBI
The Coxmodel is an indispensable tool for time-to-event analysis, particularly in biomedical research.However, medicine is undergoing a profound transformation, generating data at an unprecedentedscale, which opens new frontiers to study and understand diseases. Here we propose a Bayesianversion for the counting process representation of Cox’s partial likelihood for efficient inferenceon large-scale datasets with millions of data points and thousands of time-dependent covariates.Through the combination of stochastic variational inference and a reweighting of the log-likelihood,we obtain an approximation for the posterior distribution that factorizes over subsamples of thedata, enabling the analysis in big data settings. Crucially, the method produces viable uncertaintyestimates for large-scale and high-dimensional datasets. We show the utility of ourmethod througha simulation study and an application to myocardial infarction in the UK Biobank. Our frameworkextends the Cox model to new data sources like biobanks and EHR, the combination of which canprovide new insights into our understanding of diseases."
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Individualized Inference using Bayesian Quantile Directed Acyclic Graphical Mod-
els

Ksheera Sagar K N Wednesday, June 29
Purdue University
We propose an approach termed "qDAGx" for Bayesian quantile regression under directed acyclicgraphs (DAGs) where these DAGs are individualized, in the sense that they depend on individual-specific covariates. A key distinguishing feature of the proposed approach is that the DAG structureis learned simultaneously with the model parameters, instead of being assumed fixed, as in mostexisting works. To scale up the proposed method to a large number of variables and covariates, weuse for the model parameters the popular global-local horseshoe prior that affords a number ofattractive theoretical and computational benefits to our approach. By modelling the conditionalquantiles, qDAGx overcomes the common limitations of mean regression for DAGs, which can besensitive to the choice of likelihood (e.g., an assumption of multivariate normality), as well as to thechoice of priors. We demonstrate the performance of qDAGx via thorough numerical simulationsand via an application in precision medicine by inferring person-specific protein–protein interactionnetworks in patients with lung cancer.
Nonparametric Bayesian modeling of spatially distributed networks

Jennifer Kampe Wednesday, June 29
Duke University
Networks represented as binary adjacency matrices provide simple, interpretable summariesof highly complex ecological systems. The expansion of ecological monitoring technologies hasdramatically increased the availability of species co-occurrence network data, and the spatial loca-tions represented. We develop a network-valued stochastic process with dependencies betweennetworks are described via a latent space model in which the factor coordinates emerge from aspatial Gaussian process. We implement this model via an efficient Gibbs sampler, illustrate itsperformance on simulated and real ecological data sets, and present theoretical results on theproperties of the network-valued stochastic process.
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Advancing Non-reversibility in Trans-dimensional Samplers

Oktay Karakus Wednesday, June 29
Cardiff University
In this study, we investigate leveraging superiormixing and convergence properties of non-reversiblesamplers in exploring nonlinear time series models via the reversible jump Markov chain MonteCarlo (RJMCMC), which is one of the most competent ways to tackle the uncertainty caused byvariable dimensionality. Despite its potential to make inferences for different sizes of parameterspaces and classes, since performing random walk, RJMCMC suffers from limited mixing capabilityand slow convergence for advanced applications. Non-reversible transitions have attracted signifi-cant attention in recent years and offer promising results thanks to their favourable convergenceand mixing properties. Despite this, their performance is still unexplored specifically for time-seriesmodel selection, estimation, and prediction. This work utilises various non-reversible samplers forbenchmarking and a novel non-reversible sampler based on the Hamiltonian dynamics is proposedvia embedding it in the RJMCMC algorithm to explore both continuous (within class) and discrete(trans-class) parameter spaces efficiently.
Lagged couplings for Markov chain Monte Carlo phylogenetic inference

Luke Kelly Wednesday, June 29
Université Paris-Dauphine
Phylogenetic inference is an intractable statistical problem on a complex sample space. Markovchain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are the primary tool for Bayesian phylogenetic inference, butit is challenging to construct efficient schemes to explore the associated posterior distribution orassess their performance. Existing approaches are unable to diagnose mixing or convergence ofMarkov schemes jointly across all components of a phylogenetic model. Building on recent workdeveloping couplings of MCMC algorithms to diagnose convergence and construct unbiased MCMCestimators, we describe a procedure to coupleMarkov chains targeting a posterior distribution overa space of phylogenetic trees with branch lengths, scalar parameters and latent variables. We usethese couplings to check mixing and convergence of Markov chains jointly across all components ofthe phylogenetic model; samples from our coupled chains may also be used to construct unbiasedestimators.
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Sequential Bayesian Registration for Functional Data

Yoonji Kim Wednesday, June 29
Department of Statistics, The Ohio State University
In many modern applications, discretely-observed data may be naturally understood as a set offunctions. Functional data often exhibit two confounded sources of variability: amplitude (y-axis)and phase (x-axis). The extraction of amplitude and phase, a process referred to as registration, isessential in exploring the underlying structure of functional data. While such data are often gatheredsequentially with new functional observations arriving over time, most available registrationprocedures are only applicable to batch learning, leading to inefficient computation. To addressthese challenges, we introduce a Bayesian framework for sequential registration of functionaldata, which updates statistical inference as new sets of functions are assimilated. This Bayesianmodel-based sequential learning approach utilizes sequential Monte Carlo sampling to recursivelyupdate the alignment of functions. Consequently, distributed computing significantly reducescomputational cost. Simulations and applications to real data reveal that the proposed approach isflexible in a variety of challenging scenarios.
A Bayesian Survival Model for Time-Varying Coefficients and Unobserved Hetero-
geneity

Peter Knaus Wednesday, June 29
Vienna University of Economics and Business
Two sources of heterogeneity are often overlooked in the applied survival literature. On the onehand, time-varying hazard contributions of explanatory variables cannot be captured in the widelyused Cox proportional hazard model. To this end this paper investigates a dynamic survival modelin the spirit of Hemming and Shaw (2005) within a Bayesian framework. Such a specification allowsparameters to gradually evolve over time, thus accounting for time-varying effects. On the otherhand, unobserved heterogeneity across (a potentially large number of) groups is often ignored,leading to invalid estimators. This paper makes accounting for such effects feasible for even largenumbers of groups through a shared factor model, which picks up unexplained covariance in theerror term. Building on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo scheme of Wagner (2011) allows the usageof shrinkage priors to avoid overfitting in such a highly parameterized model. This paper usesglobal-local shrinkage priors to this effect, in the spirit of Bitto and Frühwirth-Schnatter (2019) andCadonna et al. (2020), among others, to detect which regressors to include and which are allowedto vary over time. Finally, an R package which makes the routine easily available is introduced.
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Adaptive Bayesian methods for non-linear inverse problems

Geerten Koers Wednesday, June 29
Delft University of Technology
The non-linear problem of adaptive recovery of a potential f0 ∈ Hβ for the Schrödinger Equation
1
2
∆uf0 = f0uf0 on [0, 1]d, with u = g on ∂[0, 1]d is considered. The observation is a noisy versionof uf0 , with noise that asymptotically vanishes. The Laplacian of uf0 is endowed with an SVDprior, indexed by a hyperparamater specifying its smoothness. No knowledge on the smoothnessparameter β of f0 is assumed, as the hyperparamater is selected by an empirical procedure. Theproposed method first considers the linear problem of recovering the Laplacian, and afterwardsconstructs a posterior on f0 using this Laplacian and boundary conditions. It is shown that thecontraction rate is nearly n−β/(d+2β+4), corresponding to the minimax-rate of estimating β-smoothfunctions. A numerical analysis illustrates the results for various choices of f0.
Dynamic Functional Variable Selection for Multimodal mHealth Data

Matthew Koslovsky Wednesday, June 29
Colorado State University
Mobile health (mHealth) methods allow researchers to monitor study participants in their naturalenvironments in order to improve health-related outcomes through behavior change. MHealthinvestigators are interested in understanding the feasibility of supplementing or even replacingactively collected data with passively collected data to reduce participant burden, while alsoincreasing the temporal resolution of the data. Motivated by data collected in the Pathwaysbetween Socioeconomic Status and Behavioral Cancer Risk Factors Study, we design a novelBayesian joint modeling framework for dynamic functional variable selection to identify and clusterrelations between functional activity level trajectories passively measured with accelerometersand momentary negative affect collected with ecological momentary assessment methods. Ourapproach leverages spiked hierarchical species sampling priors to identify critical moments when aparticipant experiences momentary spikes in negative affect, characterize activity level trajectorieswhich are related to these critical moments, and cluster the relational trends within and betweenparticipants to explore potential subpopulations. The results of our analysis may have relevance forpersonalized just-in-time adaptive interventions focused on negative affect management, wheremoments of increased negative affect may be identified and targeted with activity prompts and/orother motivational or educational messaging via mHealth technologies to improve mood.
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A graphical model for multivariate discrete data using spatial and expert infor-
mation

Christopher Krapu Wednesday, June 29
Oak Ridge National Lab
When modeling sparsely observed multivariate spatial data, strong prior information can be usedto bolster predictive accuracy. We propose a novel graphical model for a spatial Bayesian networkand which combines a dimension-reduced latent Gaussian spatial field with parameters enforcinga DAG-derived cross-variable covariance structure. This modeling form is especially suitable for theusage of prior information in the form of rulesets derived from expert information. To performinference with missing data, we implement a Markov chain Monte Carlo scheme composed ofalternating steps of discrete Gibbs sampling and HamiltonianMonte Carlo. A case study on inferringthe properties of buildings in Knoxville, Tennessee, USA is presented to highlight the advantagesand limitations of this approach.
Robust Variational Inference Methods for Model Misspecification

Ines Krissaane Wednesday, June 29
Nottingham University
In many complex scientific problems, we often find ourselves working with a model that is misspec-ified relative to the data generating process (DGP), in the sense that there is no parameter settingthat allows the model to perfectly replicate the data. In this case, Bayesian methods can givemisleading inferences about the quantities of interest (QoI). Although misspecified, the model maybe the only link between the data and QoI, and may still contain useful structure that we can learnfrom. Should we proceed with a standard Bayesian analysis as if nothing was wrong, or model thediscrepancy, or change the inferential approach? Here, we will consider alternatives to standardBayesian inference, and instead of using Kullback-Leibler divergence to measure distances betweenthe DGP and the model, we will focus on alternatives that may give inferences that are more robusttomodel misspecification. We use variational inference as a flexible approach for approximating the’posterior’ distribution and investigate whether this can lead to better approximate distributionsunder model misspecification.
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Shrinkage in Space — Priors for Spatial Models

Nikolas Kuschnig Wednesday, June 29
Vienna University of Economics and Business
In an evermore connectedworld, spillover effects lie at the centre of much applied research. Spatialeconometric models are commonly used to analyse such spillovers empirically. However, thesemodels suffer from rigid specifications and strong assumptions regarding connectivity betweenunits. These drawbacks can be addressed by adopting a fully Bayesian approach. I propose spatialshrinkage priors for flexible modelling that impose regularisation where appropriate and limit theneed for assumptions otherwise. Assumptions such as a known connectivity structure can beloosened, with it being learned from the data instead. The result is a more credible and extensibleempirical framework that natively accounts for uncertainty. In this paper, I dismantle the spatialeconometric framework, discuss prior information in the spatial context, and sketch out a Bayesianapproach to it. I demonstrate the merits of my approach by means of simulation and an empiricalexercise.
Compartmental models in epidemiology: Application on Smoking Habits

Alessio Lachi Wednesday, June 29
DiSIA (UNIFI)
Over 85% of Lung Cancer deaths are attributable to smoking. We develop a Bayesian approach toestimate the parameters that governing a Compartmental model. The goal is to analyze smoke at-tributable deaths and describe the dynamics of transition from a given compartment to another onethrough a system of Stochastic Ordinary Differential equations in continuous time but discretizedthrough a Markov chain model with fixed or calibrated parameter rates. The model divides thepopulation in three compartments, never - current and former smokers, each other interconnected.Fertility andmortality rates are assumed fixed over time, but this latter distinguished by age, genderand smoking status. Initiation and cessation rates are estimate through piecewise Spline specialfunction and the relapse rate follows a Negative Exponential distribution. We derive the posteriordistributions of the parameter of piecewise Spline special functions and the parameters governingthe relapse rate through approximate Bayesian computation algorithms.
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A Bayesian non-parametric model for 2-multiple context free grammars and
inference of grammar complexity by Bayes factors

Caroline Lawless Wednesday, June 29
University of Oxford
The class of context-free grammars is believed to be too restrictive to fully describe all featuresof natural language. The class of context-sensitive grammars, on the other hand, is too complex:modelling with them would require an unrealistic amount of computational time. Various mildlycontext-free grammar formalisms, which may be placed between context-free grammars andcontext-sensitive grammars in terms of complexity, have thus been proposed in the last fewdecades. We will be interested in the class of 2-multiple context-free grammars (2-MCFGs), whichproperly include the class of context-free grammars.
We propose a Bayesian non-parametric model for 2-MCFGs within which a model for context-freegrammars is naturally embedded. Our model is analagous to that of Ryder et. al (in progress) forcontext-free and regular grammars. We provide theoretical results on the probability of a grammarbeing context-free, and on the probability of a sentence being finite under our model. We applyour model to Muriquis monkey vocalisation data. As in Ryder et. al (in progress), we carry outmodel choice by Bayes factors using sequential Monte Carlo in Birch probabilistic programminglanguage.
Jaynes-Gibbs Entropic Convex Duals & Orthogonal Polynomials

Richard Le Blanc Tuesday, June 28
Université de Sherbrooke
The univariate noncentral distributions can be derived by multiplying their central distributionswith translation factors. When constructed in terms of translated uniform distributions on unitradius hyperspheres, these translation factors become generating functions for classical families oforthogonal polynomials. The ultraspherical noncentral t , normal N, F, and chi-square distributionsare thus found to be associated with the Gegenbauer, Hermite, Jacobi, and Laguerre polynomialfamilies, respectively, with the corresponding central distributions standing for the polynomialfamily-defining weights. Obtained through unconstrained minimization of the Gibbs potential,Jaynes’ maximal entropy priors are formally expressed in terms of the empirical densities’ entropicconvex duals. Expanding these duals on orthogonal polynomial bases allows for the expedientdetermination of the Jaynes–Gibbs priors. Invoking the moment problem and the duality principle,modelization can be reduced to the direct determination of the prior moments in parametric spacein terms of the Bayes factor’s orthogonal polynomial expansion coefficients in random variablespace. Genomics examples are provided.
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Why the Rich Get Richer? On the Balancedness of Random Partition Models

Changwoo Lee Wednesday, June 29
Texas A&M University
Random partition models are widely used in Bayesian methods for various clustering tasks, suchas mixture models, topic models, and community detection problems. While the number of clus-ters induced by random partition models has been studied extensively, another important modelproperty regarding the balancedness of cluster sizes has been largely neglected. We formulatea framework to define and theoretically study the balancedness of exchangeable random parti-tion models, by analyzing how a model assigns probabilities to partitions with different levels ofbalancedness. We demonstrate that the "rich-get-richer" characteristic of many existing popularrandom partition models is an inevitable consequence of two common assumptions: product-formexchangeability and projectivity. We propose a principled way to compare the balancedness ofrandom partition models, which gives a better understanding of what model works better andwhat doesn’t for different applications. We also introduce the "rich-get-poorer" random partitionmodels and illustrate their application to entity resolution tasks.
Fisher meets BART: Integrating causal machine learning and randomization
tests

JungHo Lee Wednesday, June 29
University of Chicago
This paper presents a method for assessing the significance of causal estimates from machinelearning models using a randomization-based testing framework. The starting point will be testingweak null hypotheses that contain nuisance parameters that are treatment effect estimates. Whilerandomization tests of these weak nulls have historically been underpowered, we show how usingestimates from modern causal machine learning models can alleviate these issues. Therefore, acontribution of this paper will be integrating randomization testing and machine learning methodsfor causal inference. We demonstrate our methodology on weak null hypotheses involving thesample average treatment effect and treatment effect heterogeneity.
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Asymptotic Properties for Bayesian Neural Network in Besov Space

Kyeongwon Lee Wednesday, June 29
Seoul National University
Neural networks have shown great predictive power when dealing with various unstructured datasuch as images and natural languages. The Bayesian neural network captures the uncertainty ofprediction by assuming a prior distribution for the parameter of the model and computing theposterior distribution. We show that the Bayesian neural network using spike-and-slab prior hasconsistency with nearly minimax convergence rate when the true regression function is in the Besovspace. Furthermore, we extend the result to (1) when the smoothness parameters are unknownand (2) using shrinkage prior. In other words, we propose a practical Bayesian neural network withguaranteed asymptotic properties.
Scalable Spatiotemporally Varying Coefficient Modelling with Bayesian Kernel-
ized Tensor Regression

Mengying Lei Wednesday, June 29
McGill University
As a regression technique in spatial statistics, the spatiotemporally varying coefficient model (STVC)is an important tool for discovering nonstationary and interpretable response-covariate associa-tions over both space and time. However, it is difficult to apply STVC for large-scale spatiotemporalanalyses due to the high computational cost. To address this challenge, we summarize the spa-tiotemporally varying coefficients using a third-order tensor structure and propose to reformulatethe spatiotemporally varying coefficient model as a special low-rank tensor regression problem.The low-rank decomposition can effectively model the global patterns of the large data sets witha substantially reduced number of parameters. To further incorporate the local spatiotemporaldependencies, we use Gaussian process (GP) priors on the spatial and temporal factor matrices.We refer to the overall framework as Bayesian Kernelized Tensor Regression (BKTR). For modelinference, we develop an efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, which uses Gibbssampling to update factor matrices and slice sampling to update kernel hyperparameters. Weconduct extensive experiments on both synthetic and real-world data sets, and our results confirmthe superior performance and efficiency of BKTR for model estimation and parameter inference.
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Recursive Monte Carlo and Variational Inference with Auxiliary Variables

Alexander Lew Wednesday, June 29
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
A key challenge in applying Monte Carlo and variational inference (VI) is the design of proposalsand variational families that are flexible enough to closely approximate the posterior, but simpleenough to admit tractable densities and variational bounds. We present recursive auxiliary-variableinference (RAVI), a new framework for exploiting flexible proposals, for example based on involvedsimulations or stochastic optimization, within Monte Carlo and VI algorithms. The key idea is toestimate intractable proposal densities via meta-inference: additional Monte Carlo or variationalinference targeting the proposal, rather than the model. RAVI generalizes and unifies severalexisting methods for inference with expressive approximating families, which we show correspondto specific choices of meta-inference algorithm, and provides new theory for analyzing their biasand variance. We illustrate RAVI’s design framework and theorems by using them to analyze andimprove upon Salimans et al. (2015)’s Markov Chain Variational Inference, and to design a novelsampler for Dirichlet process mixtures, achieving state-of-the-art results on a standard benchmarkdataset from astronomy and on a challenging data-cleaning task with Medicare hospital data.
Bayesian Group LASSO Regression for Genome-wide Association Studies

Lanxin Li Wednesday, June 29
School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Glasgow
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are designed to search across a genome-wide set ofgenetic variations (SNPs) from different individuals to find SNPs that are associated with a traitof interest. Many statistical methods for GWAS have limitations in accurately identifying SNPsunderlying complex diseases (like heart disease), due to weak association signals, local correlationsbetween SNPs, and numbers of candidate SNPs vastly exceeding available sample sizes. We proposea Bayesian model framework, adapting ideas from Bayesian group Lasso regression, that clusterscorrelated SNPs into groups, and a population-based MCMC method to conduct powerful groupselection in GWAS, to improve the accuracy and efficiency of detecting trait-associated regions. Inthismodel, signals from causative SNPs and SNPs correlatedwith causative ones can be accumulatedtogether, vastly reducing the total number of variables that need to be tested, and both statisticallyand biologically informed priors are used to further improve its precision.
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Adaptive Random Neighbourhood Informed MCMC on Bayesian Variable Selec-
tion

Xitong Liang Wednesday, June 29
UCL
Bayesian variable selection methods (BVS) are growing in popularity. BVS both enables quantifi-cation of model uncertainty and also helps investigate underlying low-dimensional structure inpredicting the response of interest. However, the increasing adoption of BVS is hindered by a lack ofefficient computational algorithms for discrete posterior distributions and large-scale datasets. Ourmain contribution is developing a new MCMC scheme named PARNI. It first randomly constructsa neighbourhood using ideas from [1], then proposes a new model within this neighbourhoodaccording to a locally balanced proposal [2]. Additional challenges arise for generalised linearmodels where the marginal posterior is not analytically available. In such cases, we employ meth-ods such as data augmentation to produce informed proposals. We conduct numerical studieson both simulated and real datasets. The results show the PARNI sampler is competitive withstate-of-the-art schemes.
[1] Griffin, J., Łatuszyński, K. and Steel, M., 2020. In search of lost mixing time: adaptive Markovchain Monte Carlo schemes for Bayesian variable selection with very large p. Biometrika, 108(1),pp.53-69.
[2] Zanella, G., 2019. Informed Proposals for Local MCMC in Discrete Spaces. Journal of theAmerican Statistical Association, 115(530), pp.852-865.
Shared Differential Clustering across Single-cell RNA Sequencing Datasets with
the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process

Jinlu Liu Wednesday, June 29
University of Edinburgh
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) is powerful technology that allows researchers to un-derstand gene expression patterns at the single-cell level. However, analysing scRNA-seq data ischallenging due to issues and biases in data collection. In this work, we construct an integratedBayesian model that simultaneously addresses normalization, imputation and batch effects andalso nonparametrically clusters cells into groups across multiple datasets. Specifically, the Hierar-chal Dirichlet process (HDP) is used to discover clusters of cells with similar mean-expression anddispersion patterns that may be unique or shared across datasets. In addition, the mean-variancerelationship is directly accounted for through an informative regression model, which providesrobust estimates, particularly for sparse data and/or small clusters. A Gibbs sampler based on afinite-dimensional approximation of the HDP is developed for posterior inference. On simulateddatasets, we show that our model is robust in terms of the ability to capture the clustering structureand the true relationship between the mean-expression and dispersion parameters. Our work ismotivated by experimental data collected to study prenatal development of cells under conditionswhen the transcription factor, Pax6, is knocked out in mutant mice. In this case, our model is usedto identify clusters of cells which behave differently under the experimental conditions.
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A Bayesian Phase I/II Design for Immunotherapy and Chemotherapy Combina-
tion

Suyu Liu Wednesday, June 29
MD Anderson Cancer Center
Immunotherapy is an innovative treatment approach that harnesses a patient’s immune system totreat cancer. It has provided an alternative and complementary treatment modality to conventionalchemotherapy. Combining immunotherapy with cytotoxic chemotherapy agent has become theleading trend and the most active research field in oncology. To accommodate this growingtrend, we propose a Bayesian phase I/II dose-finding design to identify the optimal biologicaldose combination (OBDC), defined as the dose combination with the highest desirability in therisk-benefit tradeoff. We propose new statistical models to describe the relationship betweenthe doses and treatment outcomes, including immune response, toxicity, and progression-freesurvival (PFS). During the trial, based on accrued data, we continuously update model estimatesand adaptively assign patients to dose combinations with high desirability. The simulation studyshows that our design has desirable operating characteristics.
Leave-Group-Out Cross-Validation in INLA

Zhedong Liu Wednesday, June 29
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
After amodel is fitted, the predictive performance of themodel is usually interesting. Leave-one-outcross-validation (LOO-CV) is viewed as a good estimator to estimate the predictive performance. Weargue that LOO-CV is a good estimator of the predictive performance of a model for non-structureddata, but it may not be a good estimator of the predictive performance of a model for structureddata given a prediction task. When the prediction task is given in a structured data model, thecross-validation strategy should be modified to adapt to the task. When the prediction task isnot given in a structured data model, we proposed a cross-validation strategy according to thedata structure implied by the model, which makes the testing data relatively independent of thetraining data. The mentioned cross-validation strategies can be represented by a leave-group-outcross-validation(LGO-CV) format. The LGO-CV and the data structure extraction are implementedin R-INLA.
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Bayesian modeling in an adaptive platform trial in COVID-19

Elizabeth Lorenzi Wednesday, June 29
Berry Consultants
Traditional fixed, parallel group randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have long been consideredthe “gold standard” in drug development. However, there are many questions that are too costly,time-consuming, or challenging to answer with traditional designs. At the start of the COVID-19pandemic, there was an urgent need to learn about how best to treat this new disease and to do soefficiently. Many trial groups around the world began setting up RCTs to fill this void, many of whichwere adaptive platform trials. Adaptive platform trials are RCT designs that through a pre-specifieddecision algorithm, can perpetually study multiple interventions, add or remove arms over time,and study multiple patient populations. The adaptive nature of platform trials – modifying keydesign parameters as information is gained – as well as the dynamic sharing of information acrosspopulations, treatments and time, makes them particularly well-suited for the pandemic setting. Inthis poster, I will present on the Bayesian analysis model, trial design and results of a platform trialin the COVID-19 pandemic, REMAP-CAP. The REMAP-CAP trial is an international, multi-factorial,adaptive platform trial designed to learn about effective treatment strategies for patients withsevere pneumonia or COVID-19 in both pandemic and non-pandemic settings. The platform hasresulted in conclusions on the effectiveness of interventions including corticosteroids, immunemodulators, convalescent plasma, anticoagulation therapy, antiviral interventions, and antiplateletinterventions.
Power laws distributions in objective priors

Francisco Louzada Wednesday, June 29
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil
Using objective priors in Bayesian applications has become a common practice to analyze datawithout subjective information. Formal rules usually obtain these prior distributions, and the dataprovide the dominant information in the posterior distribution. However, these priors are typicallyimproper and may lead to improper posterior. Here, for a general family of distributions, we showthat the obtained objective priors for the parameters either follow a power-law distribution orhave an asymptotic power-law behavior. As a result, we observed that the exponents of the modelare between 0.5 and 1. Understanding these behaviors allows us to easily verify if such priorslead to proper or improper posteriors directly from the exponent of the power-law. The generalfamily considered in our study includes essential models such as Exponential, Gamma, Weibull,Nakagami-m, Half-Normal, Rayleigh, Erlang, and Maxwell Boltzmann distributions, to list a few.In summary, we show that comprehending the mechanisms describing the shapes of the priorsprovides essential information that can be used to understand the properties of the posteriordistributions.
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Latent Space Modelling of Hypergraph Data

Simon Lunagomez Wednesday, June 29
ITAM
The increasing prevalence of relational data describing interactions among a target population hasmotivated a wide literature on statistical network analysis. In many applications, interactions mayinvolve more than two members of the population and this data is more appropriately representedby a hypergraph. In this poster, we present a model for hypergraph data which extends thewell established latent space approach for graphs and, by drawing a connection to constructsfrom computational topology, we develop a model whose likelihood is inexpensive to compute.A delayed-acceptance MCMC scheme is proposed to obtain posterior samples and we rely onBookstein coordinates to remove the identifiability issues associated with the latent representation.We theoretically examine the degree distribution of hypergraphs generated under our frameworkand, through simulation, we investigate the flexibility of our model and consider estimation ofpredictive distributions. Finally, we explore the application of our model to real data.
Bayesian doubly robust causal inference via loss functions

Yu Luo Wednesday, June 29
Imperial College London
Doubly robust causal inference has a well-established basis in frequentist semi-parametric theory,with estimation of causal parameters typically conducted via outcome regression and propensityscore adjustment. A Bayesian counterpart, however, is not obvious as doubly robust estimationinvolves a semi-parametric formulation in the absence of a fully specified likelihood function. Inthis paper, we propose a Bayesian approach for doubly robust causal inference via two generalBayesian updating approaches based on loss functions. First, we specify a loss function for a doublyrobust propensity score augmented outcome regression model and apply the traditional Bayesianupdating mechanism which uses a prior belief distribution to calculate the posterior. Secondly,we draw inference for the posterior from a Bayesian predictive distribution via a Dirichlet processmodel, extending the Bayesian bootstrap. We show that these updating procedures yield validposterior distributions of parameters which exhibit double robustness. Simulation studies showthat the proposed methods can recover the true causal effect efficiently and achieve frequentistcoverage even when the sample size is small or if the propensity score distribution is highly skewed.Finally, we apply our methods to evaluate the causal impact of speed cameras on traffic collisionsin England.
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Down the Rabbit Hole of Sexually Violent Person Laws – Bayes’ Theorem Shows
the Way Out By Tackling Controversies, Cognitive Biases and Educational Deficits
in Analysis of Evidence in Legal and Mental Health Fields

Diane Lytton Wednesday, June 29
Independent forensic psychologist
“What’s Bayes have to do with science and this case?” a prosecutor asked during a Sexually ViolentPerson (SVP) commitment trial that requires experts’ diagnostic and recidivism risk opinions.Opinions become trial evidence whether sex offenders about to be released from prison should bereleased, or indefinitely committed to maximum security treatment facilities until found no longerdangerous typically through treatment, aging or terminal medical conditions. Bayes is inherent incommon SVP risk tools, and useful for diagnostic opinions similar to other medical fields; however,on-going Bayesian controversies impede unbiased, evidence-based cost-effective decisions. Modelsfrom early 1900s mathematics to 1950s medicine, learning and cognitive sciences illustrate that theintuitive odds-ratio Bayes formula and pictorial representations are understood by most personswith limited math or statistics knowledge, can advance science out of rabbit holes in the legal andmental health fields, and enhance critical thinking skills from an early age.
GP-BART: a novel Bayesian additive regression trees approach using Gaussian
processes

Mateus Maia Marques Wednesday, June 29
Maynooth University
The Bayesian additive regression trees (BART) model is an ensemble method extensively andsuccessfully used in regression tasks due to its consistently strong predictive performance andits ability to quantify uncertainty. BART combines “weak” tree models through a set of shrinkagepriors, whereby each tree explains a small portion of the variability in the data. However, the lackof smoothness and the absence of a covariance structure over the observations in standard BARTcan yield poor performance in cases where such assumptions would be necessary. We proposeGaussian processes Bayesian additive regression trees (GP-BART) as an extension of BART whichassumes that the prediction of each terminal node among all trees is given by a Gaussian process(GP) model. We illustrate our model on simulated and real data and compare its performance totraditional modelling approaches, outperforming them in many scenarios.
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Improving multiple-try Metropolis with local balancing

Florian Maire Wednesday, June 29
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Université de Montréal
Multiple-try Metropolis (MTM) is a popular Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm amenable toparallel computing with appealing potential. At each iteration, it samples several candidates for thenext state of the Markov chain and selects one of them based on a weight function. We show thatthe preferred choice of weight function in the literature, which is proportional to the target density,induces pathological behaviours in high dimensions, leveraging a connection to the work of Zanella(2020). We propose different weight functions for which those pathological behaviours do notarise. Also, we provide a scaling-limit analysis that allows to characterize the high-dimensionalbehaviour of MTM when using the preferred weight function and when using a proposed weightfunction. In each case, MTM is seen as an approximation to a limiting sampling scheme which isapproached under conditions on the rate at which the number of candidates increases with thedimension.
Bayesian model-based clustering for multiple network data

Anastasia Mantziou Wednesday, June 29
Imperial College London
There is increasing appetite for analysing multiple network data. This is different to analysingtraditional data sets, where now each observation in the data comprises a network. Recenttechnological advancements have allowed the collection of this type of data in a range of differentapplications. This has inspired researchers to develop statistical models that most accuratelydescribe the probabilistic mechanism that generates a network population. Only a few studiesdeveloped to date consider the heterogeneity that can exist in a network population. We propose aMixture of Measurement Error Models for identifying clusters of networks in a network population,with respect to similarities detected in the connectivity patterns among the networks’ nodes.Simulation studies show our model performs well in both clustering multiple network data andinferring the model parameters. We apply our model on two real world multiple network data setsresulting from the fields of Computing and Neuroscience.
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Bayesian Functional Partial Membership Models

Nicholas Marco Wednesday, June 29
University of California, Los Angeles
Partial membership models, or mixed membership models, are a flexible un-supervised clusteringmethod that allows observations to belong to multiple clusters at the same time. In this paper,we propose a Bayesian partial membership model for functional data. By using the multivariateKarhunen-Lo‘eve theorem, we are able to derive a scalable model that does not make manyassumptions on the covariance structure of the data. Compared to previous work on partialmembership models, our proposed model is more flexible and allows for direct interpretation ofthe mean and covariance structure. To illustrate the usefulness of our model, we fit our partialmembershipmodel on EEG signals from a cohort containing childrenwith Autism SpectrumDisorder(ASD). We found that the results from our model tend to agree with the results previously found inthe scientific literature, however our model allows clinicians to analyze the data in a novel way.
Bayesian mixture models for the extremal dependence

Giulia Marcon Wednesday, June 29
Università degli studi di Palermo
Multivariate extremes can be modelled through the estimation of the angular measure. Ourproposal focuses on a non-parametric Bayesian model defined as a mixture of Beta densities whichallows the estimation over the (d-1)-dimensional simplex. The constraints required to providea valid extremal dependence are addressed in a straightforward manner and in a matrix form.This extends current models based on Bernstein polynomials, retaining desirable properties whileimproving flexibility. Joint work with Isadora Antoniano Villalobos.
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Money laundering control in Mexico, A risk management approach through
regression trees (data mining)

José Francisco Martínez Wednesday, June 29
Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Hidalgo, México
Purpose – This paper is aimed at developing a regression tree model useful to quantify the MoneyLaundering (ML) risk associated to a customer profile and his contracted products (customer’sinherent risk). ML is a risk to which different entities are exposed, but mainly the financial onesbecause of the nature of their activity, so that they are legally obliged to have an appropriatemethodology to analyze and assess such a risk.Design/methodology/approach – This paper uses the technique of regression trees to identify,measure and quantify the ML customer’s inherent risk.Findings – After classifying customers as high- or low-risk based on a probability threshold of 0.5,this study finds that customers with 56 months or more of seniority are more risky than thosewith less seniority; the variables “contracted product” and “customer seniority” are statisticallysignificant; the variables origin, legal entity and economic activity are not statistically significant forclassifying customers; institution collection, business products and individual product are the mostrisky; and the percentage of effectiveness, suggested by the decision tree technique, is around89.5 per cent.Practical implications – In the daily practice of ML risk management, the two main issues to beconsidered are: 1) the knowledge of the customer, and 2) the detection of his inherent risk elements.Originality/value – Information from the customer portfolio and his transaction profile is analyzedthrough BigData and data mining.
Nonparametric Mixture of Envelope Models

Andrea Mascaretti Wednesday, June 29
Università degli Studi di Padova
Envelope models (Cook et al. 2010, Stat. Sinica) address the problem of regression for multivariateresponses by leveraging sufficient dimension reduction techniques. In particular, predictors arecategorised in ""material"" and ""immaterial"" to the response variables as two different stochasticstructures are assumed to co-exist in the model. The main advantage of the approach is its greaterefficiency in comparison to standard techniques. Bayesian envelopes, however, have not beenexplored in detail in the literature. One of the main reasons is the complex nature of the parameterspace over which the prior distribution needs to be defined. In this work, we build upon existingcontributions on the topic and extend it to allow for nonparametric mixtures of envelopes thatallows us to relax the hypothesis that the set of material and immaterial variables is the sameacross all data points. The proposed approach is illustrated via the analysis of synthetic and realdatasets.
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Bayesian learning of causal structures from general interventions

Alessandro Mascaro Wednesday, June 29
University of Milano-Bicocca
Graphical models based on Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) are often used to represent causalrelationships between variables. In this setting, the process of identifying the DAG structure fromthe data is referred to as causal discovery. However, if only observational data are available, theDAG is identifiable only up to its Markov equivalence class, collecting all the causal structures thatare consistent with the same conditional independence relations. Experimental data, i.e. producedafter external interventions on variables, allow the identification of smaller sub-classes of DAGs,known as I-Markov equivalence classes. Moreover, different types of interventions define differentcharacterization of I-Markov classes. Current causal discovery algorithms from experimental dataassume that interventions do not modify the parents of the intervened node in the DAG. We relaxthis assumption by proposing a novel Bayesian methodology for causal discovery from Gaussianexperimental data arising from general interventions.
Imputation of Missing Data Using Gaussian Linear Cluster-Weighted Modeling

Luis Alejandro Masmela Caita Wednesday, June 29
Universidad Distrital F.J.C. Bogotá D.C. - Colombia
Missing data theory deals with the statistical methods in the occurrence of missing data. Missingdata occurs when some values are not stored or observed for variables of interest. However, mostof the statistical theory assumes that data is fully observed. An alternative to deal with incompletedatabases is to fill in the spaces corresponding to the missing information based on some criteria,this technique is called imputation. We introduce a new imputation methodology for databaseswith univariate missing patterns based on additional information from fully-observed auxiliaryvariables. We assume that the non-observed variable is continuous, and that auxiliary variablesassist to improve the imputation capacity of the model. In a fully Bayesian framework, our methoduses a flexible mixture of multivariate normal distributions to model the response and the auxiliaryvariables jointly. Under this framework, we use the properties of Gaussian Cluster-Weightedmodeling to construct a predictive model to impute the missing values using the information fromthe covariates. Simulations studies and a real data illustration are presented to show the methodimputation capacity under a variety of scenarios and in comparison to other literature methods.
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Bayesian Functional Principal Component Analysis using Orthogonal Gaussian
Processes

James Matuk Wednesday, June 29
Duke University
Functional Principal Component Analysis (FPCA) is a prominent tool to characterize variabilityand reduce dimension of longitudinal and functional datasets. Bayesian implementations of FPCAare advantageous because of their ability to propagate uncertainty in subsequent modeling. Toease computation, many modeling approaches rely on the restrictive assumption that functionalprincipal components can be represented through a pre-fixed basis. Alternatively, we propose aflexible Bayesian FPCA model using orthogonal Gaussian processes (GPs). The covariance functionsused to define the GPs are carefully designed to enforce mutual orthogonality between principalcomponents to ensure identifiability of model parameters. The priors that we construct, usingBayesian constraint relaxation, balance the degree to which the orthogonality constraint is met andease of posterior computation. We demonstrate our proposed model using extensive simulationexperiments and in an environmental health application, through modeling toxicological doseresponse curves to study the relationship between chemical exposure and human health.
Bayesian Bootstrap Uncertainty Quantification for Spatial Lesion Regression
Modelling

Anna Menacher Wednesday, June 29
University of Oxford
The analysis of white matter lesions based on MRI scans provides insights into the aging brainand neurodegenerative diseases. Current mass-univariate approaches for modelling binary lesionimages are unable to provide probabilistic statements about spatial features, like cluster size.Bayesian spatial models can reliably quantify parameter uncertainty via computationally costlyMCMC methods but are infeasible for large-scale studies. Alternative approximate methods, likevariational inference, are faster however severely underestimate posterior variance. We proposea scalable approximate posterior sampling technique for parameter estimation and inference ofstructured spike-and-slab regression models by performing independent variational MAP optimiza-tions of pseudo-posteriors. This approach builds on concepts of weighted likelihood Bootstrapand jittered spike-and-slab priors with random shrinkage targets. We hereby provide accurateuncertainty quantification of spatially-varying coefficients and introduce novel cluster-size basedimaging statistics. Lastly, we validate our results via simulation studies and an application to the UKBiobank, a large-scale lesion mapping study.
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Bayesian estimation of cosmological timedelayswith ContinuousAuto-Regressive
Moving Average (CARMA) processes

Antoine Meyer Wednesday, June 29
Imperial College London
Strong gravitational lensing occurs when the gravitational field of a galaxy bends the light emittedby a distant source, causing multiple images of the same source to appear in the sky when viewedfrom Earth. Fluctuations in the source brightness are observed in the images at different times,due to the different paths the lensed images take to travel to the observer. The time delay betweenbrightness fluctuations can be used to constrain cosmological parameters such as the expansion rateof the Universe. We develop an objective Bayesian method to estimate cosmological time delays,using Continuous Auto-Regressive Moving Average (CARMA) processes to model the irregularlysampled time series of brightness data from the several observed images of the source. Ourmodel accounts for heteroskedastic measurement errors and an additional source of independentextrinsic long-term variability in the source brightness, known as microlensing. We employ theKalman Filter algorithm for efficient likelihood computation and perform posterior sampling usingthe MultiNest implementation of nested sampling to deal with posterior multimodality.
A Bayesian hierarchical model for disease mapping that accounts for scaling and
heavy-tailed latent effects

Victoire Michal Wednesday, June 29
McGill University
In disease mapping, a disease’s relative risk is estimated across areas of a region of interest. Thenumber of cases in an area is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution whose mean is decomposedas the product between an offset and the disease’s relative risk logarithm. The log risk may bewritten as the sum of fixed effects and latent random effects. The BYM2 model decomposes eachlatent effect into a weighted sum of independent and spatial effects. We build on this model toallow for heavy-tailed effects and accommodate potentially outlying risks, after accounting forthe fixed effects. We assume a scale mixture structure wherein the variance of the latent processchanges across areas and allows for outlier identification. We explore two prior specificationsof this scale mixture structure in simulation studies and in the analysis of Zika cases from the2015-2016 epidemic in Rio de Janeiro.
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ABayesianmultilevel hiddenMarkovmodel for uncoveringmood states in bipolar
patients

Sebastián Mildiner Moraga Wednesday, June 29
Utrecht University
Identifying manic and depressive episodes is central to treating bipolar disorder, yet challengingto perform. To this end, most traditional methods aggregate items of validated questionnaires,such that the individual item dynamics are lost. Here, we present a novel Bayesian multilevelhidden Markov model that explains the variability in the item-based response patterns of patientsas switches in their mood states. The proposed model allows for probabilistic estimation of thesequence of mood states in each patient and offers a framework to measure between-patientvariability formally. We illustrate our proposed model on empirical data consisting of 20 type-I/IIbipolar patients completing five questionnaires a day for four months. We uncover four clinicallymeaningful mood states and describe their dynamics. Our results are one of the first to comprisepatient-specific parameters and improve over the previous time-resolution, thus expanding ourunderstanding of the individual differences in the course of the disorder.
On the use of a local R-hat to improve MCMC convergence diagnostic

Théo Moins Wednesday, June 29
Inria
Diagnosing convergence ofMarkov chainMonte Carlo is crucial and remains an essentially unsolvedproblem. Among themost popular methods, the potential scale reduction factor, commonly namedR-hat, is an indicator that monitors the convergence of output chains to a target distribution, basedon a comparison of the between-and within-variances. Several improvements have been suggestedsince its introduction in the 90s. Here, we aim at better understanding the R-hat behaviourby proposing a localized version that focuses on quantiles of the target distribution. This newversion relies on key theoretical properties of the associated population value. It naturally leads toproposing a new indicator R-hat-infinity, which is shown to allow both for localizing the Markovchain Monte Carlo convergence in different quantiles of the target distribution, and at the sametime for handling some convergence issues not detected by other R-hat versions.
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Regularised B-splines projected Gaussian Process priors to estimate time-trends
in age-specific COVID-19 deaths

Mélodie Monod Wednesday, June 29
Imperial College London
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused severe public health consequences in the United States. Inthis study, we use a hierarchical Bayesian model to estimate the age-specific COVID-19 attributabledeaths over time in the United States. The model is specified by a novel non-parametric spatialapproach over time and age, a low-rank Gaussian Process (GP) projected by regularised B-splines.We show that this projection defines a new GP with attractive smoothness and computationalefficiency properties, derive its kernel function, and discuss the penalty terms induced by theprojected GP. Simulation analyses and benchmark results show that the B-splines projected GPmay perform better than standard B-splines and Bayesian P-splines, and equivalently well as astandard GP, at considerably lower runtimes. We apply themodel to weekly, age-stratified COVID-19attributable deaths reported by the US Centers for Disease Control, which are subject to censoringand reporting biases. Using the B-splines projected GP, we can estimate longitudinal trends inCOVID-19 associated deaths across the US by 1-year age bands. These estimates are instrumentalto calculate age-specific mortality rates, describe variation in age-specific deaths across the US,and for fitting epidemic models. The B-splines projected GP priors that we develop are likely anappealing addition to the arsenal of Bayesian regularising priors.
The ALPS algorithm for multi-modal distributions

Matt Moores Wednesday, June 29
University of Wollongong
Multi-modal distributions pose major challenges for the usual algorithms that are employedin statistical inference. These problems are exacerbated in high-dimensional settings, wheretechniques such asMarkov ChainMonte Carlo (MCMC) and ExpectationMaximisation (EM) typicallyrely upon localised update mechanisms: such localised algorithms can effectively become trappedin one of the local modes, leading to biased inference and underestimation of uncertainty.
This poster presents the Annealed Leap-Point Sampler (ALPS), an MCMC algorithm that augmentsthe state space of the target distribution with a sequence of modified, annealed (cooled) distri-butions. The temperature of the coldest state is chosen such that the corresponding annealedtarget density of each individual mode can be closely fitted by a Laplace approximation. As a result,independent MCMC proposals based on a mixture of Gaussians can jump between modes even inhigh-dimensional problems. The ability of this method to “mode hop” at the super-cold state isthen filtered through to the target state by swapping information between neighbours, in a similarmanner to parallel tempering. ALPS also incorporates the best aspects of current gold-standardapproaches to multi-modal sampling in high-dimensional contexts.
We have implemented ALPS as an open-source R package. Our method is demonstrated usingexamples of multi-modal distributions that arise in econometrics and chemistry.
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Multivariate Functional Model With Spatially Varying Coefficient

Hossein Moradir Rekabdarkolaee Wednesday, June 29
South Dakota State University
Hurricanes are massive storm systems with enormous destructive capabilities. Understanding thetrends across space and time of a hurricane track and intensity leads to improved forecasts andminimizes their damage. Viewing the hurricane’s latitude, longitude, and wind speed as functionsof time, we propose a novel spatiotemporal multivariate functional model to simultaneously allowfor multivariate, longitudinal, and spatially observed data with noisy functional covariates. Theproposed procedure is fully Bayesian and inference is performed usingMCMC. This new approach isillustrated through simulation studies and analyzing the hurricane track data from 2004 to 2013 inthe Atlantic basin. Simulation results indicate that our proposedmodel offers a significant reductionin the mean square error and averaged interval and increases the coverage probability. In addition,our method offers a 10% reduction in location and wind speed prediction error.
The Posterior Predictive Null

GemmaMoran Wednesday, June 29
Columbia University
Bayesian model criticism is an important part of the practice of Bayesian statistics. Traditionally,model criticismmethods have been based on the predictive check, an adaptation of goodness-of-fittesting to Bayesian modeling and an effective method to understand how well a model capturesthe distribution of the data. In modern practice, however, researchers iteratively build and developmany models, exploring a space of models to help solve the problem at hand. While classicalpredictive checks can help assess each one, they cannot help the researcher understand how themodels relate to each other. This paper introduces the posterior predictive null check (PPN), amethod for Bayesian model criticism that helps characterize the relationships between models.The idea behind the PPN is to check whether data from one model’s predictive distribution canpass a predictive check designed for another model. This form of criticism complements theclassical predictive check by providing a comparative tool. A collection of PPNs, which we calla PPN study, can help us understand which models are equivalent and which models providedifferent perspectives on the data. With mixture models, we demonstrate how a PPN study, alongwith traditional predictive checks, can help select the number of components by the principle ofparsimony. With probabilistic factor models, we demonstrate how a PPN study can help understandrelationships between different classes of models, such as linear models and models based onneural networks. Finally, we analyze data from the literature on predictive checks to show how aPPN study can improve the practice of Bayesian model criticism.
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A Flexible Class of Time-Varying Stochastic Epidemic Models

Raphael Morsomme Wednesday, June 29
Duke University
Over the course of an epidemic, the infection rate may naturally vary over time as a result ofchanges in behavior, new policies, or other factors. However, existing methods for incorporatingtime-varying rates within stochastic epidemicmodels do not scale well to data from large outbreaks;as a result, many practitioners resort to simplifying assumptions with rigid forms on the infectionrate. In this paper, we present a new class of time-varying stochastic epidemic models amenableto scalable Bayesian inference under the exact model posterior. Drawing on ideas from volatilitymodeling, we capture the time-varying infection rate with a discrete-time gamma process model.The model can track changes in the infection rate and, through the use of time-specific discountfactors, allows for abrupt variations. We show the practicality of this model by developing anefficient Gibbs sampler for the infection rate under a discrete-time stochastic SEIR model, enablingBayesian inference for large outbreaks withmissing data. We apply themethod to assess the impactof interventions on the effective reproduction number in the 1995 Ebola pandemic in Congo.
Tucker decomposition for DNA methylation data

Anjali Nagulpally Wednesday, June 29
UMass Amherst
Recent advances in microarray and sequencing technology have provided large-scale DNA methy-lation data sets that can be used for understanding the molecular pathways involved in cancerdevelopment. However, there is a lack of principled and computationally tractable statistical modelsfor drawing inferences from DNA methylation data. We introduce a novel Poisson–Beta Bayesianstatistical model whose generative process is inspired by the true data generation mechanism.We show that though the model is non-conjugate, the complete conditional distribution of thelatent Poisson counts is a form of the Bessel distribution, and the marginal likelihood is the dou-bly non-central Beta (DNCB) distribution. We derive an elegant and efficient auxiliary variableGibbs sampler for posterior inference. We improve on existing matrix factorization methods byconstraining entries to [0, 1] and allowing the number of sample and feature clusters to differ,enabling a flexible representation of the data. We show that this model is competitive with thestate-of-the-art in terms of stability and out-of-sample prediction accuracy. This model is morebroadly useful for representation learning in real-valued data that is bounded by the unit interval,which includes many types of genomic data sets.
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Bayesian adaptive variable selection in linearmodels: A generalization of Zellner’s
informative g-prior

Djibril Ndiaye Wednesday, June 29
Université Laval
Bayesian inference is about recovering the full conditional posterior distribution of the parame-ters of a statistical model. This exercise, however, can be challenging to undertake if the modelspecification is not available a priori, as is typically the case in practice. This thesis proposes a newframework to select the subset of regressors that are the relevant features that explain a targetvariable in linear regression models. We generalize Zellner’s g-prior with a random matrix, and wepresent a likelihood-based search algorithm, which uses Bayesian tools to compute the posteriordistribution of the model parameters over all possible models generated, based on the maximuma posteriori (MAP). We use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to gather samples of themodel parameters and specify all distributions underlying these model parameters. We then usethese simulations to derive a posterior distribution for the model parameters by introducing a newparameter that allows us to control how the selection of variables is done. Using simulated datasets,we show that our algorithm yields a higher frequency of choosing the correct variables and has ahigher predictive power relative to other widely used variable selection models such as adaptiveLasso and Bayesian adaptive Lasso, and relative to well-known machine learning algorithms. Takentogether, this framework and its promising performance under various model environments high-light that simulation tools and Bayesian inference methods can be efficiently combined to dealwith well-known problems that have long loomed the variable selection literature.
Dynamic Stochastic MIDAS Copula Models

Hoang Nguyen Wednesday, June 29
Örebro University
Stock and oil relation depends on the current economic conditions that their dependence structureis usually time-varying. In this study, we propose a dynamic stochastic mixed frequency datasampling (DSM) copula model to utilize the information of the macroeconomic variables into adynamic stochastic copula model of stock returns and oil returns. A DSM copula decomposes therelationship into a short-term dynamic stochastic dependence and a long-term dependence drivenby related macro-finance factors. We find that inflation and interest rate, uncertainty, liquidityare the main drivers of long-term dependence. The proposed DSM copula model also helps toimprove the accuracy in risk management and optimal portfolio allocation compared to otheralternatives.
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Many Processors, Little Time: MCMC for Partitions via Optimal Transport Cou-
plings

Tin Nguyen Wednesday, June 29
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are often used in clustering since they guaranteeasymptotically exact expectations in the infinite-time limit. In finite time, though, slow mixingoften leads to poor performance. Modern computing environments offer massive parallelism,but naive implementations of parallel MCMC can exhibit substantial bias. In MCMC samplers ofcontinuous random variables, Markov chain couplings can overcome bias. But these approachesdepend crucially on paired chains meetings after a small number of transitions. We show thatstraightforward applications of existing coupling ideas to discrete clustering variables fail to meetquickly. This failure arises from the “labelswitching problem”: semantically equivalent clusterrelabelings impede fast meeting of coupled chains. We instead consider chains as exploring thespace of partitions rather than partitions’ (arbitrary) labelings. Using a metric on the partitionspace, we formulate a practical algorithm using optimal transport couplings. Our theory confirmsour method is accurate and efficient. In experiments ranging from clustering of genes or seeds tograph colorings, we show the benefits of our coupling in the highly parallel, time-limited regime.
Multiscale Analysis of Bayesian Cox Piecewise Constant Hazards Model

Bo Y.-C. Ning Wednesday, June 29
University of California, Davis
Piecewise constant priors are routinely used in the Bayesian Cox proportional hazards model forsurvival analysis. Despite its popularity, large sample properties of this Bayesian method are notyet well understood. This work provides a unified theory for posterior distributions in this setting,not requiring the priors to be conjugate. We first derive contraction rate results for wide classesof histogram priors on the unknown hazard function and prove asymptotic normality of linearfunctionals of the posterior hazard in the form of Bernstein-von Mises theorems. Second, usingrecently developed multiscale techniques, we derive functional limiting results for the cumulativehazard and survival function. Frequentist coverage properties of Bayesian credible sets are investi-gated: we prove that certain easily computable credible bands for the survival function are optimalfrequentist confidence bands. We conduct simulation studies that confirm these predictions, withan excellent behavior particularly in finite samples, showing that even simplest possible Bayesiancredible bands for the survival function can outperform state-of-the-art frequentist bands in termsof coverage. This is joint work with Ismaël Castillo.
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Bayesian inference on impact of COVID-19 in G7 countries: A State spacemodel.

Oluwadare Ojo Wednesday, June 29
Federal University of Technology Akure, Nigeria
This work examines the impact of Corona virus disease (COVID-19) on the stock market of Group ofSeven (G7) countries using daily data fromMarch, 1st of 2020 to December, 31st of 2020. A BayesianStructural Time Series Model (BSTSM) was used to capture the effects of COVID-19 on the stockmarket performance of these G7 countries through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method.We considered an AR(p) model with time-varying parameters and local linear trend models to knowif the stock price of these countries during the period of the first wave of COVID-19 is changingovertime. There was a stochastic trend in stock prices of G7 countries during the period of thefirst wave of COVID-19 while the autoregressive process itself was also changing overtime. Thestock market of the USA followed by Japan performed well than other G7 countries during thefirst phase of the COVID-19 pandemic while the stock market of France was affected during theCOVID-19 pandemic.
Bayesian Analysis of Breast Feeding Pattern in Nigeria

Oladapo Oladoja Wednesday, June 29
First Technical University, Ibadan, Nigeria.
Adequate nutrition is essential to children’s growth and development. To this end, breastfeeding isuniversally endorsed by the World’s health and scientific organizations as the best way of feedinginfants, therefore early initiation of breastfeeding is important for both mother and child becauseinadequate nutrition can lead to infant mortality. This study is aimed to give an update on theaverage number of last-born children that were breastfed across the geopolitical zones in Nigeriain 2008 and 2013. Bayesian approach was used to analyse this problem. The lastborn childrenbreastfed in Nigeria follows a Normal density and using Normal prior yields a Normal Posterior.The average number of lastborn children breastfed (2008 and 2013 respectively) in North-Central(2473.676 and 1663.98), North-East (2678.324 and 2040.36), North-West (4903.023 and 4032.60),South-East (1697.717 and 1207.6), South-South (2295.461 and 1235.38) and South-West (2952.894and 1685.03)were determined. Itwas recommended that there is a need formore enlightenment onthe part of Government and health agencies to nursing mothers on the relevance of breastfeedingto the growth of a child and the health of mothers.
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Individual model selection

Prince Peprah Osei Wednesday, June 29
Caleton University
In the study of decision-making patterns by individuals, such as the Iowa Gambling Task, thereare competing models appropriate for a participant or group of participants. The subjects in thedata must be allocated appropriately to these competing models. The calibration of the modelsrequires re-running these models several times whenever an individual or set of individuals aremoved or reshuffled among these models. Usually, we have a fixed computational budget and canonly afford to run each model once. In this paper, we propose a model selection strategy that usesthe Bayesian information criterion that is simple and easy to implement to allocate the subjects tothese competing models. We illustrate our proposed model selection strategy by application tothe Iowa Gambling Task data set.
Bayesian nonparametric panel Markov-switching GARCH models

Ayokunle Anthony Osuntuyi Wednesday, June 29
University Ca’ Foscari Venice, Italy
This paper introduces a new model for panel data with Markov-switching GARCH effects to dealwith regime changes and temporal clustering of conditional volatility and expected return in a largegroup of US financial assets. The model incorporates a series-specific hidden Markov chain processthat drives the GARCH parameters. To cope with the high-dimensionality of the parameter space,the paper exploits the cross-sectional clustering of the series by first assuming a soft parameterpooling through a hierarchical prior distribution with a two-step procedure, and then introducingclustering effects in the parameter space through a Bayesian nonparametric prior distribution. Anumerical analysis is carried out to evaluate the performance of the new model. More specifically,some simulation experiments are run along with an empirical application to financial returns datain the US.
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Bayes linear emulation and history matching of the June model for the transmis-
sion of Covid-19

Jonathan Owen Wednesday, June 29
University of Leeds
The Covid-19 pandemic has resulted in global health, social and economic damage. Governmentsand NGOs have implemented increasingly complex intervention strategies to mitigate the effects ofthe pandemic warranting more detailed spatially resolved computer models for the transmissionof Covid-19. The June model, developed at Durham University, UK, is a highly resolved, agent-basedmodel which has been used to inform the UK Government and National Health Service strategy, aswell as the UN for refugee camps. However, major limitations include: its complex structure; largenumber of inputs and outputs; the presence of many sources of uncertainty; further compoundedby a substantial evaluation time. We apply robust Bayes linear emulation and history matchingmethodology to the June model for the UK Omicron wave, and in conjunction with the UN to Cox’sBazar, the world’s largest refugee camp; in each case, to identify parameter settings which areconsistent with the observed data.
Clustering Functional Data via Variational Inference

Camila P. E. de Souza Wednesday, June 29
University of Western Ontario
Functional data analysis (FDA) deals with data recorded densely over time (or any other continuum)with one or more observed curves per subject. Conceptually, functional data are continuouslydefined, but in practice, they are usually observed at discrete points. Among different kinds offunctional data analyses, clustering analysis aims to determine underlying groups of curves in thedata when there is no information on the group membership of each individual curve. In thiswork, we propose a new model-based approach for clustering and smoothing functional datasimultaneously via variational inference (VI). Therefore, we derive a coordinate ascent variationalinference (CAVI) algorithm to approximate the posterior distribution of our model parameters byfinding the variational distribution with the smallest Kullback-Leibler divergence to the posterior.To our best knowledge, there are no studies in the literature on clustering functional data throughVI. Our CAVI algorithm is implemented as an R package, and its performance is evaluated usingsimulated data and publicly available datasets.
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NuZZ: numerical Zig-Zag sampling for general models

Filippo Pagani Wednesday, June 29
University of Cambridge
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a key algorithm in computational statistics, and as datasetsgrow larger and models grow more complex, many popular MCMC algorithms become too com-putationally expensive to be practical. Recent progress has been made on this problem throughdevelopment of MCMC algorithms based on Piecewise Deterministic Markov Processes (PDMPs),irreversible processes that can be engineered to converge at a rate which is independent of the sizeof data. While there has understandably been a surge of theoretical studies following these results,PDMPs have so far only been implemented for models where certain gradients can be bounded,which is not possible in many statistical contexts. Focusing on the Zig-Zag process, we presentthe Numerical Zig-Zag (NuZZ) algorithm, which is applicable to general statistical models withoutthe need for bounds on the gradient of the log posterior. This allows us to perform numericalexperiments on: (i) how the Zig-Zag dynamics behaves on some test problems with commonchallenging features; and (ii) how the error between the target and sampled distributions evolvesas a function of computational effort for different MCMC algorithms including NuZZ. Moreover, dueto the specifics of the NuZZ algorithms, we are able to give an explicit bound on the Wassersteindistance between the exact posterior and its numerically perturbed counterpart in terms of theuser-specified numerical tolerances of NuZZ.
Spatial Aggregation with Respect to a Population Distribution

John Paige Wednesday, June 29
NTNU
The common workflow for spatial aggregation based on point-referenced observations is to specifya spatial model, estimate it, and extract areal predictions. We focus on binary responses and smallarea estimation where the targets are areal prevalences. When the observations arise from apopulation of individuals, we argue that spatial aggregation requires a ‘sampling frame model’ thatincorporates both a response model for the observations and uncertainty about the population.We demonstrate the importance of incorporating different sources of population uncertainty,and highlight that a spatial aggregation of risk is an expected prevalence and lacks some of theuncertainty of the prevalence.
We describe how different assumptions in the spatial aggregation model lead to other commonapproaches and compare them with the new approach. In a simulation study designed basedon neonatal mortality rate (NMR) data from the 2014 Kenya demographic and health survey(KDHS2014), we show that incorporating population uncertainty can increase predictive varianceat small aggregation scales. We demonstrate the practical implications for the analysis of NMRfrom KDHS2014 at different spatial scales.
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Bayesian nonparametric disclosure risk assessment

Francesca Panero Wednesday, June 29
University of Oxford
Any decision about the release of microdata for public use is supported by the estimation ofthe number of sample uniques that are also population uniques, the most popular measure ofdisclosure risk. In such a context, parametric and nonparametric partition-based models have beenshown to have the strength of leading to estimatorswith desirable features (ease of implementation,computational efficiency and scalability), and the weakness of producing underestimates in realisticscenarios, with the underestimation getting worse as the tail behaviour of the empirical distributionof microdata gets heavier. To fix this underestimation phenomenon, we propose a Bayesiannonparametric partition-based model that can be tuned to the tail behaviour of the empiricaldistribution of microdata. Our model relies on the Pitman–Yor process prior, and it leads to a novelestimator with all the desirable features of partition-based estimators and that, in addition, allowsto reduce underestimation by tuning a “discount" parameter. We show the effectiveness of ourestimator through its application to synthetic data and real data.
Bayesian learning and forecasting of age-specific period mortality via locally
adaptive spline processes

Federico Pavone Wednesday, June 29
Bocconi University
While the analysis of mortality has a long and well-established history, the attempt to accuratelylearn and forecast changes in mortality across ages and periods still attracts active research. Wepropose a novel locally adaptive spline process which is carefully constructed to incorporatethe main structures of period mortality curves while allowing interpretable inference, accurateprediction and efficient computation within a single model. This is obtained by modeling age-specific mortality curves through spline functions with coefficients evolving over time via a noveldependent nested Gaussian process having locally varying smoothness. Inspired by Zhu and Dunson(2013), we formulate a multivariate version of the nested Gaussian process prior which allows toincorporate dependence across components. Spline bases combined with dependent nGP priorallow direct modeling of mortality trends and their derivatives with interpretable inference forage classes. The proposed model results appealing both for inference and prediction compared tocompeting alternatives in the literature.
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Fast Bayesian estimation for ranking models

Michael Pearce Wednesday, June 29
University of Washington, Department of Statistics
The Mallows’ model is a common location-scale family of ranking distributions. In the frequentistsetting, estimation is challenging as the parameter space is high-dimensional and discrete, leadingto slow, if not intractable, estimation. We propose a Bayesian procedure that allows for fastestimation of the Mallows’ model via a posterior that can be expressed as a finite mixture ofcontinuous parameter models. We demonstrate how prior distributions may be chosen to alignBayesian posteriors with those from the frequentist setting, allowing for substantial increases inestimation speed. In addition, we show how our procedure may be applied to various extensionsof the Mallows’ model in the literature. The model is applied to real grant panel review data todemonstrate fast preference aggregation and how to estimate its uncertainty.
Bayesian Nonparametric Predictive Modeling for Personalized Treatment Selec-
tion

Matteo Pedone Wednesday, June 29
University of Florence
Integrating genomics into clinical oncology has gained significant attention in the field of per-sonalized medicine (PM). PM’s mission is to tailor treatment to individual patient characteristics,leveraging various sources of heterogeneity. We propose a Bayesian nonparametric predictivemodel for personalized treatment selection that leverages prognostic and predictive biomarkers.We built an integrative predictive framework adopting a product partition model with covariates toinduce clusters of observations that are more homogeneous with respect to predictive biomarkers,building partitions that are only partially exchangeable. Inference is conducted through a MarkovChain Monte Carlo algorithm. We demonstrate the capability of the method to select the optimaltreatment through simulation studies. Finally we illustrate the results obtained with our approachon publicly available data of lower grade glioma.
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Media Bias andPolarization via aMarkov-Switching Latent SpaceNetworkModel

Antonio Peruzzi Wednesday, June 29
Ca’ Foscari Venice
The news consumption landscape has drastically changed in the last decades and several old issuesreturn to the fore. One of these is whether and to which extent news outlets bias information.We propose a new dynamic latent-space model (LS) for news outlets in which we exploit bothtime-varying online audience duplication-network data as well as textual contents from publishedarticles to measure media bias and social-media polarization. Our model, estimated within theBayesian framework, recovers the latent coordinates of news outlets in a 2-dimensional euclideanspace, while providing a proper interpretation respectively in terms of media slant and onlineengagement. The aim is twofold: making advancements both concerning the analysis of the timelyevolution of audience duplication networks and concerning the determination of media slant andpolarization. The developed model is applied to a Facebook dataset regarding European newsoutlets in the years 2015 and 2016.
Sequentially guided MCMC proposals for synthetic likelihoods and correlated
synthetic likelihoods

Umberto Picchini Wednesday, June 29
Chalmers University of Technology and University of Gothenburg
Synthetic likelihood (SL) is a simulation-based strategy for parameter inference when the likelihoodfunction is intractable. In SL, the likelihood function of the data is replaced by a multivariateGaussian density over summary statistics of the data. SL requires the simulation of many datasetsat each parameter of a sampling algorithm, such as MCMC, making the method computationally-intensive. We propose two strategies alleviating the computational burden [1]. First, we introducean algorithm producing a proposal distribution that is sequentially tuned and made conditional todata, thus rapidly “guiding" the parameters towards high posterior density regions. This could bepotentially used also with MCMC samplers for ABC. Second, we exploit strategies borrowed fromthe correlated pseudo-marginal MCMC literature, to increase chains mixing. Our methods enableinference via SL for challenging case studies, when the posterior is multimodal or when the chainis initialized in low posterior probability regions, where standard samplers failed.
[1] U. Picchini, U. Simola, J. Corander (2022). Sequentially guided MCMC proposals for syntheticlikelihoods and correlated synthetic likelihoods. Bayesian Analysis, doi:10.1214/22-BA1305.
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Gaussian processes on Hypergraphs

Thomas Pinder Wednesday, June 29
Lancaster University
We derive a Matern Gaussian process (GP) on the vertices of a hypergraph. This enables estimationof regression models of observed or latent values associated with the vertices, in which thecorrelation and uncertainty estimates are informed by the hypergraph structure. We furtherpresent a framework for embedding the vertices of a hypergraph into a latent space using thehypergraph GP. Finally, we provide a scheme for identifying a small number of representativeinducing vertices that enables scalable inference through sparse GPs. We demonstrate the utilityof our framework on three challenging real-world problems that concern multi-class classificationfor the political party affiliation of legislators on the basis of voting behaviour, probabilistic matrixfactorisation of movie reviews, and embedding a hypergraph of animals into a low-dimensionallatent space.
Accurate skewed asymptotic approximations of posterior distributions

Francesco Pozza Wednesday, June 29
University of Padova
Common Bayesian asymptotic theory results rely on convergence of posterior distributions to aGaussian limiting one. However, such a limiting behavior may require an excessively large samplesize before becoming visibile in practice. In fact, in situations with small-to-moderate sample size,even simple parametricmodels often yield posterior distributionswhich are far frombeing Gaussian,typically due to skewness and kurtosis. By adopting as limiting law a skewed generalization of theGaussian distribution, we show that it is possible to obtain substantially more accurate results,both theoretical and empirical, in finite-sample and asymptotic regimes.
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Measurement Error Models for Spatial Network Lattice Data: Analysis of Car
Crashes in Leeds

Luca Presicce Wednesday, June 29
University of Milan-Bicocca
Road casualties represent an alarming concern for modern societies demanding evidence-basedinterventions. Statistical models for road safety analysis typically include socio-economic variablesand traffic volumes. However, the latter variables usually suffer from measurement error (ME),which can severely bias the statistical inference. This paper presents a Bayesian hierarchical modelto analyse car crashes occurrences taking into account ME in the spatial covariates and the latticestructure of the road segments. Using a CAR prior, this work introduces a spatial dependencestructure within the classical ME model. The suggested methodology is exemplified consideringroad collisions in the road network of Leeds (UK). Traffic volumes are approximated at the streetsegment level using an extensive dataset obtained from mobile devices. Estimation was carriedout with the INLA methodology, which allows for computational advantages. Our results showthat omitting ME adjustment considerably worsens the model’s fit and attenuates the effects ofimprecise covariates.
Parametric modeling of strong ground motions

Isaias Ramirez Wednesday, June 29
CIMAT
A parametric characterization of earthquakes accelerograms in Mexico it is proposed. To obtain thischaracterization it was necessary to fit a Bayesian non linear regression, in which informative priordistributions were used. The idea essentially is to exploit that the evolutionary power spectrum(ePS) is a non negative function. Using that, we can see it as a joint density in time and frequencyletting us estimate it. The ePS can be easily parameterized in its marginals, it is necessary to fit thisparameters to each record, and thenmade a regression using as explicative variables characteristicsof the earthquake as its magnitud or distance to epicenter.
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bmstdr: Bayesian modeling of spatio-temporal data with R

Sujit Sahu Wednesday, June 29
University of Southampton
This paper introduces the R package bmstdr. The package facilitates Bayesian modeling of bothpoint referenced and areal unit spatial and spatio-temporal data. Three main functions in thepackage: Bspatial and Bsptime for spatial and spatio-temporal point referenced data respectivelyand Bcartime for areal unit data, which may also vary in time, perform the main modeling andvalidation tasks. Computations and inference in a Bayesian modeling framework are done usingpackages such as spBayes, spTimer, spTDyn, CARBayes, CARBayesST and also bespoke code writtenin INLA and rstan. The user of bmstdr is afforded the flexibility to choose an appropriate packageand is also free to name the rows of their input data frame for validation purposes. The package isillustrated with five data sets: three on point referenced data on air pollution, temperature at thedeep ocean and two are areal unit data sets on Covid-19 mortality in England.
Point referenced data are modeled using the Gaussian error distribution only but a top levelgeneralized linear model is used for areal data modeling. The package allows quick comparison ofmodels using model choice criteria, such as DIC and WAIC, and facilitates K-fold cross-validationwithout much programming effort. Familiar diagnostic plots and model fit exploration using the S3methods such as summary, residuals and plot are included so that a beginner user confident inmodel fitting using the base R function lm can quickly learn to analyzing data by fitting a range ofappropriate spatial and spatio-temporal models.
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A generalized likelihood based Bayesian approach for scalable joint regression
and covariance selection in high dimensions

Srijata Samanta Wednesday, June 29
University of Florida
The work addresses joint sparsity selection in the regression coefficient matrix and the errorprecision (inverse covariance) matrix for high-dimensional multivariate regression models in theBayesian paradigm. The selected sparsity patterns are crucial to help understand the network ofrelationships between the predictor and response variables, as well as the conditional relationshipsamong the latter. While Bayesian methods have the advantage of providing natural uncertaintyquantification through posterior inclusion probabilities and credible intervals, current Bayesianapproaches either restrict to specific sub-classes of sparsity patterns and/or are not scalableto settings with hundreds of responses and predictors. Bayesian approaches which only focuson estimating the posterior mode are scalable, but do not generate samples from the posteriordistribution for uncertainty quantification. Using a bi-convex regression based generalized likelihoodand spike-and-slab priors, we develop an algorithm called Joint Regression Network Selector(JRNS) for joint regression and covariance selection which (a) can accommodate general sparsitypatterns, (b) provides posterior samples for uncertainty quantification, and (c) is scalable andorders of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art Bayesian approaches providing uncertaintyquantification. We demonstrate the statistical and computational efficacy of the proposed approachon synthetic data and through the analysis of selected cancer data sets. We also establish high-dimensional posterior consistency for one of the developed algorithms.
Fast Bayesian estimation of brain activation with cortical surface and subcortical
fMRI data using EM

Daniel Spencer Wednesday, June 29
Indiana University
Recent development of a surface-based spatial Bayesian general linear model (GLM) for corti-cal surface functional magnetic resonance imaging (cs-fMRI) data provides the desired powerincrease in task fMRI data using stochastic partial differential equation priors. This model relies onthe computational efficiencies of the integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) to performpowerful analyses that have been validated to outperform classical analyses. However, this im-plementation produces an approximation to the posterior distribution while requiring significantmemory resources to run. In this article, we develop an exact Bayesian analysis method for theGLM, employing an expectation-maximization algorithm to find maximum a posteriori estimates oftask-based regressors on cs-fMRI and subcortical fMRI data while using minimal computationalresources. Applying the Bayesian GLM to subcortical data using INLA is impossible given memoryconstraints. Our proposed method is compared to the INLA implementation of the Bayesian GLM,as well as a classical GLM on simulated cs-fMRI data. The method is also applied to data fromthe Human Connectome Project and cs-fMRI results are compared to the validated INLA imple-mentation, showing comparable performance. All analyses are performed using BayesfMRI, anopen-source R package.
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Developing a Bayesian hierarchical model for a prospective individual patient
data meta-analysis with continuous monitoring

Danni Wu Wednesday, June 28
NYU Grossman School of Medicine
TheCOMPILE studyworks onpooling individual patient data fromongoing, paused, early-terminated,or completed randomized clinical trials (RCTs) in real-time, to assess the efficacy of COVID-19 con-valescent plasma as quickly as possible in light of the pandemic crisis. However, pooling acrosstrials introduces enormous uncertainties in study design (e.g., number of RCTs and sample sizesunknown in advance). This poster describes a versatile treatment efficacy assessment modelthat accounts for these uncertainties while allowing for continuous monitoring using Bayesianmonitoring techniques. We outline the challenges and solutions for model development, anddescribe the process that used extensive simulations to enable us to finalize the analysis plan. Thisincluded establishing prior distribution assumptions, assessing and improving model convergenceunder different study composition scenarios, evaluating how to extend the model to accommodatemulti-site RCTs and evaluate heterogeneous treatment effects, and setting Bayesian monitoringrules calibrated for type 1 error and power.
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Thursday Session

Bayesian Borrowing with Win Ratio

Cora Allen-Savietta Thursday, June 30

The win ratio is a rank-based method that combines a set of prioritized, composite endpointsinto a single statistic. Often used in heart failure prevention trials, the win ratio allows major, butinfrequent, clinical events (e.g., mortality) to be prioritized over lesser, more routinely-capturedmeasures (e.g., quality of life scores).
A win ratio has some restrictions. Often, an analysis requires additional complexity, such asadjustment for covariates or incorporation of external evidence, which the win ratio does noteasily allow. A model that preserves the prioritized composite while allowing that flexibility is notimmediately apparent.
We present a flexible, Bayesian approach for ranked, composite endpoints. Each participant’s winratio contribution, the sum of their wins and losses, is modeled in a proportional odds regres-sion. This familiar framework produces an interpretable odds ratio, maintains priority within thecomposite endpoint, and easily incorporates complex modeling features.
A hierarchical prior for generalized linear models based on predictions for the
mean response

Ethan Alt Thursday, June 30
Harvard Medical School
There has been increased interest in using prior information in statistical analyses. For example,in rare diseases, it can be difficult to establish treatment efficacy based solely on data from aprospective study due to low sample sizes. To overcome this issue, an informative prior for thetreatment effect may be elicited. We develop a novel extension of the conjugate prior of Chen andIbrahim (2003) that enables practitioners to elicit a prior prediction for the mean response forgeneralized linear models, treating the prediction as random. We refer to the hierarchical prior asthe hierarchical prediction prior (HPP). For independent and identically distributed settings andthe normal linear model, we derive cases for which the hyperprior is a conjugate prior. We alsodevelop an extension of the HPP in situations where summary statistics from a previous study areavailable, drawing comparisons with the power prior. The HPP allows for discounting based onhe quality of individual level predictions, and simulation results suggest that, compared to theconjugate prior and the power prior, the HPP efficiency gains (e.g., lower MSE) where predictionsare incompatible with the data. An efficient MCMC algorithm is developed. Applications illustratethat inferences under the HPP are more robust to prior-data conflict compared to selected non-hierarchical priors.
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Bayesian comparison between cross-spectrum and spectrum average generalized
to n-devices

Antoine Baudiquez Thursday, June 30
FEMTO-ST
This paper intends to use a Bayesian inference to put an upper limit on a red noise parameter:its level at a given frequency. Our purpose is the search for gravitational waves which could bemeasured in the times of arrival of the pulses from a millisecond pulsar observed by severalradiotelescopes. The efficiency of two estimators is compared: the spectrum average (s.a) vsthe cross-spectrum (c-s). For 2 radio-telescopes, the former follows a Chi squared distributionwhereas the latter is a Variance-Gamma. A generalization for n-devices is given thanks to a numericalapproximation based on the Fourier transformof the characteristic functions. The spectrum averageestimator seems to be slightly better than the cross-spectrum. Nevertheless, the estimated upperlimit is highly dependent on the measurements, so either of the two estimators can be the moststringent.
Automatically tuning the amount of inference in probabilistic programs

McCoy Becker Thursday, June 30
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Inference in probabilistic programs can be computationally costly. There is a widespread need forrigorous, automated methods that help probabilistic programmers control the cost of inferenceby tuning the number of SMC particles and the number of MCMC sweeps that they use. Weintroduce a new method for solving this problem for a broad class of probabilistic programs thatuse resample-move SMC for inference. Our approach is based on automating and integratingsimulation-based calibration, for assessing average-case inference quality via synthetic data, withpseudo-marginal estimators of KL divergence, for estimating data dependence. We illustrate resultsusing a prototype implementation for the Gen probabilistic programming platform.
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A Bayesian Estimation of Panel Stochastic Frontier Models with Determinants of
Persistent and Transient Inefficiencies in Both Location and Scale Parameters

Sheng-Kai Chang Thursday, June 30
National Taiwan University
By incorporating factors to explain both persistent and transient technical inefficiencies, we estimatethe four-random-component stochastic frontier model by means of the Bayesian approach. Theimpacts of those persistent and transient technical inefficiency factors in terms of both locationand scale parameters of inefficiency distributions are considered and marginal effects of thedeterminants for both persistent and transient technical inefficiencies are computed in the paper.We also apply the proposed Bayesian estimators to study Taiwanese banks over the period 2008to 2016. It is found that bank capitalization has a positive effect in the short run and total assetshave a negative effect in the long run. Moreover, in terms of the Deviance Information Criterion(DIC), it is shown that the model with determinants of inefficiencies in both location and scaleparameters performs better than the models with determinants of inefficiencies in only location orscale parameters.
Adaptive Bayesian Selection of Basis Functions for Functional Data via Stochastic
Penalization

Ronaldo Dias Thursday, June 30
University of Campinas
Considering the context of Functional Data Analysis (FDA), we developed and applied a newBayesian approach for the selection of basis functions for a finite representation of functional data.The procedure makes use of a latent variable. The proposed method allows for an adaptive basisselection since it can determine the number of bases and which of them should be selected torepresent the functional data. Moreover, the proposed procedure measures the uncertainty of theselection process. Our proposed methodology can also deal with curves’ random effects since theobserved curves may differ not only due to experimental error but also due to random individualdifferences between subjects, which can be observed in a real dataset application involving dailynumbers of COVID-19 cases in Brazil. A simulation study shows the proposed method’s mainproperties, such as its accuracy in estimating the coefficients and the strength of the procedure tofind the true set of basis functions. Despite having been developed in the context of functionaldata analysis, the proposed model was also compared via simulation with LASSO, and BayesianLASSO, which are methods developed for non-functional data.
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Eliciting Informative Priors from Decision Making Tasks

Julia Falconer Thursday, June 30
University of Waikato
Eliciting informative prior distributions for Bayesian inference can often be complex and challenging.While popular methods rely on asking experts probability based questions to quantify uncertainty,thesemethods are notwithout their drawbacks. This work aims to address someof these drawbacksby eliciting informative priors from an expert’s past decision making task. This method utilizesall the different information an expert uses to reach a decision, using a deep learning approachto output a distribution. These distributions can then be used to aid in critical decision makingapplications such as those in the security and crime sciences field.
Multi-model Ensemble Analysis with Neural Network Gaussian Processes

Trevor Harris Thursday, June 30
Texas A&M University
Multi-model ensemble analysis integrates information from multiple climate models into a unifiedprojection. However, existing integration approaches based on model averaging can dilute fine-scale spatial information and incur bias from rescaling low-resolution climate models. We proposea statistical approach, called NN-GPR, using Gaussian process regression (GPR) with an infinitelywide deep neural network based covariance function. NN-GPR requires no assumptions about therelationships betweenmodels, no interpolation to a common grid, no stationarity assumptions, andautomatically downscales as part of its prediction algorithm. Model experiments show that NN-GPRcan be highly skillful at surface temperature and precipitation forecasting by preserving geospatialsignals at multiple scales and capturing inter-annual variability. Our projections particularly showimproved accuracy and uncertainty quantification skill in regions of high variability, which allowsus to cheaply assess tail behavior at a 0.44◦/50 km spatial resolution without a regional climatemodel (RCM). Evaluations on reanalysis data and SSP245 forced climate models show that NN-GPRproduces similar, overall climatologies to the model ensemble while better capturing fine scalespatial patterns. Finally, we compare NN-GPR’s regional predictions against two RCMs and showthat NN-GPR can rival the performance of RCMs using only global model data as input.
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Approximate inference for latent Gaussian models in horizontal federated learn-
ing settings

Connor Hassan Thursday, June 30
QUT
We are interested in parameter estimation of latent Gaussian models in distributed settings. Theobserved data is stored in multiple local databases and cannot be accessed directly: only aggregateinformation can be released to estimate the parameters of the model. This is a common real-world occurrence in settings such as health research, where the observed data required for themodel is in the possession of more than one data custodian (data owner). This inference problemis complicated for the class of latent Gaussian models, as there may be dependence betweenobservations from different local databases. This work explores approximate inference methods tofit latent Gaussian models in such a scenario.
Enhanced Prediction Using Covariate Informed Product Partition Models

Nathan Hawkins Thursday, June 30
Brigham Young University
Covariate informed product partition models excel at modeling data that are non-linear in nature.These models exploit available covariates by increasing the probability of co-clustering for twoindividuals with similar covariate values. In practice, however, prediction using these modelscan be computationally expensive and constrained to specific model parameters. We develop acovariate-based prediction algorithm that runs at compiled speed and allows for changes in modelparameters to improve fit. We show the utility of this algorithm using data from the 2018 men’sworld volleyball championship. First, we train a product partition model using team performancestatistics from the round robin stage of the tournament to predict wins. We then use our algorithmto predict the win probability after every point of every match in the knockout stages.
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Introducing a Bayesian two-stage logistic-normal model for small area estimation
of proportions

Jamie Hogg Thursday, June 30
QUT
With the rise in popularity of digital Atlases to communicate spatial variation in health to the public,there is an increasing need for robust small area proportion estimates. Useful predictors of healthoutcomes are generally not available for all individuals and thus it is important to develop small areaestimation methods that can incorporate survey-only covariates at the individual level. We proposea new Bayesian hierarchical model that accounts for survey design and leverages both individual-level survey-only and area-level census covariates to simultaneously reduce the variance and biasof estimates and allow for the prediction of proportions for non-sampled areas. Initial testingof our model’s performance using simulated survey data, compared with existing Bayesian SAEmethods, showed that our novel model provides optimal performance when important individual-level survey-only covariates are utilized. Finally, we conducted a case study to estimate how theprevalence of smoking varied between small areas in Australia.
Past convictions and the probability of guilt

Ian Hunt Thursday, June 30
University of Tasmania
This research is a critique of the literature that applies probability analysis to past convictions, in thecontext of determining guilt in criminal trials. Recent arguments for potentially relaxing rules thatexclude past conviction evidence are sustained, but particular flaws and limitations in the likelihood-ratio-based theses from Hamer (2019) and Redmayne (2015) are exposed. The critique of Bayesianprobabilistic analysis made by Robinson (2020) is largely dismissed. We should aim to foster acontinued lively debate in the literature, gather more data, and narrow the distance between thosearguing about theoretical probability analysis and those focused on actual courtroom usage of pastconviction evidence.
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AZero-InflatedConway-Maxwell PoissonRegressionModelwith Spatially-Varying
Dispersion for Spatiotemporal Data of US Vaccine Refusal

Bokgyeong Kang Thursday, June 30
The Pennsylvania State University
Vaccination is widely recognized as one of the most effective tools for preventing disease. However,parental refusal and delay of childhood vaccination has increased in recent years in the UnitedStates. This phenomenon challenges maintenance of herd immunity and increases the risk ofoutbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases. Our aim is to identify demographic or socioeconomiccharacteristics associated with vaccine refusal, which could help public health professionals andmedical providers develop interventions targeted to concerned parents. We examine US county-level vaccine refusal data for patients under five years of age collected on a monthly basis duringthe period 2012–2015. These data exhibit challenging features: zero inflation, spatially-varyingdispersion, spatial dependence, and a large sample size (over 3,000 counties). We propose a spatialzero-inflated Conway–Maxwell–Poisson regression model that addresses these challenges. We usethe asymptotically exact exchange algorithm and the sampling technique proposed by Chanialidiset al. (2018) to do Bayesian inference for our model. Our Bayesian framework permits efficientsampling and provides asymptotically exact estimates.
Bayesian Clustering via Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming

Ji Ah Lee Thursday, June 30
University of Massachusetts Amherst
We present a global optimization approach for solving a maximum a-posteriori clustering problemunder a Gaussian mixture model. Since our focus is on the optimal partition of samples intoclusters, we employ a Bayesian framework to analytically marginalize over the model parameters.Our approach can easily accommodate hard constraints on cluster membership and preservesthe combinatorial structure of the MAP clustering problem by its formulation as a mixed-integernonlinear optimization problem, in contrast to standard inferential methods such as expectationmaximization or Markov chain Monte Carlo. Numerical experiments show that our method solvesstandard problems to optimality and consistently recovers high-quality clusterings as measuredby the earthmover’s distance and variation of information metric. Finally, we cluster a real breastcancer gene expression data set incorporating known intrinsic subtype information and find thatthe constraints yield more coherent and biologically meaningful clusters.
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A Dynamic Stochastic Block Model for Multi-Layer Networks

Ovielt Baltodano Lopez Thursday, June 30
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
We propose a flexible stochastic block model for multi-layer networks, where layer-specific hiddenMarkov–chain processes drive the changes in the edge clustering. The changes in blockmembershipin a given layer may be influenced by the lagged membership on the rest of the layers. Thisallows to identify clustering overlap, clustering decoupling or more complex relationships betweenlayers including settings of unidirectional or bidirectional Granger–block causality. We cope withthe overparameterization issue of a saturated specification by assuming a Multi–Laplacian priordistribution. Data augmentation and Gibbs sampling are used to make the inference problem moretractable. Through simulations we show that the standard BVAR models are not able to detect theGranger–block causality under the great majority of scenarios and we present an application toexemplify the use DSBMMfinding new evidence of unidirectional causality from the block structureof the FTA network on the non-observable trade barriers network structure for 159 countries in theperiod 1995–2017.
High-dimensional variable selection in non-linear mixed-effects models using a
stochastic EM spike-and-slab

Marion Naveau Thursday, June 30
Université Paris-Saclay, INRAE, UMR MIA-Paris-Saclay
High-dimensional data, with many more covariates than observations, such as genomic data forexample, are now commonly analysed. In this context, it is often desirable to be able to focuson the few most relevant covariates through a variable selection procedure. High-dimensionalvariable selection is widely documented in standard regression models, but there are still few toolsto address it in the context of non-linear mixed-effects models. In this work, variable selection isapproached from a Bayesian perspective and a selection procedure is proposed, combining theuse of spike-and-slab priors and the SAEM algorithm. Similarly to LASSO regression, the set ofrelevant covariates is selected by exploring a grid of values for the penalisation parameter. Theproposed approach is much faster than a classical MCMC algorithm and shows very good selectionperformances on simulated data. Finally, our methodology is applied on growth biological data forselecting relevant genetic markers.
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Bounds on Wasserstein distances between continuous distributions using inde-
pendent samples

Tamas Papp Thursday, June 30
Lancaster University
The plug-in estimator of the Wasserstein distance is known to be conservative, however its use-fulness is severely limited when the distributions are similar as its bias does not decay to zerowith the true Wasserstein distance. We propose a linear combination of plug-in estimators for thesquared 2-Wasserstein distance with a reduced bias that decays to zero with the true distance.The new estimator is provably conservative provided one distribution is appropriately overdis-persed with respect the other, and is unbiased when the distributions are equal. We apply itto approximately bound from above the 2-Wasserstein distance between the target and currentdistribution in Markov chain Monte Carlo, running multiple identically distributed chains whichstart, and remain, overdispersed with respect to the target. Our bound consistently outperformsthe current state-of-the-art bound, which uses coupling, improving mixing time bounds by up toan order of magnitude.
A Bayesian unifying framework for modeling Citizen Science data

Jorge Sicacha Parada Thursday, June 30
NTNU
Citizen Science (CS) data have appeared as a cost-efficient, convenient alternative to the traditionalprofessional surveys performed by ecologists. Accounting for the fact that these data are productof a non-standard, biased protocol is necessary.
We propose a framework for modeling CS data. Our working hypothesis is that these data forma realization of a spatial point process. We begin by proposing a data-generating process for CSdata. Then a general modeling framework composed of Bayesian spatial models. It makes itpossible to infer the posterior distribution of parameters of the model and the introduction ofexpert knowledge through prior distributions. Given the complexity of this Bayesian model wemake use of the INLA-SPDE approach to make efficient inference. We explore key properties of themodel such as identifiability and finish with simulation studies that explore the properties of theframework and the benefits of accounting for biases.
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Optional Pólya trees: posterior rates and uncertainty quantification

Thibault Randrianariosa Thursday, June 30
Sorbonne Université
We consider statistical inference in the density estimation model using a tree-based Bayesianapproach, with Optional Pólya trees as prior distribution. We derive near-optimal convergencerates for corresponding posterior distributions with respect to the supremum norm. For broadclasses of Hölder-smooth densities, we show that themethod automatically adapts to the unknownHölder regularity parameter. We consider the question of uncertainty quantification by providingmathematical guarantees for credible sets from the obtained posterior distributions, leading to near-optimal uncertainty quantification for the density function, as well as related functionals such asthe cumulative distribution function. The results are illustrated through numerical simulations.
Modelling of aortic dissection as Beta random fields and uncertainty propagation
with a Bayesian variational auto-encoder

Sascha Ranftl Thursday, June 30
Graz University of Technology
Aortic dissection is a dangerous disease that is linked to stochastic, spatially heterogeneous degra-dation of aorta tissue. Here, this degradation is modelled as a Beta random field. Based on this,the mechanical stresses in the tissue, in response to a mechanical load, are computed with FiniteElements. The computational effort of this latter step makes direct sampling infeasible, requiring asurrogate model instead. The structure of the input data, random field realizations, and the outputdata, mechanical stress fields, define a problem similar to image-to-image (I2I) regression. This I2Iproblem structure suggests a Bayesian Variational Auto-Encoder (B-VAE) as a surrogate. After train-ing with Stein Variational Gradient Descent, the B-VAE can subsequently faster predict approximatestress field samples from random field samples, and with non-parametric Variational Inferenceestimate the PDF of the predicted mechanical stress fields. A rigorous Bayesian formulation ispresented, and the biological implications of the results are discussed.
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Modeling InfectiousDiseaseDynamics: Integrating Contact Tracing-based Stochas-
tic Compartment and Spatio-temporal Risk Models

André Victor Ribeiro Amaral Thursday, June 30
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
Major infectious diseases such as COVID-19 significantly impact population lives and put enormouspressure on healthcare systems globally. Strong interventions, imposed to prevent these diseasesfrom spreading, may also negatively impact society, leading to jobs losses and mental healthproblems—making crucial the prioritization of riskier areas when applying these protocols. Themodeling of mobility data derived from contact-tracing data can be used to forecast infectioustrajectories and help design strategies for prevention and control. In this work, we propose a newspatio-temporal stochastic model that allows us to characterize the temporally varying spatial riskbetter than existing methods. We demonstrate the use of the proposed model by simulating anepidemic in Valencia, Spain, and comparing it with a contact tracing-based stochastic compartmentreference model. The results show that by accounting for the spatial risk values in the model, thepeak of infected individuals and the overall number of infected cases are reduced. Thus, addinga spatial risk component into compartment models may give finer control over the epidemicdynamics, helping policymakers to make better decisions.
Modeling sparse graphs with overlapping communities via thinned random mea-
sures

Federica Zoe Ricci Thursday, June 30
University of California, Irvine
Classic exchangeable graph models, including most stochastic block models, generate dense graphswith a limited ability to capture many characteristics of real-world social and biological networks.A class of models based on completely random measures like the generalized gamma process(GGP) have recently addressed some of these limitations. By thinning edges from realizationsof GGP random graphs, here we define a novel sparse graph model in which nodes have mixedmemberships in a potentially large set of latent communities. Our representation of sparse graphsas thinned random measures enables efficient Monte Carlo methods that scale linearly with thenumber of observed edges, and thus (unlike dense block models) sub-quadratically with thenumber of entities or nodes. We demonstrate effective recovery of latent community structure onreal-world networks with thousands of nodes.
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Metropolis Adjusted Langevin Trajectories: a robust alternative to Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo

Lionel Riou-Durand Thursday, June 30
University of Warwick
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) is a widely used sampler, known for its efficiency on high dimen-sional distributions. Yet HMC remains quite sensitive to the choice of integration time. Randomizingthe length of Hamiltonian trajectories (RHMC) has been suggested to smooth the Auto-CorrelationFunctions (ACF), ensuring robustness of tuning. We present the Langevin diffusion as an alternativeto control these ACFs by inducing randomness in Hamiltonian trajectories through a continuousrefreshment of the velocities. We connect and compare the two processes in terms of quantitativemixing rates for the 2-Wasserstein and L2 distances. The Langevin diffusion is presented as a limitof RHMC achieving the fastest mixing rate for strongly log-concave targets. We introduce a robustalternative to HMC built upon these dynamics, named Metropolis Adjusted Langevin Trajectories(MALT). Studying the scaling limit of MALT, we obtain optimal tuning guidelines similar to HMC,and recover the same scaling with respect to the dimension without additional assumptions. Weillustrate numerically the efficiency of MALT compared to HMC and RHMC.
Calibration of Bayesian Predictive Distributions using Generalised Bayesian Infer-
ence

Oliver Robinson Thursday, June 30
University of Warwick
When constructing prediction models, we frequently encounter the problem of miscalibrationof our posited model with the true data generating mechanism. To deal with this, we take thissimple, miscalibrated model and then use Generalised Bayesian Inference to improve robustnessby introducing a learning rate parameter, which needs to be tuned. Approaches to do this includeWu and Martin’s GPrC algorithm, which tunes this parameter by ensuring it achieves a specificcoverage probability consistent with the empirical data. Our approach extends this by computingthe corresponding tuning parameter for a range of different coverage probabilities, thereby allowingcomputation of importance sampling weights for a predicted value from our misspecified model.This achieves correction of the full model misspecification, rather than just for a specific quantile,hence enabling accurate, calibrated prediction in settings such as when we have spatio-temporaldata with extreme values.
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Estimation of Optimal Dynamic Treatment Regimes via Gaussian Processes

Daniel Rodriguez Duque Thursday, June 30
McGill University
In precision medicine, identifying optimal sequences of decision rules, termed dynamic treatmentregimes (DTRs), is an important undertaking. One approach investigators may take to infer aboutoptimal DTRs is via Bayesian DynamicMarginal StructuralModels (MSMs). Thesemodel an outcomeunder adherence to a DTR; unfortunately, straightforward models may lead to bias in the optimum.If computationally tractable, a grid search for the optimal DTR may obviate this difficulty. We seekto alleviate these inferential challenges by pairing Gaussian Process (GP) optimization methodswith estimators for the causal effect of adherence to a DTR. We examine how to identify optimalDTRs in multi-modal settings and conclude that a GP modeling approach that acknowledges noisein the estimated response surface leads to improved results. Additionally, we find that a grid searchmay not always be a robust solution. We exemplify the proposed methods by analyzing a clinicaldataset on HIV therapy.
Bayesian density estimation on an unknown submanifold with Dirichlet process
mixtures

Paul Rosa Thursday, June 30
University of Oxford
In order to overcome the curse of dimensionality in multivariate analysis, it is common to assumethat the data points are supported on a low-dimensional submanifold of the ambient space. Here,we consider the framework where the data live on a small tubular neighbourhood around anunknown submanifold, encompassing in particular the case of noisy manifold-valued data. Wepropose a Bayesian nonparametric approach to estimate the density based on location-scaleDirichlet process mixtures of Gaussians. We study the posterior concentration rates in such models,investigating in particular the combined effects of the low dimensionality of the sub-manifold, thewidth of the tubular neighbourhood and the (anisotropic) regularity of the density. An interestingaspect of our results is that it sheds light on the advantage of certain types of location-scalemixturesover location mixtures for such setups.
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Flood hazard model calibration using multiresolution model output

Samantha Roth Thursday, June 30
Pennsylvania State University Department of Statistics
Riverine floods occur when water levels exceed the capacity of their channels, posing challengesto life and property. Hydraulic models can project riverine flood heights, and these projectionscan inform risk management policies. The input parameters for hydraulic models can be highlyuncertain. Calibration methods use observations to quantify parametric uncertainty. With limitedcomputational resources, calibration often proceeds with either a small number of expensive highresolution model runs or many cheaper low resolution runs. We propose a Gaussian process-based Bayesian emulation-calibration approach that assimilates model outputs and observationsat multiple resolutions. We demonstrate our approach on the LISFLOOD flood hazard model fora flood-prone region of the Susquehanna River basin. Compared to existing single-resolutionapproaches, our method yields more accurate parameter estimates and flood predictions. Theproblem of utilizing model runs at different resolutions occurs in many scientific disciplines. Hence,our methodology has the potential to be broadly applicable.
A Bayesian approach for high dimensional spatial skewed processes

Paritosh Kumar Roy Thursday, June 30
McGill University
Environmental processes are commonly observed across different locations and result in skeweddistributions. Recent proposals in the literature that handle the data in their original scale involvetwo independent Gaussian processes (GP) that capture the data’s skewness and spatial structure.We aim at investigating how recent proposals that approximate high dimensional GPs perform inthe estimation of skewed processes built through marginal skew-normal or log-Gaussian processes.In particular, we focus on the Nearest Neighbor GP (NNGP), the lattice kriging approach, andreduced-rank GP. We investigate the performance of these approximations with artificial data andtemperature data observed across 1000 locations over the grid of latitude and longitude valuesof [34.29519, 37.06811] and [-95.91153, -91.28381]. The results suggest that the NNGP approachperforms consistently better than the lattice kriging and reduced-rank approaches in terms of themean absolute error, root-mean-squared error, prediction interval coverage, and Watanabe-Akaikeinformation criterion.
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Efficient estimation of joint models for multivariate longitudinal and survival
data using Integrated Nested Laplace Approximations (INLA)

Denis Rustand

King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
Joint models for longitudinal and survival outcomes have recently gained a lot of interest in clinicalresearch. These complex models involve multiple likelihoods (i.e. for each longitudinal and survivaloutcome), usually linked through correlated or shared random-effects. In this context, exact in-ference methods reach limitations due to long computation times and convergence issues. Weintroduce a Bayesian approximation for these joint models based on the INLA algorithm imple-mented in the R package INLA to alleviate the computational burden and allow the estimation ofmultivariate joint models with less restrictions. Our simulation studies show that INLA reduces thecomputation time substantially as well as the variability of the parameter estimates compared toalternative strategies. We further apply the methodology to analyze 5 longitudinal markers (3 con-tinuous, 1 count, 1 binary, and 16 random effects) and competing risks of death and transplantationin a clinical trial on primary biliary cholangitis. INLA provides a fast and reliable inference techniquefor applying joint models to the complex multivariate data encountered in health research.
Analysis of ARGO float data via multivariate type G Matérn stochastic partial
differential equation random fields

Damilya Saduakhas Thursday, June 30
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
Gaussian random fields with multivariate cross-covariance functions have been widely used tomodel spatial data sets with multiple variables, like climate data. However, many datasets havefeatures that cannot be captured byGaussianmodels, like non-Gaussian dependence or exponentialtails. In this work, we wish to further develop our knowledge of multivariate Non-Gaussian randomfields. In particular, we will look at a class of multivariate non-Gaussian models based on systems ofstochastic partial differential equations as proposed by Bolin and Wallin (2020). We will extend thework by Bolin and Wallin (2020) by investigating suitable parametrizations for p-variate randomfields, there p&gt;3. Further, the random fields will be included in geostatistical models withcorrelated measurement errors, which will be fitted to data through stochastic gradient descentmethods. An application to multivariate modeling of Argo float data (ocean temperature, pressure)will be investigated.
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A Constrained Bayesian Multiscale Spatial Model using the Truncated Normal
Distribution

Sudipto Saha Thursday, June 30
Florida State University
Three standard ways to incorporate spatial dependence are directly specifying covariance func-tion/spectral density, using conditional specification, and using basis function expansion. Anothermethod, constrained spatial model, is less common and typically analyzes naturally truncated data(e.g., censored data). However, even when the data is not naturally truncated, one can incorporatespatial dependence through a constraint/truncation that forces nearby observations to be similar.Our goal is to develop a novel Bayesian truncated spatial model in context of this new strategy toincorporate proximity information into a model. Model implementation is “matrix-free”, whichavoids common computational bottlenecks. Our approach is Bayesian and is implemented usingan efficient Block Gibbs Sampler defined across multiple spatial scales. Theoretical developmentsare established by introducing an auxiliary/latent variable to provide a connection between pro-posed model and traditional conditional autoregressive model. Simulation studies suggest thatthis approach is competitive with standard models in terms of prediction.
Bayesian Joint Modeling and Selection among Many Biomarkers Measured Lon-
gitudinally

Soumya Sahu Thursday, June 30
University of Illinois Chicago
The literature on joint modeling is diverse; however, current approaches can typically jointlyanalyze one or a few longitudinal processes and a time-to-event outcome. This work is motivatedby imaging features of the eye, measured longitudinally at multiple visits of patients with early-stage age-related macular degeneration (AMD). A primary scientific question in this context isselection of a panel of features that can prognosticate conversion to neovascular AMD. We developa Bayesian nonparametric joint model that (1) flexibly models the longitudinal trajectories, (2)provides flexibility in modeling the association between the longitudinal processes and time-to-event outcome, and (3) addresses selection among the multiple longitudinally measured features.We compare performance of the proposed approach with other existing models and machine-learning models used in scientific literature. Our analysis of all imaging features simultaneously inthe proposed model highlights unique features associated in multiple ways with prognostication ofconversion to neovascular AMD that are distinct from findings based on marginal joint modelinginvolving one longitudinal feature at a time.
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Leveraging Bayesian Methods to Quantify Uncertainty in Inverse Optimization

Nathan Sandholtz Thursday, June 30
Brigham Young University
In applied optimization tasks, human decisions often exhibit "noise" around theoretical optimums.Noise may arise from measurement error and/or human error in decision-making. The presenceof noise adds significant complexity when considering the inverse optimization problem, whichis the problem of inferring unknown features of an optimization model such that a collectionof observed decisions are rendered as optimal with respect the inferred model. The Bayesianparadigm provides a natural framework to make inference on the unknown optimization modelparameters while simultaneously enforcing optimality constraints. In this paper, we assume alikelihood over observed human decisions, but we constrain a pre-specified functional of thelikelihood (e.g. the mean) to be inversely optimal by careful construction of the prior distributions.We then approximate the posterior distributions via MCMC methods, enabling us to generatecredible regions for the unknown model parameters, all of which adhere to the required optimalityconstraints. This is joint work with Timothy Chan and Nasrin Yousefi.
Unsupervised attack pattern detection in cyber-security using Bayesian topic
modelling

Francesco Sanna Passino Thursday, June 30
Imperial College London
Cyber-systems are constantly under threat of intrusion attempts. Attacks are usually carried outwith one underlying specific intent, or from groups of actors with similar objectives. Therefore,discovering such patterns is extremely valuable to threat experts. From a statistical point ofview, this objective translates into a clustering task. This work explores Bayesian topic modelsfor clustering session data collected on honeypots, particular hosts designed to entice maliciousintruders. These session commands provide a rare insight into the operational modes of cyberattackers, such as their automated or interactive nature, the individual scripting styles and theiroverall objectives. The main practical implications of clustering the sessions are two-fold: findingsimilar groups and identifying outliers. An array of Bayesian models are considered, suitablyadapted to the challenges encountered with computer network data. In particular, the concepts ofprimary topics, session-level and command-level topics are introduced, along with a secondarytopic for instructions representing common high frequency commands. Furthermore, the proposedmethod is extended to allow for an unbounded vocabulary size and number of latent intents. Themethodologies are used to discover an unusual MIRAI variant which attempts to take over existingcoin miner infrastructure.
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Linear Bayesian Additive Regression Trees

Pedro Santos Thursday, June 30
The University of Texas at Austin
Among themethods used to estimate nonlinear functions, Bayesian Additive Regression Tree (BART)priors have shown promising results. BART priors represent a function as the sum of many smallregression trees, each parameterizing a step function. As a result the final function estimate is alsoa step function. However, a greater degree of smoothness is often desirable for parsimony, accurateinterpolation, and extrapolation. Current methods to impose smoothness incur computational cost.We extend the BART model by replacing locally constant predictions with locally linear predictions,regressing on the variable attached to the parent of each node. While function estimates remaindiscontinuous, this prior requires fewer trees to represent smooth functions, interpolates andextrapolates in a more intuitive way, and requires little additional computation over the originalBART prior.
Real-time clinical Trial Oversight via Online Non-parametric Bayesian Structure
Learning of Probabilistic Programs

Ulrich Schaechtle Thursday, June 30
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Bayesian statisticians typically analyze data in later phases of clinical trials. If analyses were availablefrom the earliest stages, we could catch and correct avoidable issues early, preventing trial failureand unnecessarily high costs.
We have developed a new Bayesian approach to early and continuous analysis of ongoing clinicaltrials based on probabilistic programming. Our approach builds on online Bayesian structurelearning for probabilistic programs via sequential Monte Carlo inference given a non-parametricprior. This automates time-consuming model-building that would otherwise have to be done bystatisticianswith clinical trial expertise. We then use fast symbolic inference to condition the learnedprobabilistic programs on incoming trial data. These capabilities are integrated into InferenceQL, aprobabilistic programming platform designed to make automated Bayesian inference sufficientlyautomated so that domain experts can apply it to solve routine inference problems.
By computing conditional probabilities in high dimensions, automatically learned models helpidentify unlikely data points (e.g. data entry errors, or violations of inclusion/exclusion criteria),discover confounders, and reveal dataset drift. We will provide quantitative evidence that thisapproach is not just appealing in principle but also effective in practice, using a combination ofsimulation studies with known ground truth and applications to real-world trials in multiple diseaseareas. Our poster focuses on results from one phase III oncology trial, but the approach we proposehas so far been successfully applied to three clinical trials at Takeda, including two in oncology andone in gastrointestinal disease.
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Scalable and flexible UQ framework for an interconnected system of codes and
data in nuclear science

Georg Schnabel Thursday, June 30
IAEA
Nuclear science covers many subdomains, such as nuclear astrophysics, reactor physics and nuclearmedicine. They rely on nuclear data, i.e., probabilities of various physical interactions of the atomicnuclei, and predictions of computer codes, e.g., to simulate particle collisions and the propagationof particles in nuclear reactors. These codes may take minutes to hours and there is a complexinterplay between them. Collision codes are incorporated into reactor codes and simulations relyon nuclear data which are the result of a calibration process. Many sources of uncertainty atvarious levels exist, and also physical constraints must be considered. A flexible framework tointerlink codes and do rigorous uncertainty quantification in such systems involving codes, dataand IT infrastructure can be an accelerator to improve all components involved. We discuss anddemonstrate that Gaussian processes in combination with Bayesian networks are a promising andscalable framework for this purpose.
Bayesian Uncertainty Directed Designs with Delayed Outcomes

Daniel Schwartz Thursday, June 30
The University of Chicago
The Bayesian uncertainty-directed (BUD) design is an attractive adaptive design for multi-arm trialsthat randomizes patients to arms relative to howmuch new information the assignment is expectedto generate about the key trial goal, given currently observed data. However, standard BUD designsassume that when new patients are enrolled all previous patients’ outcomes have already beenobserved, and in the common trial settingwhere this assumption is false they canmake poor patientassignments. In this work we extend the BUD information metric to account for previous patient’spending outcomes so a much broader range of multi-arm clinical trials can benefit from the BUDapproach. This more general information metric, which integrates over the posterior predictivedistribution of the pending outcomes, can be substantially more computationally demanding sowe develop an improved Sequential Monte Carlo strategy using a simple identity from informationtheory to keep these designs practical.
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Bayesian group sequential designs for cluster-randomized trials

Junwei Shen Thursday, June 30
McGill University
Adaptive approaches, allowing for more flexible trial design, have been proposed for individuallyrandomized trials to save time or reduce sample size. However, adaptive designs for cluster-randomized trials in which groups of participants are randomized to treatment arms are lesscommon. Motivated by a potential real-world cluster-randomized trial, two Bayesian group se-quential designs for cluster-randomized trials are proposed to allow for early stopping for efficacyat pre-planned interim analyses. The difference between the two designs lies in the way that partic-ipants are sequentially recruited. The design operating characteristics are explored via simulationsfor a variety of scenarios and two outcome types for the two designs. The simulation results showthat for different outcomes the design choice may be different. We make recommendations forBayesian group sequential designs for cluster-randomized trial based on the simulation results.
Randomized Stein Points (RaSPs): efficient and confident sampling of expensive
posterior distributions

Chen Shi Thursday, June 30
Duke University
Stein points is a deterministic sampling method that generates samples for an un-normalizedBayesian posterior distribution by minimizing the kernel stein discrepancy between the point setand the target distribution. However, current optimization of the discrepancy measure dependson random search over the parameter space and requires numerous evaluations of the posteriordistribution. Moreover, since the algorithm is deterministic, stein points do not provide inferenceon estimated quantities, which are usually integrals over posterior samples. My study focuseson developing a randomized version of stein points that could provide probabilistic confidenceintervals on desirable quantities for error estimation. In addition, surrogate models are usedto improve optimization and reduce the required evaluations of posterior distribution. Withthese improvements, randomized stein points can be utilized to sample from expensive posteriordistribution. Given a constrained computational budget, randomized stein points can generatesamples that have a higher effective size and provide narrower confidence intervals on estimatedquantities than Markov Chain Monte Carlo.
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Joint modelling of spatio-temporal forest fire ignition, count and burned propor-
tion outcomes

Giovani Silva Thursday, June 30
University of Lisbon
In this work, we present Bayesian hierarchical models to jointly analyze distinct data formats involv-ing discrete, categorical and continuous outcomes. In the proposed modelling, latent processes areadopted to characterize the dependency among different type outcomes. Our modeling motivationinvolves forest fire data in Portugal, where the outcomes are usually occurrence of fire (binary),number of fires (count), and burned area (proportion). Since these responses are observed byregion over time, this work aims to analyze spatiotemporal forest fire data when the fire ignition,number of fires, and proportion of burned area are jointly modeled. We look for space and timeeffects on these three outcomes among municipalities over last years. For getting estimates of themodel parameters, we have used Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA) methods, aswell as for some short term prediction. This is joint work with Elias Krainski, Denis Rustand, andHaavard Rue.
Reference-free deconvolution of cell mixtures in spatial transcriptomics

Roopali Singh Thursday, June 30
The Pennsylvania State University
Recent advances in spatial transcriptomics technologies have enabled the mapping of cell typesto their spatial locations in tissues. The lack of single-cell resolution in spatial transcriptomics(ST) technologies produces gene expression from a mixture of potentially heterogeneous cells ateach spot. Here, we develop RETROFIT, a Bayesian non-negative matrix factorization framework todecompose cell-type mixtures in ST data without using external single-cell expression references.RETROFIT outperforms existing reference-based methods in estimating cell-type proportions andreconstructing gene expressions in simulations with varying spot size and sample heterogeneity,irrespective of the quality or availability of the single-cell reference. RETROFIT recapitulates knowncell-type localization patterns in a Slide-seq dataset of mouse cerebellum without using any single-cell data. RETROFIT identifies biologically relevant spatial and temporal patterns in a Visium datasetof adult and fetal human intestine, and identifies cell-type specific genes associated with eachdevelopmental stage, revealing insights into human intestine development.
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A Joint Bayesian Framework for Measurement Error and Missing Data in INLA

Emma Sofie Skarstein Thursday, June 30
Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Missing data and measurement error are common problems in most applied data sets. However,while the former is receiving considerable attention, many researchers are still not routinelyaccounting for varying types of measurement error in their variables. By viewing missing data asa limiting case of measurement error, we propose Bayesian hierarchical models to account forcontinuous covariate measurement error and missingness simultaneously. The investigated modelsencompass both the well-known classical measurement error, but also the less considered Berksonmeasurement error, which often occurs, among other places, in experimental setups and exposurestudies. The Bayesian framework is very flexible, and allows us to incorporate any prior knowledgewemay have about the nature of themeasurement error. We illustrate how the respectivemethodscan then be efficiently implemented via integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA).
Estimating COVID-19 incidence and infection fatality rates

Justin Slater Thursday, June 30
University of Toronto
Naive estimates of incidence and infection fatality rates (IFR) of COVID-19 suffer from a varietyof biases, many of which relate to preferential testing. This has motivated epidemiologists fromaround the globe to conduct serosurveys that measure the immunity of individuals by testing forthe presence of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in the blood. These quantitative measures (titre values)are then used as a proxy for previous or current infection. However, statistical methods that usethis data to its full potential have yet to be developed. Previous researchers have discretizedthese continuous values, discarding potentially useful information. In this work, we demonstratehow multivariate mixture models can be used in combination with poststratification to estimatecumulative incidence and IFR in a(n) (approximate) Bayesian framework without discretization. Indoing so, we propagate error from both the estimated number of infections and deaths to provideestimates of IFR. This method is demonstrated using data from the Action to Beat Coronavirus(Ab-C) serosurvey in Canada.
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Bayesian modelling of weekly mortality incorporating annual trends

Peter Smith Thursday, June 30
University of Southampton
The COVID-19 pandemic has focused attention on methods for calculating excess deaths. Statisticsbased entirely on cause-of-death data underestimate the true toll of the pandemic, for exampledue to the difficulty in determining underlying cause of death and the potential for indirect effectson other causes. This work contributes to the growing excess mortality literature by incorporatinginformation about long-term mortality trends from an annual forecasting model. This provides amore realistic baseline for excess mortality estimation, whilst enabling decomposition of weeklydeaths by single year of age according to established mortality age patterns. Within a coherentBayesian framework that fully integrates all sources of uncertainty, we investigate the utility andsuitability of Gaussian Process and dynamic harmonic regression models for capturing weekly mor-tality variation. Obtaining estimates of the weekly deaths expected in the absence of the pandemic,we estimate age-specific and overall excess deaths and compare with alternative estimates.
Co-clustering of Spatially Resolved Transcriptomic Data

Andrea Sottosanti Thursday, June 30
University of Padova
Spatial transcriptomics is a modern sequencing technology that allows measuring the activity ofthousands of genes in a tissue sample and mapping where the activity is occurring. This technologyhas enabled the study of those genes which exhibit spatial variation across the tissue. Comprehend-ing their functions and their interactions is fundamental to understanding several key biologicalmechanisms. However, adequate statistical tools that exploit the newly spatial mapping informationare still lacking. We introduce SpaRTaCo, a new model that clusters the spatial expression profilesof the genes according to the tissue areas. This is accomplished by performing a co-clustering, i.e.,inferring the latent block structure of the data and inducing a simultaneous clustering of the genesand of the tissue areas. Our proposed methodology is validated with a series of simulations andits usefulness in responding to specific biological questions is illustrated with an application to ahuman brain sample.
How to publish with Chapman & Hall/CRC Press

Lara Spieker Thursday, June 30
Chapman & Hall/CRC Press
The poster will discuss and display how the publishing process from the initial idea to the proposal,and proposal review process, and the writing process aimed at prospective authors to provide bestpractices for shaping your ideas and submitting a book proposal.
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Bayesian calibration of imperfect computer models using Physics-informed pri-
ors

Michail Spitieris Thursday, June 30
NTNU
We introduce a computational efficient data-driven framework suitable for quantifying the un-certainty in physical parameters of computer models represented by differential equations. Weconstruct physics-informed priors for differential equations, which are multi-output Gaussian pro-cess (GP) priors that encode the model’s structure in the covariance function. We extend this intoa fully Bayesian framework which allows quantifying the uncertainty of physical parameters andmodel predictions. Since physical models are usually imperfect descriptions of the real process, weallow the model to deviate from the observed data by considering a discrepancy function. We useHamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) sampling to obtain the posterior distributions. To demonstrate ourapproach, we use the arterial Windkessel model, which is a time-dependent differential equationwith interpretable physical parameters that are considered important to hypertension. We alsoapply our approach to the heat equation, a space-time dependent partial differential equation.
Spatial non-stationary models for pavement deterioration

Ingelin Steinsland Thursday, June 30
NTNU
Maintaining a sufficient quality of the road pavement surface is of high importance for retainingsafe driving conditions. Rut depth is depression in the surface formed by wheels and is commonlyused to describe the condition of the road surface. In this work we modell rutting, i.e. annualchange in rut depth, and aim to contribute to both predicting future rutting and find location ofexcelling rutting that might be due to drainage challenges. We set up and use Bayesian latentGaussian models with relevant explanatory variables such as trafic intensity and road cover type .This includes models with non-stationary spatial dependency where the non-stationarity is drivenby traffic intensity. The proposed models for rutting seems to work and provide insight into thephysical nature of the spatial dependencies, with results indicating nonstationarity for rutting,with increasing standard deviation and decreasing spatial dependency as the traffic intensityincreases.
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Doubly online changepoint detection for monitoring health status during sport
activities

Mattia Stival Thursday, June 30
Department of Statistical Sciences, University of Padova
We provide an online framework to analyze data recorded from smart watches during running activ-ities. In particular, we focus on identifying variations in the behavior of one or more measurementscaused by physical condition changes such as physical discomfort, periods of prolonged de-training,or even malfunction of measuring devices. Our framework considers data as a sequence of runningactivities represented by multivariate time series of physical and biometric data. We combineclassical changepoint detection models with an unknown number of components with Gaussianstate space models to detect distributional changes between a sequence of activities. The modelconsiders multiple sources of dependence due to the sequential nature of subsequent activities,the autocorrelation structure within each activity, and contemporaneous dependence betweendifferent variables. We provide an online Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm involving asequential Monte Carlo approximation of changepoint predicted probabilities. As a byproduct ofour model assumptions, our proposed approach processes sequences of multivariate time seriesin a doubly online framework. While classical changepoint models detect changes be- tween sub-sequent activities, the state space framework coupled with the online EM algorithm provides theadditional benefit of estimating real-time probabilities that a current activity is a changepoint.
A hierarchical Bayesian non-asymptotic extreme value model for spatial data

Federica Stolf Thursday, June 30
University of Padova
Spatial maps of extreme precipitation are crucial in flood protection. With the aim of producingmaps of precipitation return levels, we propose a novel approach to model a collection of spatiallydistributed time series of extreme valueswhere the asymptotic assumption, typical of the traditionalextreme value theory, is relaxed.
We introduce a Bayesian hierarchical model that accounts for the possible underlying variability inthe distribution of event magnitudes and occurrences, which are described through latent temporaland spatial processes. Spatial dependence is characterized by geographical covariates and effectsnot fully described by the covariates are captured by spatial structure in the hierarchies.
The performance of the approach is illustrated through simulation studies and an applicationto daily rainfall extremes across several sites in North Carolina (USA). The results show that wesignificantly reduce the estimation uncertainty with respect to state of the art methods.
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A Bayesian development of probabilistic methods for Agent-based models of
migration

Peter Strong Thursday, June 30
University of Warwick
Agent-Based Models (ABMs) are often used to model migration and are increasingly used tosimulate individual migrant decision-making and unfolding events through a sequence of heuristicif-then rules. However, ABMs lack the methods to embed more principled strategies of performinginference to estimate and validate the models, both of which are significant for real-world casestudies. Here, we give a worked example of how to build a probabilistic model in the subjectiveBayesian paradigm that represents an ABM ofmigration based on the intrinsic Markov nature of theprocess and demonstrate its suitability to capture the uncertainties associated with such egocentricmodels. We embellish this model into a Chain Event Graph (CEG), a class of probabilistic graphicalmodels able to provide a compact representation of complex independence statements.
Bayesian estimation of nonlinear Hawkes processes

Deborah Sulem Thursday, June 30
University of Oxford
Temporal point processes (TPP) are widely applied to model the occurrences of events, e.g., naturaldisasters, online message exchanges, financial transactions or neuronal spike trains. The Hawkesmodel is a TPP model which allows the probability of occurrences of future events to depend onthe past of the process and is particularly popular for modelling interactive phenomena such asdisease expansion. In this work we consider the nonlinear multivariate Hawkes model, which cannotably account for excitation and inhibition between interacting entities. We provide theoreticalguarantees for applying nonparametric Bayesian estimation methods; in particular, we obtainconcentration rates of the posterior distribution on the parameters, and convergence rates ofBayesian estimators. Another object of interest in event-data modelling is to infer the graph ofinteraction - or Granger causal graph. In this case, we provide consistency guarantees for Bayesianmethods.
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Fast Bayesian Inference for Item Response Theory models

Elias T Krainski Thursday, June 30
KAUST
One aim of an Item Response Theory (IRT) model is to estimate the students ability based on theitem parameters. The joint estimation of the item parameters can be challenging for traditionalalgorithms, even when only a few hundred students are considered, and real data usually comprisesof thousands of students. INLA is a well-known approximate inference framework for complexmodels and after some recent developments, IRTmodels can now be inferred in very low computingtime using INLA. Additionally, we propose an extension of the two parameter IRT model to betteraccount for the non-symmetric behavior, where we consider a penalized complexity prior tocontract to the simpler model if the data necessitates it. An application of the proposed IRT modelto a large data set from a high school national level exam in Brazil is presented. This is joint workwith Janet Van Niekerk and Haavard Rue.
Dynamics of the competition between two languages

Achille Ecladore Tchahou Tchendjeu Thursday, June 30
University of Bamenda
This paper reports a new kind of mathematical model for language competition dynamics usingcompartmental epidemiologicalmodeling approach. Themodel describes the competition betweentwo languages, say the predominant one called language 1, and the less spoken language 2, both inthe same community. We distinguish three groups of population building the concerned community:one majority speaking language 1, one minority speaking language 2 and a last minority speakingneither language 1 nor language 2. The study of the proposed model includes an analysis ofthe evolution of the number of speakers over time. This model predicts that language 2 caninevitably disappear if the threshold parameter R0 is less than one. We show that our modelis well-posed mathematically and linguistically. We also show that the model has basically twolinguistic equilibrium points. A monolingual equilibrium point that corresponds to the case whereonly one language is spoken: some individuals speak only the language 1 and some others do speakneither language 1, nor language 2. A bilingual equilibrium point which corresponds to the casewhere all the languages are spoken: some individuals speak both languages 1 and 2, some othersspeak only language 1, while a third group does speak only language 2, and the last group speaksnone of the two languages. In this bilingual equilibrium point, both languages coexist. Dependingon the threshold parameter, we demonstrate the stability of these equilibria. The model presentson one hand, a direct bifurcation phenomenon, in which we have a stable equilibrium point with-out bilingual speakers when the associated basic reproduction number is less than one. On theother hand, it presents a stable bilingual equilibrium point when the number of associated basicreproductions is greater than one. The analysis of the overall sensitivity of the model is performedand the impact of the system parameters on the basic reproduction number was performed usingsensitivity analysis to determine the impact of each parameter of the system on bilingualism. Thenumerical simulations carried out are in agreement with the presented theory.
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Bayesian nonparametric scalar-on-image regression via Potts-Gibbs random par-
tition models

Mica Teo Thursday, June 30
University of Edinburgh
Scalar-on-image regression aims to investigate changes in a scalar response of interest based on high-dimensional imaging data. We propose a novel Bayesian nonparametric scalar-on-image regressionmodel that utilises the spatial coordinates of the voxels to group voxels with similar effects on theresponse to have a common coefficient. We employ the Potts-Gibbs random partition model asthe prior for the random partition in which the partition process is spatially dependent, therebyencouraging groups representing spatially contiguous regions. In addition, Bayesian shrinkagepriors are utilised to identify the covariates and regions that are most relevant for the prediction.The proposed model is illustrated using the simulated data sets.
Author Clustering and Topic Estimation for Short Texts

Graham Tierney Thursday, June 30
Duke University
Analysis of short text, such as social media posts, is extremely difficult because of their inherentbrevity. In addition to classifying topics of such posts, a common downstream task is grouping theauthors of these documents for subsequent analyses. We propose a novel model that expandson the Latent Dirichlet Allocation by modeling strong dependence among the words in the samedocument, with user-level topic distributions. We also simultaneously cluster users, removing theneed for post-hoc cluster estimation and improving topic estimation by shrinking noisy user-leveltopic distributions towards typical values. Themodel is estimated bothwith an exact collapsedGibbssampler and a fast variational approximation. We demonstrate that the accuracy of the variationalapproximation improves as the size of the corpus increases, the scenario when the approximationis most useful. Our method performs as well as — or better — than traditional approaches, and wedemonstrate its usefulness on a dataset of tweets from United States Senators, recovering bothmeaningful topics and clusters that reflect partisan ideology. We also develop a measure of echochambers among these politicians by characterizing insularity of topics discussed by groups ofSenators and provide uncertainty quantification using posterior predictive simulations.
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Principal stratification with measurement errors for post-infection outcome
vaccine efficacy and effectiveness without monotonicity

Rob Trangucci Thursday, June 30
University of Michigan
Traditional measures of post-infection outcome vaccine efficacy using principal stratification rely onthe assumption that infection and outcome can be measured without error and that an individual’svaccine efficacy for infection is nonnegative. In reality, diagnostic tests for infection are imperfectand outcomes like symptoms or severe disease can be misclassified. Nonnegativity of individualvaccine efficacy, also known as monotonicity, cannot always be assumed to hold in observationalstudies of vaccine effectiveness. We extend the principal stratification framework applied tovaccine efficacy in two ways: we allow for nondifferential measurement errors in both outcome andinfection and we eliminate the monotonicity assumption. When monotonicity cannot be assumedbut there aremultiple treatment groups, error-freemeasurements, homogeneity of principal causaleffects across treatment groups, and a discrete covariate we derive verifiable sufficient conditionsfor identifiability of the causal model. Whenmonotonicity holds, but there are measurement errorsin the outcome and infection, we derive conditions for the nonparametric identifiability of theprincipal strata proportions. With neither error-free measurements nor monotonicity, we combinethe results to yield a causal estimand that is dependent on two partially identifiable parameters. Weformulate a parametric model for post-infection outcome vaccine efficacy and apply the model to asimulation study to measure sensitivity to deviations from our identifiability conditions. Given ourdependence on the assumptions of homogeneity, and conditional unconfoundedness we extendthe parametric model to allow for nonhomogeneous principal causal effects between treatmentgroups, and unobserved confounders. Finally we apply our parametric model to an influenzavaccine clinical trial and an observational study of influenza vaccine effectiveness.
A Time-Dependent Poisson-Gamma Model for Recruitment Forecasting in Multi-
center Clinical Trials

Armando Turchetta Thursday, June 30
McGill University
Estimating the recruitment time in multicenter clinical trials is a key component of the feasibilityassessment. Yet, deterministic models mainly based on trial investigators’ recruitment assumptionsare still used. A Bayesian approach built on a doubly stochastic Poisson process, known as thePoisson-Gamma model, was introduced to address the lack of a strong and consistent statisticalmethodology in this field. This approach is based on the modeling of enrollments as a Poissonprocess where the recruitment rates are assumed to be constant over time and to follow a commonGamma prior distribution. However, the constant-rate assumption is a restrictive limitation thatis rarely appropriate for applications in real clinical trials. In this presentation, we illustrate aflexible generalization of this methodology which allows the enrollment rates to vary over time bymodeling them through B-splines, and we show the suitability of this approach for a wide range ofrecruitment behaviors.
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A joint hierarchical model for the number of cases and deaths due to COVID-19
across the boroughs of Montreal

Leo Vancio Thursday, June 30
Harvard University
As of July 2021, Montreal is the epicentre of the COVID-19 pandemic in Canada with highest numberof deaths. We aim to investigate the spatial distribution of the number of cases and deaths due toCOVID-19 across the boroughs of Montreal. To this end, we propose that the cumulative numbersof cases and deaths in the 33 boroughs of Montreal are modelled through a bivariate hierarchicalBayesian model using Poisson distributions. The Poisson means are decomposed in the log scaleas the sums of fixed effects and latent effects. The areal median age, the educational level, andthe number of beds in long-term care homes are included in the fixed effects. To explore thecorrelation between cases and deaths inside and across areas, three different bivariate models areconsidered for the latent effects, namely an independent one, a conditional autoregressive model,and one that allows for both spatially structured and unstructured sources of variability. As theinclusion of spatial effects change some of the fixed effects, we extend the Spatial+ approach to aBayesian areal set up to investigate the presence of spatial confounding. We find that the modelwhich includes independent latent effects across boroughs performs the best among the onesconsidered, there appears to be spatial confounding with the diploma and median age variables,and the correlation between the cases and deaths across and within boroughs is always negative.This is joint work with Victoire Michal and Alexandra Schmidt from McGill University.
Zig-Zag for Approximate Bayesian Computation

Giorgos Vasdekis Thursday, June 30
University of Warwick
Piecewise Deterministic Markov Processes (PDMPs) (see Fearnhead et.al. 2018) have recentlycaught the attention of the MCMC community for having a non-diffusive behaviour and being ableto explore the state space more efficiently. This makes them good candidates to generate MCMCalgorithms. One important problem in Bayesian computation the last ten years is inference formodels where the likelihood is intractable. A popular method to deal with problems in this settingis the Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC). In this poster we describe a PDMP algorithm,based on the Zig-Zag process (see Bierkens and Roberts 2019), that is designed to target ABCposteriors. This way we combine the areas of PDMPs and ABC. We show that the algorithm targetsthe distribution of interest and we provide numerical examples to show its effectiveness. This isjoint work with Richard Everitt.
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Sparse recovery of dynamical systems with inference

Sara Venkatraman Thursday, June 30
Cornell University
In many scientific disciplines, time-evolving phenomena are frequently modeled by nonlinearordinary or partial differential equations. A common statistical approach to the recovery of suchmodels from data relies on penalized regression, whereby equations of the form dx/dt = f(x(t))are estimated by regressing time derivatives on a large set of candidate functions, such as poly-nomials. However, this technique is prone to the selection of incorrect terms and is lacking inrigorous uncertainty quantification for the estimated equations. We propose leveraging recentadvances in Bayesian and frequentist penalized regression to estimate differential equations assparse combinations of terms that are statistically significant or have high posterior probabilities.Using noisy data generated from several dynamical systems, we demonstrate that this methodis able to correctly identify the polynomial terms comprising such systems and quantify theirvariability.
A Bayesian approach to assess efficacy in ALS platform trials

Matteo Vestrucci Thursday, June 30
Berry Consultants
The HEALEY ALS Platform Trial tests multiple novel treatment regimens in persons with ALS. Regula-tory guidance recommends an integrated analysis of survival and function to assess efficacy of noveltherapies. The traditional approach is a joint rank analysis (CAFS) that lacks 1- a clinically meaningfulsummary of treatment benefit and 2- the flexibility to accommodate the challenges arising from aplatform trial, such as modeling potential differences in shared placebo participants over time andacross regimens. The proposed primary analysis model for the trial is a novel Bayesian integratedanalysis of survival and function that overcomes the two deficiencies. We compare the proposedanalysis to CAFS by means of simulations to show that it also has better operating characteristics.The simulations correctly account for the association between survival and function by utilizing anovel hybrid approach built on simulating synthetic patients based on bootstrapped blueprints,generated from the PROACT database.
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Modeling vulnerability through a hierarchical spatial Bayesian model for mixed
dichotomous and continuous variables

Gabrielle Virgili-Gervais Thursday, June 30
McGill University
Rapid urbanization has put pressure on services and infrastructures provided by cities. This has ledto social inequalities, leaving parts of the population vulnerable. This poster proposes a modelenabling policy makers to identify vulnerable areas and decisive factors of local vulnerability, toprovide meaningful aid to those in need. We present a model capturing the multifaceted conceptof vulnerability through a Bayesian hierarchical model. This model extends Quinn’s (2004) modelon mixed dichotomous and continuous variables, using 10% of the 2010 Ghana census in theGreater Accra Metropolitan area. Three models were fit to provide a vulnerability index: one withindependent parameters, one inducing a spatial structure on the index and one with hierarchicalintercepts, wherein different areas are allowed to have different weights. The advantage of thisapproach is that different variables can contribute differently to the index across space. Unlike mostvulnerability assessment models proposed by the literature, the hierarchical nature of our modelenabled us to use the census observations at the household level without needing to aggregateany information. Thus, it better accommodates the variability of the vulnerability between censustracts. In all threemodels, some of themost discriminating variables were related to access to cleanwater and waste disposal, both of which could be addressed by local authorities. Amongst theproposed models, the best fit was achieved using a hierarchical prior on the intercepts. This is jointwork with Alexandra M. Schmidt, Jill Baumgartner and Brian Robinson from McGill University.
A Bayesian approach to multiview learning

Lasse Vuursteen Thursday, June 30
TU Delft
In multi-view learning, one considers prediction based on different sources of information calledviews. Each view constitutes the observations of the same label Yi but with a different set ofcovariates. When one has multiple views concerning the same prediction problem, how does onefind out which view is most predictive? And how should predictions based on separate views becombined? For example, say that for each patient in a biomedical study, one can obtain separatelydifferent types of medical scans. Finding out which type of scan(s) are most valuable and how thepredictions of these scans should be combined is valuable when obtaining these scans is costly. Westudy the performance of Bayesian methods in a variety of simulated multi-view settings such aslinear- and logistic regression. We compare the performance to established frequentist methods.In particular, we investigate the potential of Bayesian methods in quantifying the degree to whicha view has predictive value.
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Fully Bayesian Structured Sparse Group Lasso

Dan Wang Thursday, June 30
TU Delft
In statistical modeling, group-selection problems arise naturally, especially in applications withhigh dimensional covariates. Several penalization and Bayesian methods have been proposed inthe literature. The Sparse group lasso estimator can realize variable selection both on a group andwithin-group level. However, it does not provide meaningful variance estimates for the regressioncoefficients. In order to overcome this problem, we consider a novel fully Bayesian method: TheBayesian structured sparse group lasso. We have designed a fully Gibbs sampling procedure tosample from the posterior distribution of the parameters based on the exchange algorithm and thedouble Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. For the variable selection, we also consider an empiricalposterior credible interval method. Simulations and real data analysis using our proposed methodshow promising performance in terms of parameter estimation, prediction, and variable selection,in comparison with a variety of existing methods.
Coverage of Credible Intervals in Bayesian Multivariate Isotonic Regression

Kang Wang Thursday, June 30
North Carolina State University
We consider the nonparametric multivariate isotonic regression problem, where the regressionfunction is assumed to be nondecreasing with respect to each predictor. Our goal is to constructa Bayesian credible interval for the function value at a given interior point with assured limitingfrequentist coverage. A natural prior on the regression function is given by a random step functionwith a suitable prior on increasing step-heights, but the resulting posterior distribution is hard toanalyze theoretically due to the complicated order restriction on the coefficients. We instead put aprior on unrestricted step-functions, but make inference using the induced posterior measure byan "immersion map" from the space of unrestricted function to that of multivariate monotonefunctions. This allows maintaining the natural conjugacy for posterior sampling. A natural immer-sion map to use is a projection with respect to a distance function, but in the present context, ablock isotonization map is found to be more useful. The approach of using the induced "immersionposterior" measure instead of the original posterior to make inference provides a useful extensionof the Bayesian paradigm, particularly helpful when the model space is restricted by some com-plex relations. We establish a key weak convergence result for the posterior distribution of thefunction at a point in terms of some functional of a multi-indexed Gaussian process that leads toan expression for the limiting coverage of the Bayesian credible interval. Analogous to a recentresult for univariate monotone functions, we find that the limiting coverage is slightly higher thanthe credibility, the opposite of a phenomenon observed in smoothing problems. Interestingly, therelation between the credibility and the limiting coverage does not involve any unknown parameter.Hence by a recalibration procedure, we can get a predetermined asymptotic coverage by choosinga suitable credibility level smaller than the targeted coverage, and thus also shorten the credibleintervals.
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Bayesian Genetic Mark-Recapture Methods for Estimating Seasonal River Run
Size of Stock Populations

Yiran Wang Thursday, June 30
University of Waterloo
Genetic mark-recapture (GMR) is a statistical technique used in estimating population size inecology. By combining genetic data on the relative abundance of species from a sample withpopulation counts obtained for a subset of the species, GMR allows the estimation of the totalpopulation size and the contributions of each species. This is typically done with a type of Lincoln-Petersen estimator which provides an asymptotically unbiased estimate for the total populationsize. However, the accompanying variance estimator does not account for the uncertainty in thesampling process of the genetics data. As a result, this approach can suffer from a significantlyunderestimated variance, especially when the relative proportions in the genetic sample differfrom those in the population. In this work, we propose a novel Bayesian GMR framework toaddress this issue. The Bayesian framework can explicitly incorporate the sampling error in thegenetic sample and readily lends itself to combining additional sources of data into a single model,such as capture-recapture data or telemetry data, which are also frequently used to estimatepopulation size. The effectiveness of the new method is investigated via simulation studies andused to estimate the abundance of Sockeye Salmon in the Taku River.
Tree-based models for high-dimensional compositional data in microbiome stud-
ies

Zhuoqun Wang Thursday, June 30
Department of Statistical Science, Duke University
The human gut microbiome is associated with various diseases and health outcomes. A key char-acteristic of microbiome compositional data is its large and complex cross-sample heterogeneity.Appropriately accounting for these functional “variance components” is critical for several com-mon inference tasks, including identifying latent structures, carrying out hypothesis testing oncross-group differences, and modeling dynamics, but is complicated by the key features of micro-biome compositional data including high-dimensionality, sparsity, and compositionality. Thesecharacteristics incur the need for structural constraints on covariance modeling while maintainingthe analytical and computational tractability of the resulting models and methods. We presentseveral recently proposed methods that aim to utilize a tree structure—namely the phylogeny ofthe microbial species—to incorporate flexible covariance components while maintaining computa-tional scalability. In particular, we present probabilistic models for microbiome compositional databased on the Dirichlet-tree (DT) distribution and the logistic-tree normal (LTN) distribution anddemonstrate their wide applicability in a range of applications including cross-sample comparison,mixed-effects modeling, covariance estimation, and clustering analysis. This is based on joint workwith Jialiang Mao and Li Ma.
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Behavioural Change Individual-Level Models for Infectious Disease Transmis-
sion

Madeline Ward Thursday, June 30
University of Calgary
Individual-level models are a flexible class of statistical model which can incorporate informationon individual risk factors, including spatial location, to account for the high degree of heterogeneitythat is characteristic of population mixing, and, thus, disease transmission. However, these modelshave typically assumed stable population behaviour over time. Yet, as we have observed throughoutthe COVID-19 pandemic, behaviour often changes based on the current perceived risk of contractingthe disease. In turn, this behaviour change can have a large impact on the transmission dynamics ofthe disease. This poster presents a new class of behavioural change individual-level models whereprevalence affects susceptibility and/or populationmixing and illustrate their use through simulatedand real data on foot and mouth disease. We will detail the MCMC model-fitting methodologyused, including the use of spike and slab priors to identify whether prevalence-dependency is trulypresent in an epidemic.
Using Dirichlet Processes Mixture Models and Machine Learning to Estimate
Crash Risk on Roadways

Richard Warr Thursday, June 30
Brigham Young University
Historically, specifying models for point pattern data has had to balance flexibility with interpretabil-ity. On the one hand, mixture model specifications for Poisson process intensity surfaces canflexibly capture the nonlinear nature of the intensity surface but don’t yield interpretable regres-sion parameters. On the other hand, log-Gaussian Cox processes can give interpretable regressioncoefficients for the intensity surface but suffer from computational issues. In this project we providea partial solution to this balancing act by using a Dirichlet process mixture model (DPMM) to flexiblymodel an intensity surface for a Poisson process. We then project the resulting DPMM, using allposterior draws, onto a set of basis functions using penalized regression to obtain an estimate(with the associated Bayesian uncertainty) of a corresponding log-Gaussian Cox process fit. Wedemonstrate this process by estimating the intensity surface and the associated effects of roadwaycharacteristics on the frequency of crashes on I-15 in Utah over time. This is a joint work withMatthew Heaton, Philip White, Caleb Daley, and Benjamin Dahl.
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Bayesian Modeling of Effective and Functional Brain Connectivity using Hierar-
chical Vector Autoregressions

Bertil Wegmann Thursday, June 30
Department of Computer and Information Science, Linköping University, SWEDEN
Analysis of brain connectivity is important for understanding how information is processed by thebrain. We propose a novel Bayesian vector autoregression (VAR) hierarchical model for analyzingbrain connectivity in a resting-state fMRI data set with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) patients andhealthy controls. Our approach models functional and effective connectivity simultaneously, whichis new in the VAR literature for brain connectivity, and allows for both group- and single-subjectinference as well as group comparisons. We combine analytical marginalization with HamiltonianMonte Carlo (HMC) to obtain highly efficient posterior sampling. The results from more simplifiedcovariance settings are, in general, overly optimistic about functional connectivity between regionscompared to our results. In addition, our modeling of heterogeneous subject-specific covariancematrices is shown to give smaller differences in effective connectivity (EC) compared to modelswith a common covariance matrix to all subjects.
Clustering Neural Populations with an Extended Poisson Dynamic FactorModel

Ganchao Wei Thursday, June 30
University of Connecticut, Department of Statistics
Modern neural recording techniques allow neuroscientists to observe the spiking activity of manyneurons simultaneously. Although previous work has illustrated how activity within and betweenknown populations of neurons can be summarized by low-dimensional latent vectors, in many caseswhat determines a discrete population may be unclear. Neurons differ in their anatomical location,but, also, in their cell types and response properties. When the neural activities are globallynonlinear, using single population analysis is inappropriate. However, defining the populations isusually difficult and wrong cluster assignments will lead to bias in latent structure inferences. Totackle this challenge, here we develop a clustering method based on a mixture of extended Poissondynamic factor model including individual baselines, with the number of cluster is treated as aparameter in mixture of finite mixtures (MFM) model. To sample efficiently from the posteriors,we approximate the full conditional distribution of latent state by Gaussian and marginalize theloading out when clustering, by making use of the Poisson-Gamma conjugacy. We further applyour method to multi-region neuropixels recordings for illustration. The propose method provides atool to cluster neurons based on functionality.
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Bayesian Data Selection

Eli Weinstein Thursday, June 30
Columbia University
Insights into complex, high-dimensional data can be obtained by discovering features of the datathat match or do not match a model of interest. To formalize this task, we introduce the "dataselection" problem: finding a lower-dimensional statistic - such as a subset of variables - thatis well fit by a given parametric model of interest. A fully Bayesian approach to data selectionwould be to parametrically model the value of the statistic, nonparametrically model the remaining“background" components of the data, and perform standard Bayesian model selection for thechoice of statistic. However, fitting a nonparametric model to high-dimensional data tends tobe highly inefficient, statistically and computationally. We propose a novel score for performingboth data selection and model selection, the “Stein volume criterion", that takes the form of ageneralized marginal likelihood with a kernelized Stein discrepancy in place of the Kullback-Leiblerdivergence. The Stein volume criterion does not require one to fit or even specify a nonparametricbackgroundmodel, making it straightforward to compute - in many cases it is as simple as fitting theparametric model of interest with an alternative objective function. We prove that the Stein volumecriterion is consistent for both data selection and model selection, and we establish consistencyand asymptotic normality (Bernstein-von Mises) of the corresponding generalized posterior onparameters. We validate our method in simulation and apply it to the analysis of single-cell RNAsequencing datasets using probabilistic principal components analysis and a spin glass model ofgene regulation.
Improving Hidden Population Size Estimation

Justin Weltz Thursday, June 30
Duke University
Many subpopulations defined by illegal or stigmatized behavior are difficult to sample using con-ventional survey methodology. Response Driven Sampling (RDS) is a participant referral processfrequently employed in this context to collect information without privacy-violating survey mech-anisms. Previous methods have attempted to estimate missing edges in the partially observednetwork inherent to the RDS sample. Unfortunately, clear topological biases in these subgraphestimates cause problems for downstream estimation. Treating the RDS subgraph as a nuisanceparameter, we propose a double pronged approach for correcting the bias of population sizeestimates. The first extends simulation-based iterative bias correction methods to the infinitedimensional graph domain. The second leverages prior information on the combinatorial space ofpotential graphs in a Bayesian framework to obtain more realistic network features. We demon-strate significant bias reduction in estimated population size using these methods in a variety ofsimulated paradigms.
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Bayesian unanchored additive models for component network meta-analysis

Augustine Wigle Thursday, June 30
University of Waterloo
Component Network Meta-Analysis (CNMA) models are an extension of standard Network Meta-Analysis (NMA) models which account for the use of multicomponent treatments in the network.This poster contributes innovatively to several statistical aspects of CNMA. First, by introducinga unified notation, we establish that currently available methods differ in the way they assumeadditivity, an important distinction that has been overlooked so far in the literature. In particular,one model uses a more restrictive form of additivity than the other which we term an anchored andunanchoredmodel, respectively. We show that an anchoredmodel can provide a poor fit to the dataif it is misspecified. Second, given that Bayesian models are often preferred by practitioners andthat there are not currently Bayesian CNMA models that benefit from the more flexible additivityassumption, we develop two such unanchored Bayesian CNMA models. An extensive simulationstudy examining bias, coverage probabilities and treatment rankings confirms the favourableperformance of the novel models. This is the first simulation study to compare the statisticalproperties of CNMA models in the literature. Finally, the use of our novel models is demonstratedon a real dataset, and the results of all existing CNMA models on the dataset are compared.
Arianna: A Domain-Specific Language for MCMC Algorithms

Daniel Winkler Thursday, June 30
Vienna University of Economics and Business
The development of MCMC algorithms involves an implementation in a mathematical language, inaddition to one in a programming language. Often further versions are written in faster, lower-levellanguages (e.g., C++). This development cycle comes with obvious drawbacks (e.g., multiple manualimplementations).
We contribute “Arianna" (honoring Rosenbluth), a system for MCMC algorithms based on domain-specific languages (DSLs; special-purpose languages like SQL). Our DSL allows the implementationof algorithms using mathematical notation, which can be translated to different programminglanguages.
Our DSL constitutes a concise, easily comprehensible, and extensible yet powerful system tostreamline MCMC development. We highlight different non-trivial MCMC algorithms includingglobal-local shrinkage priors for factor models.
While researchers retain complete control over the algorithm (no black box), highly optimizedbackends (e.g., GPU) can be provided by domain specialists. In our presentation we will highlightseveral backends (Rust for speed, Javascript for in-browser execution, among others).
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Inferring the sources of HIV infection in Africa from deep-sequence data with
semi-parametric Bayesian Poisson flow models

Xiaoyue Xi Thursday, June 30
University of Cambridge and Imperial College London
Pathogen deep-sequencing is an increasingly routinely used technology in infectious diseasesurveillance. We present a semi-parametric Bayesian Poisson model to exploit these emerging datafor inferring infectious disease transmission flows and the sources of infection at the populationlevel. The framework is computationally scalable in high-dimensional flow spaces thanks to HilbertSpace Gaussian process approximations, allows for sampling bias adjustments, and estimationof gender- and age-specific transmission flows at finer resolution than previously possible. Weapply the approach to densely sampled, population-based HIV deep-sequence data from Rakai,Uganda, and find substantive evidence that adolescent and young women are predominantlyinfected through age-disparate relationships.
Likelihood-based Inference for Stochastic Epidemic Models over Dynamic Net-
works

Jason Xu Thursday, June 30
Duke University
Stochastic epidemic models such as the Susceptible-Infectious-Removed (SIR) model are widelyused tomodel the spread of disease at the population level, but fitting thesemodels to data presentsignificant challenges. In particular, the marginal likelihood is typically considered intractable in thepresence of missing data, as practitioners resort to simulation methods or approximations. Wediscuss some recent contributions that enable direct inference using the likelihood of observeddata, focusing on a perspective that makes use of latent variables to explore configurations of themissing data within a Bayesian framework. Motivated both by count data from large outbreaks andhigh-resolution contact data from mobile health studies, we show how a data-augmented MCMCapproach successfully learns the interpretable epidemic parameters and scales to handle realisticdata settings efficiently.
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Bayes Factor with Conjugate Prior for Region-Based Rare Variant Analysis

Jingxiong Xu Thursday, June 30
Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute
Next Generation Sequencing technology provides opportunities to discover rare variants (RVs)associated with complex human diseases. We previously introduced a region-based test using aBayes Factor (BF) statistic (Xu et al., Biometrics, 2020) where the association between a set ofRVs in the same region (e.g. a gene) and a disease was assessed. Here we extend this approachusing the generalized linear model framework and its conjugate prior (Chen et al., Statistica Sinica,2003), which can handle outcomes of different types (binary, continuous, count), informativefunctional annotation and unbalanced designs. We also implemented a variable selection of theRVs to improve the power of our approach using the birth-death algorithm. Simulation studies andapplication to UK Biobank cancer data are conducted to assess the finite sample properties of ourmethod.
Objective Bayesian Model Selection for Generalized Linear Mixed Models

Shuangshuang Xu Thursday, June 30
Virginia Tech
We propose an objective Bayesian model selection approach for generalized linear mixed models.To deal with the issue of integration of random effects, we approximate the likelihood functionusing a Gaussian pseudo-likelihood. In addition, we assume approximate reference priors forthe parameters of the model. In addition to the approximate reference prior, we also considera non-local prior for the variance component of random effects. To deal with the improprietyof the prior, we develop a fractional Bayes factor approach with a minimum training fraction.We then perform model selection based on the resulting posterior probabilities of the severalcompeting models. Simulation studies with Poisson generalized linear mixed models with spatialrandom effects and overdispersion random effects show that our approach performs favorablywhen compared to widely used competing Bayesian methods. We illustrate the usefulness andflexibility of our approach with three case studies on a Poisson longitudinal model, a Poisson spatialmodel, and a logistic mixed model.
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Statistically robust discovery of mutational signatures using the power poste-
rior

Catherine Xue Thursday, June 30
Harvard University
Mutational signatures are distinctive patterns of mutations resulting from carcinogenic molec-ular processes, such as UV radiation, molecular effects of chemical agents, and defective DNArepair mechanisms. Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) models have been used to discovermutational signatures and deconvolve their respective contributions in individual tumors fromsequencing data. However, any assumed model is only a rough approximation to reality, and as aconsequence, the results are sometimes misleading and irreproducible. We propose an alternativeapproach to mutational signature inference that, by leveraging the power posterior, is robust tousing an approximate model and, by using a novel sparsity-inducing prior, automatically infers thenumber of signatures. We demonstrate the robustness and accuracy of our approach on simulateddata and real data from the ICGC/TCGA Pan-Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes Consortium.
Stereographic Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Jun Yang Thursday, June 30
University of Oxford
High dimensional distributions, especially those with heavy tails, are notoriously difficult for offthe shelf MCMC samplers: the combination of unbounded state spaces, diminishing gradientinformation, and local moves, results in empirically observed “stickiness" and poor theoreticalmixing properties – lack of geometric ergodicity. In this paper, we introduce a new class of MCMCsamplers that map the original high dimensional problem in Euclidean space onto a sphere andremedy these notorious mixing problems. In particular, we develop random-walk Metropolis typealgorithms as well as versions of Bouncy Particle Sampler that are uniformly ergodic for a largeclass of light and heavy tailed distributions and also empirically exhibit rapid convergence in highdimensions.
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Probabilistic Learning of Treatment Trees in Cancer

Tsung-Hung Yao Thursday, June 30
University of Michigan
Accurate identification of synergistic treatment combinations and their underlying biological mech-anisms is critical across many disease domains, especially cancer. In translational oncology research,preclinical systems such as patient-derived xenografts (PDX) have emerged as a unique study designevaluating multiple treatments administered to samples from the same human tumor implantedinto genetically identical mice. In this paper, we propose a novel Bayesian probabilistic tree-basedframework for PDX data to investigate the hierarchical relationships between treatments by infer-ring treatment cluster trees, referred to as treatment trees (Rx-tree). The framework motivates anew metric of mechanistic similarity between two or more treatments accounting for inherentuncertainty in tree estimation; treatments with a high estimated similarity have potentially highmechanistic synergy. Building upon Dirichlet Diffusion Trees, we derive a closed-form marginallikelihood encoding the tree structure, which facilitates computationally efficient posterior infer-ence via a new two-stage algorithm. Simulation studies demonstrate superior performance ofthe proposed method in recovering the tree structure and treatment similarities. Our analyses ofa recently collated PDX dataset produce treatment similarity estimates that show a high degreeof concordance with known biological mechanisms across treatments in five different cancers.More importantly, we uncover new and potentially effective combination therapies that confersynergistic regulation of specific downstream biological pathways for future clinical investigations.Our accompanying code, data, and shiny application for visualization of results are available at:https://github.com/bayesrx/RxTree
Operator-induced structural variable selection for identifying materials genes

Shengbin Ye Thursday, June 30
Rice University
We propose a new method for variable selection with operator-induced structure (OIS), in whichthe predictors are engineered from a limited number of primary variables and a set of elementaryalgebraic operators through compositions. Standard practice directly analyzes the high-dimensionalcandidate predictor space in a linear model; statistical analyses are then substantially hampered bythe daunting challenge posed by millions of correlated predictors. The proposed method iteratesnonparametric variable selection to achieve effective dimension reduction in linear models byutilizing the geometry embedded in OIS, leading to reduced computational costs and improvedaccuracy. An OIS screening property for variable selection methods in the presence of featureengineering is introduced. Finite sample assessment indicates that the employed Bayesian AdditiveRegression Trees (BART)-based variable selection method enjoys this property. We demonstratethe superior performance of the proposed method in simulation studies and a real data applicationto single-atom catalyst analysis.
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Group Structure Estimation for Panel Data - A General Approach

Lu Yu Thursday, June 30
University of Toronto
Consider a panel data setting where repeated observations on individuals are available. Often it isreasonable to assume that there exist groups of individuals that share similar effects of observedcharacteristics, but the grouping is typically unknown in advance. We propose a novel approach toestimate such unobserved groupings for general panel data models. Our method explicitly accountsfor the uncertainty in individual parameter estimates and remains computationally feasible with alarge number of individuals and/or repeated measurements on each individual. The developedideas can be applied evenwhen individual-level data are not available and only parameter estimatestogether with some quantification of uncertainty are given to the researcher.
Using AI and High-resolution fMRI Data to Learn the Backbone Functional Con-
nectivity of the Human Brain

Zeyu Yuwen Thursday, June 30
University of Florida, Department of Statistics
Recent advances in brain imaging have produced large volume of neuroscience data. These dataare valuable as they provide scans of the brain in a high resolution on the brain activities duringimportant cognitive tasks. To understand how the brain works, a primary target of interest toextract is the functional connectivity, which changes dynamically over time. While some methodsmainly view any non-zero correlation between two regions of brain as a functional connectionand produce many false-positive findings. More importantly, in the face of high spatial resolution,subject-to-subject variation, and temporal change, these approaches aren’t capable to produceuseful interpretation. In this study, we will exploit the recent development of network modelsand AI deep learning to learn the backbone functional connectivity network. Compared to thecrude correlation network, a fundamental difference is we focus on finding a backbone networkthat connects the important parts of the brain, and quantifying its dynamic change over time andvariation among subjects. This project has a big impact on 1) biostatistical methodology to fill thegap in handling massive and temporally changing bioimaging data, and 2) neuroscience applicationto find the fundamental difference of brain connectivity between the task vs rest groups.
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Bayesian nonparametric multiscale mixture models via Hilbert-curve partition-
ing

Daniele Zago Thursday, June 30
Università degli Studi di Padova
Bayesian nonparametric multivariate density estimation typically relies on mixture specifications,exceptions made for Pólya tree constructions. Herein, we develop a multivariate mixture modelexploiting the multiscale stick-breaking prior recently proposed by Stefanucci and Canale (2021).The building block of the proposed approach is a base measure defined exploiting the Hilbertspace-filling curve which allows to adapt a simple partitioning of a univariate parameter space tothe multivariate case with minor adjustments. Alongside the theoretical discussion, we illustratethe model’s performance by analyzing both synthetic and real datasets. The results suggest thatthe proposed multiscale model achieves competitive performance with respect to state-of-the-artBayesian nonparametric methods both in scenarios presenting single- and multi-scale features.
Modelling temporally misaligned data across space: the case of total pollen
concentration in Toronto

Sara Zapata-Marin Thursday, June 30
McGill University
Some spatio-temporal processes face the problem of temporal misalignment in the data whenmeasurements are taken at different temporal scales. Rather than aggregating the data to thecoarser scale, we can account for this temporal misalignment and take advantage of the finertemporal scale measurements. We propose a spatio-temporal model to account for temporalmisalignment when one of the scales is the sum or average of the other. The inference is performedunder the Bayesian framework and uncertainty about the unknown quantities of interest is naturallyaccounted for. We have available measurements of pollen concentration made between Marchand October of 2018 over 18 sites in Toronto, Canada. However, for some locations, observationswere recorded daily, whereas, for others, observations were collected weekly. We show how thetemporal aggregation of the pollen concentration measurements has an impact on the effect ofthe different covariates.
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Multiplex Network Hawkes Model for the Assessment of Systemic Risk Propaga-
tion

Mante Zelvyte Thursday, June 30
UCL
Understanding the dynamics of connectedness within financial systems and the channels of riskpropagation is of key importance for systemic risk management and to prevent the need of govern-ment intervention in future. Research in this area has been particularly active since the financialcrisis of 2008-2009. Systemic risk is characterised by default contagion making Hawkes processa natural fit due to its ability to capture interactions between events. Network Hawkes modelintroduced by Linderman et al. (2014) offers an intuitive and interpretable way to infer the latentstructure underlying systemic risk propagation. We extend the model by allowing for multiplex net-work structure with external covariates driving the network link formation. Our proposed modelenables to explore the importance of different risk propagation channels by utilising differentsources and types of data, incl. categorical company data, balance sheet information and marketprices.
Automatic Reversible Jump MCMC for Bayesian Variable Selection in Poisson
Regression Models

Gregor Zens Thursday, June 30
Bocconi University
Variable selection in Poisson regression models is a standard task for applied researchers in variousfields. While frequentist penalized likelihood methods are well established, Bayesian frameworkshave received considerably less attention. Existing Bayesian approaches are moreover oftencharacterized by a high computational demand or extensive tuning requirements. We develop anovel, exact and computationally feasible hierarchical framework for variable selection in Poissonregression models. For estimation, automatic and efficient reversible jump Markov chain MonteCarlo techniques are utilized. A large-scale simulation study demonstrates the strengths of theframework relative to a number of competitor models and real data applications further illustratethe approach.
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Comparing dependent undirected Gaussian networks

Hongmei Zhang Thursday, June 30
University of Memphis
A Bayesian approach is proposed that unifies Gaussian network constructions and comparisonsbetween two longitudinal networks (identical or differential) for data collected at two-time points.Utilizing the concept of modeling repeated measures, we construct a joint likelihood of networks.The conditional posterior probability mass function for network differentiation determination isderived and its asymptotic proposition is theoretically assessed. An alternative approach builtupon latent rather than manifest data is proposed to significantly reduce computing burden.Simulations are used to demonstrate and compare the two methods and compare them withexisting approaches. Based on epigenetic data collected at different ages, the proposed methodsare demonstrated on their ability to detect dependent network differentiations. Our theoreticalassessment, simulations, and real data applications support the effectiveness of the proposedmethods, although the approach relying on latent data is less efficient.
Dynamic Multivariate Generalized Double Pareto priors for modeling correlated
spatio-temporal sparsity

Wei Zhang Thursday, June 30
Universita della Svizzera italiana
Dynamic regression models are natural extensions of static linear regression models that assumetime-varying parameters. When both the number of parameters and the length of the timeseries are large, it is desirable to impose shrinkage sparsity priors that account for dependenciesbetween neighboring time points. Here, we propose a multivariate extension of recently proposednormal-gamma auto-regressive priors that allows us to dynamically model the correlation betweenmultiple time series, still retaining a generalized double Pareto distribution as stationary marginaldistribution. We describe the properties of the proposed dynamic shrinkage process priors anddevise an efficient MCMC scheme for posterior inference. We illustrate the performances of themodel via a simulation study and an application to neuroimaging data.
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Bayesian Inference for Cox Proportional Hazard Models with Partial Likelihoods,
Semi-Parametric Covariate Effects and Correlated Observations

Ziang Zhang Thursday, June 30
University of Toronto
We propose a flexible and scalable approximate Bayesian inference methodology for the CoxProportional Hazards model with partial likelihood. The model we consider accommodates semi-parametric covariate effects and correlated survival times. The proposed method is based onnested approximations and adaptive quadrature, and the computational burden of working withthe log-partial likelihood is mitigated through automatic differentiation and Laplace approximation.We provide two simulation studies to show the accuracy of the proposed approach, compared withthe existing methods. We demonstrate the practical utility of our method and its computationaladvantages over MCMC methods through the analysis of Kidney infection times, which are paired,and the analysis of Leukemia survival times with a semi-parametric covariate effect and spatialvariation.
Proximal MCMC for Bayesian Inference of Constrained and Regularized Estima-
tion

Xinkai Zhou Thursday, June 30
University of California, Los Angeles
This paper advocates proximal Markov Chain Monte Carlo (ProxMCMC) as a generic Bayesianinference framework for constrained or regularized estimation. Originally developed in the Bayesianimaging literature, ProxMCMC deploys the Moreau-Yosida envelop for a smooth approximation ofthe total variation regularization term, fixes nuisance and regularization parameters as constants,and relies on the Langevin algorithm for the sampling of the posterior. We extend the ProxMCMCto the full Bayesian framework with modeling and data adaptive estimation of all parametersincluding the regularization parameter. More efficient sampling algorithms such as the HamiltonianMonte Carlo are employed to scale proximal MCMC to high-dimensional problems. Analogous tothe proximal algorithms in optimization, ProxMCMC offers a versatile and modularized procedurefor the inference for constrained and non-smooth problems. The power of ProxMCMC is illustratedon various statistical estimation and machine learning tasks. The inference in these problems istraditionally considered difficult from both frequentist and Bayesian perspectives.
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Minimax Quasi-Bayesian estimation in sparse canonical correlation analysis via
a Rayleigh quotient function

Qiuyun Zhu Thursday, June 30
Boston University
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is a popular statistical technique for exploring the relationshipbetween datasets. The estimation of sparse canonical correlation vectors has emerged in recentyears as an important but challenging variation of the CCA problem, with widespread applications.Currently available rate-optimal estimators for sparse canonical correlation vectors are expensive tocompute. We propose a quasi-Bayesian estimation procedure that achieves theminimax estimationrate, and yet is easy to compute by Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). The method uses a re-scaled Rayleigh quotient function as a quasi-log-likelihood, and adopts a Bayesian framework thatcombines this quasi-log-likelihood with a spike-and-slab prior that serves to regularize the inferenceand promote sparsity. We investigated the empirical behavior of the proposed method on bothcontinuous and truncated data, and we noted that it outperforms several state-of-the-art methods.Also, the convergence rate of the posterior mean estimator achieves the minimax rate of the CCAproblem. As an application, we use the methodology to maximally correlate clinical variables andproteomic data for a better understanding of covid-19 disease.
Parallel Krylov Approximations for Latent Gaussian Models

Abylay Zhumekenov Thursday, June 30
KAUST
Gaussian Markov Random Fields (GMRFs) are widely used in Bayesian inference, and are central toLatent Gaussian Modeling (LGM). Dependencies between elements of a GMRF, e.g. spatial points,are modeled using sparse precision matrices. A key point is to find sparse Cholesky factors using areordering, which grants drastic improvements in the complexity.
Nevertheless, computing a derivative of the log-determinant of the precision matrix with respect toa hyperparameter remains a somewhat challenging problem. Extracting correlation information isnot easier either, since it necessitates partially inverting the matrix. Moreover, matrix factorizationbecomes prohibitively slow for huge problems. The scalability issue comes from the fact that directmethods are hard to parallelize, especially the sparse versions.
Instead, we propose recursive and embarrassingly parallel Krylov approximations to the derivativeof the log-determinant and the inverse elements by solving only linear systems. Given the rise ofmulticore and specialized chip architectures, we believe that the method will be more suitable forlarge problems, where direct methods fail.
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Inferring taxonomic placement from DNA barcoding allowing discovery of new
taxa

Alessandro Zito Thursday, June 30
Duke University
Predicting the taxonomic affiliation of DNA sequences collected from biological samples is a funda-mental step in biodiversity assessment. This task is performed by leveraging on existing databasescontaining reference DNA sequences whose taxa are known. However, environmental sequencescan be from organisms that are either unknown to science or for which there are no referencesequences available. Thus, taxonomic novelty of a sequence needs to be accounted for when doingclassification. We propose Bayesian nonparametric taxonomic classifiers, BayesANT, which usespecies sampling model priors to allow new taxa to be discovered at each taxonomic rank. Using asimple product multinomial likelihood with conjugate Dirichlet priors at the lowest rank, a highlyefficient algorithm is developed to provide a probabilistic prediction of the taxa placement of eachsequence at each rank. BayesANT is shown to have excellent performance when many sequencesin the test set belong to unobserved taxa.
Bayesian nonparametrics for post-treatment variables in causal inference

Dafne Zorzetto Thursday, June 30
University of Padua
In causal inference, principal stratification requires to adjust the treatment comparison for con-founded post-treatment variables. Post-treatment variables are potentially affected by the treat-ment while also affecting the response. A common strategy consists in classifying subjects intolatent classes defined by potential posttreatment variables under each treatment. Continuouspost-treatment variables pose some complications as they potentially induce an infinite number ofpossible principal strata. Starting from Schwartz et al. (2011), we propose a Bayesian nonparametricmodel that describes the distribution of the potential post-treatment outcomes, conditionally onthe latent class variables. The model exploits the properties of Bayesian nonparametric mixtureswhich induce data clustering by encouraging borrowing of information and leading latent structures.To improve this model interpretability, wemake use of inner spike and slab nonparametric mixtures.This construction allows to obtain a more informative and parsimonious model which could identifya different number of clusters under different treatments.
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